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Autonomous robots will soon play a significant role in various domains, such as search-

and-rescue, agriculture farms, homes, offices, transportation, and medical surgery, where fast,

safe, and optimal response to different situations will be critical. However, to do so, these robots

need fast algorithms to plan their motion sequences in real-time with limited perception and

battery life. The field of motion planning and control addresses this challenge of coordinating

robot motions and enabling them to interact with their environments for performing various

challenging tasks under constraints.

Planning algorithms for robot control have a long history ranging from methods with

complete to probabilistically complete worst-case theoretical guarantees. However, despite

xix



having deep roots in artificial intelligence and robotics, these methods tend to be computationally

inefficient in high-dimensional problems. On the other hand, machine learning advancements

have led toward systems that can directly perform complex decision-making from raw sensory

information. This thesis introduces a new class of planning methods called Neural Motion

Planners that emerged from the cross-fertilization of classical motion planning and machine

learning techniques. These methods can achieve unprecedented speed and robustness in planning

robot motion sequences in complex, cluttered, and partially observable environments. They

exhibit worst-case theoretical guarantees and solve a broad range of motion planning problems

under geometric collision-avoidance, kinodynamic, non-holonomic, and hard kinematic manifold

constraints.

Another challenge towards deploying robots into our natural world is the tedious process

of defining objective functions for underlying motion planners and transferring and composing

their motion skills into new skills for a combinatorial outburst in robot’s skillset for solving

unseen practical problems. To address these challenges, this thesis introduces novel methods, i.e.,

variational inverse reinforcement learning and compositional reinforcement learning approaches.

These methods learn unknown constraint functions and their motion skills directly from expert

demonstrations for NMPs and compose them into new complex skills for solving more compli-

cated problems across different domains. Finally, this thesis also presents a model-free neural

task planning algorithm that works with never-before-seen objects and generalizes to real world

environments. It generates task plans for underlying motion planning and control approaches and

solves challenging rearrangement tasks in unknown environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As an infant over time, their surrounding environments demonstrate them a variety of

concepts. For example, they observe people walking, talking, eating, and doing other social inter-

actions within their surroundings. These abstract concepts are translated into various behavioral

skills such as they learn to sit, crawl, stand, and walk.These skills are then transferred to new

domains such as crawling over flat ground to crawling upstairs and composed together into more

complex behaviors such as running, rock climbing, cycling, etc. In all such scenarios, our brain

also layouts a task plan and decomposes a given high-level objective into sub-goals and achieves

them by using over-the-time acquired skills.

Environment

Behaviors

ConceptsSkillset

Reward Learning

Skill LearningAggregation

Composition

Figure 1.1: A development process includes understanding demonstrated concepts and learning
corresponding skills, and composing them into new skills for new tasks.

Inspired from our cognitive and motor skill development process, this dissertation in-

troduces novel deep learning-based algorithms to enable robots to acquire their motion skills
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from demonstrated concepts, and compose them together into complex, new skills (Fig. 1.1).

It also highlights that our learning-based algorithms naturally form a mutualistic relationship

with existing task planning methods that breaks a high-level task into a sequence of subtasks.

In addition, this dissertation also introduces a novel model-free neural task planner that can

find multi-step, long-horizon, intermediate sub-task sequences from high-dimensional sensory

information.

π0 π1 π2 πN

C0 C1 C2 CN

Policy Ensemble
Composition

Task Planning

Motion Policies

Cost functions

Figure 1.2: This dissertation follows a bottom-up approach from learning concepts (e.g., task
constraints or cost functions) and their behavioral skills to composing them into new skills under
a high-level task planner.

During execution, a task planner observes a high-level task and decomposes it into a

sequence of sub-tasks. The composition framework observes a given sub-task and achieves it by

composing available motion skills. These motion skills and their objective functions are learned

from behaviors demonstrated by an expert. This dissertation follows a bottom-up approach (Fig.

1.2):

• First, it introduces a novel technique to learn an optimizable objective function from

demonstrations, encapsulating concepts and task constraints.

• Second, given an optimizable objective function, it presents a new class of motion planning
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methods called neural motion planners that operate efficiently under various task constraints.

• Third, it offers a novel composition framework that can transfer given motion skills to new

domains and combine them sequentially and concurrently to accomplish a given task.

• Fourth, it introduces a novel task planner to predict multi-step intermediate task sequences

from raw sensory information to solve rearrangement planning problems in real-world

environments.

1.1 Task Constraints Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) has emerged as a promising tool for solving complex

decision-making and control tasks from predefined high-level reward functions [SB+98]. How-

ever, defining an optimizable reward function that inculcates the desired behavior can be

challenging for many robotic applications, which include learning social-interaction skills

[QNYI18, QNYI17], dexterous manipulation [FLA16], and autonomous driving [KGB15].

Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [NR+00] addresses the problem of learning con-

straint functions, also known as cost or reward functions, from expert demonstrations, and it is

often considered as a branch of imitation learning [ACVB09]. The prior work in IRL includes

maximum-margin [AN04, RBZ06] and maximum-entropy [ZMBD08] formulations. Currently,

maximum entropy (MaxEnt) IRL is a widely used approach towards IRL, and has been extended

to use non-linear function approximators such as neural networks in scenarios with unknown

dynamics by leveraging sampling-based techniques [BKP11, FLA16, KPRS13]. However, de-

signing the IRL algorithm is usually complicated as it requires, to some extent, hand engineering

such as deciding domain-specific regularizers [FLA16].

Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents a novel IRL approach known as Empowerment-

regularized Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning (EAIRL) [QBY19]. EAIRL learns

both reward and policy functions directly from expert demonstrations. The recovered rewards,
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encapsulating task constraints, are shown to be near-optimal and transferable to new environments

with different structures and agent dynamics.

1.2 Motion Planning

Motion planning is among the core research problems in robotics and artificial intelligence

with its application spanning from autonomous driving to space exploration. It aims to find a

collision-free, low-cost path connecting a start and goal states for an agent under task constraints

[LaV06] [Lat12]. These task constraints forms an abstract space within robot state-space that

comprises a forbidden space and a feasible space (Fig. 1.3). An ideal motion planning algorithm

finds a global solution in the feasible space for solving given problems and offers following key

features: (i) completeness and optimality guarantees - implying that a solution will be found

if one exists and that the solution will be globally optimal satisfying all given constraints, (ii)

computational efficiency - finding a solution in either real-time or in sub-second times or better

while being memory efficient, and (iii) insensitivity to environment complexity - the algorithm

is effective and efficient in finding solutions regardless of the constraints of the environment.

Decades of research have produced many significant milestones for motion planning include

resolution-complete planners such artificial potential fields [Kha86], sample-based motion plan-

ners such as Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRT) [LaV06] and its optimal variant RRT*

[KF11], heuristically biased solvers such as [GSB15] and lazy search methods [HMP+18]. How-

ever, each planner and their variants have tradeoffs amongst the ideal features of motion planners

and often consider simple collision avoidance constraints. Thus, no single motion planner has

emerged above all others to solve a broad range of problems.

Chapter 3 of this dissertation presents a new class of motion planning methods called

Neural Motion Planners (NMPs) [QSBY19, QY18, QMSY20, QDCY20, QDBY21, LMQY21]

with all key features of an ideal planner. NMPs bridge the gap between machine learning and
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Figure 1.3: An abstract feasible and forbidden space within robot state space formed by the task
constraints. A motion planner determines a path in the feasible space that connects the given
start and goal.

classical motion planning, leveraging advancement in the latter and the algorithm structures in

the former field to present methods that solve various problems under all sort of task constraints

at nearly real-time speed. These methods are shown to learn with high data efficiency from

streaming data, under a life-long learning setting, and solve a wide range of practical robot motion

planning problems in seconds where other traditional methods take up to several minutes.

1.3 Composition

Compositionality is the integration of primitive functions into new complex functions that

can further be composed into even more complex functions to solve novel problems [KLP17].

Evidence from neuroscience and behavioral biology research shows that humans and animals have

the innate ability to transfer their basic skills to new domains and compose them hierarchically into

complex behaviors [RFG01]. For instance, studies on the kicking motion of frogs in water and

the flapping motion of birds in flight revealed the composition of multiple muscle units to achieve

the overall complex behavior [MIB00]. In robotics and general-purpose artificial intelligence,

compositionality corresponds to the combinations of different motion policies/controllers, visual

representations or language models [LUTG17]. In robotics, the primary focus is on acquiring
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new behaviors rather than composing and re-using the already acquired skills to solve novel,

unseen tasks [LUTG17].

Most real-world robotics control problems can efficiently be solved if there exists a

composition method that can compose primitive behaviors into complex behaviors. For instance,

instead of learning a single policy for robot locomotion, a neurologically motivated and simplistic

approach could be to acquire basic skills such as moving left, right, up, and down, and compose

those skills to solve complex locomotion tasks such as reaching a particular location. Similarly,

in the case of autonomous driving, the low-level policies could also include operations such as

braking, acceleration, obstacle avoidance, over-taking, etc. However, a fundamental problem

that emerges after basic skills acquisition is to build a system that can compose such skills to

achieve any given objective. Chapter 4 of this dissertation presents a novel deep reinforcement

learning-based approach [QJQ+20] for composing various, task-agnostic motion policies into

complex skills for solving new tasks.

1.4 Task Planning

Task planning is a crucial component in robotics, especially in unstructured environments

where robots would have to perform various intermediate tasks before achieving a given abstract

goal. For instance, our cognitive process decomposes a given task (e.g., cleaning) into subtasks

(e.g., moving objects to their designated places). It accomplishes them sequentially or concurrently

by sending motor commands to the body for physical interaction with the environment under

the task-specific constraints [CS00, ZSS+07]. In robotics, decomposing a high-level task, e.g.,

cleaning, into a sequence of sub-tasks, e.g., opening the cabinet, moving objects into the cabinet,

and closing the cabinet, is known as Task Planning. Formally, a task planner decomposes a given

task into a sequence of sub-tasks, and a motion planner achieves those sub-tasks by planning

feasible robot motion sequences. This dissertation shows that the NMPs form a mutual symbiotic
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relationship with existing learning-based task planners. The learning-based task planners generate

intermediate task sequences and task representations for NMPs. NMPs directly leverage those

representations to quickly solve corresponding intermediate tasks, leading to a next environment

observation for the task planners.

A subset problem of task planning known as the rearrangement of unknown objects

has recently been identified as a major challenge problem for embodied AI, especially robotics

[BCC+20]. Since many real-world robotic tasks boil down to pick-and-place, but with a much

wider diversity of objects and scenarios than we typically see in the lab. Robots may also

encounter cluttered scenes and blocked goals, cases where typically we might need to perform

much longer horizon planning to clear objects and move things out of the way. Chapter 5 of this

dissertation addresses this challenge by introducing a new rearrangement task planner [AQF21]

that, unlike prior work, operates directly in high-dimensional spaces and solves long-horizon

rearrangement problems in never-seen-before, partially observable environments.
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Chapter 2

Task Constraints Learning

Constraint or reward learning is challenging as there can be many optimal policies

explaining a set of demonstrations and many reward functions inducing an optimal policy [NR+00,

ZMBD08]. Rather than learning reward functions and solving the IRL problem, imitation learning

(IL) learns a policy directly from expert demonstrations. Prior work addressed the IL problem

through behavior cloning (BC), which learns a policy from expert trajectories using supervised

learning [Pom91]. Although BC methods are simple solutions to IL, these methods require

a large amount of data because of compounding errors induced by covariate shift [RGB11].

To overcome BC limitations, a generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL) algorithm

[HE16] was proposed. GAIL uses the formulation of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

[GPAM+14], i.e., a generator-discriminator framework, where a generator is trained to generate

expert-like trajectories while a discriminator is trained to distinguish between generated and

expert trajectories. Although GAIL is highly effective and efficient framework, it does not

recover transferable/portable reward functions along with the policies, thus narrowing its use

cases to similar problem instances in similar environments. Reward function learning is ultimately

preferable, if possible, over direct imitation learning as rewards are portable functions that

represent the most basic and complete representation of agent intention, and can be re-optimized
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in new environments and new agents.

Recently, an Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning (AIRL) framework [FLL17],

an extension of GAIL, was proposed that offers a solution to transferable reward learning by

exploiting the maximum entropy Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) method [ZMBD08].

However, it learns transferable reward functions by modeling the reward as a function of state only

instead of both state and action. This makes AIRL fail to recover the ground truth reward when

the ground truth reward is a function of both state and action. For example, the reward function in

any locomotion or ambulation tasks contains a penalty term that discourages actions with large

magnitudes. This need for action regularization is well known in optimal control literature and

limits the use cases of a state-only reward function in most practical real-life applications. A

more generalizable and useful approach would be to formulate reward as a function of both states

and actions, which induces action-driven reward shaping that has been shown to play a vital role

in quickly recovering the optimal policies [NHR99].

In this work, we discuss our Variational IRL approach, i.e., Empowerment-regularized

Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning (EAIRL) algorithm1 [QBY19]. Empowerment

[SGP14] is a mutual information-based theoretic measure, like state- or action-value functions,

that assigns a value to a given state to quantify the extent to which an agent can influence its envi-

ronment. Our method uses variational information maximization [MR15] to learn empowerment

in parallel to learning the reward and policy from expert data. Empowerment acts as a regularizer

to policy updates to prevent overfitting the expert demonstrations, which in practice leads to

learning robust rewards. Our experimentation shows that the proposed method recovers not

only near-optimal policies but also recovers robust, transferable, disentangled, state-action based

reward functions that are near-optimal. The results on reward learning also show that EAIRL

outperforms several state-of-the-art IRL methods by recovering reward functions that leads to

optimal, expert-matching behaviors. On policy learning, results demonstrate that policies learned

1Supplementary material is available at https://sites.google.com/view/eairl
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through EAIRL perform comparably to GAIL and AIRL with non-disentangled (state-action)

reward function but significantly outperform policies learned through AIRL with disentangled

reward (state-only) and GAN interpretation of Guided Cost Learning (GAN-GCL) [FCAL16].

2.1 Preliminaries

We consider a Markov decision process (MDP) represented as a tuple (S ,A ,P ,R ,ρ0,γ)

where S denotes the state-space, A denotes the action-space, P represents the transition probability

distribution, i.e., P : S ×A ×S → [0,1], R (s,a) corresponds to the reward function, ρ0 is the

initial state distribution ρ0 : S → R, and γ ∈ (0,1) is the discount factor. Let q(a|s,s′) be an

inverse model that maps current state s ∈ S and next state s′ ∈ S to a distribution over actions A ,

i.e., q : S×S×A→ [0,1]. Let π be a stochastic policy that takes a state and outputs a distribution

over actions such that π : S ×A → [0,1]. Let τ and τE denote a set of trajectories, a sequence of

state-action pairs (s0,a0, · · ·sT ,aT ), generated by a policy π and an expert policy πE , respectively,

where T denotes the terminal time. Finally, let Φ(s) be a potential function that quantifies a utility

of a given state s ∈ S , i.e., Φ : S → R. In our proposed work, we use an empowerment-based

potential function Φ(·) to regularize policy update under MaxEnt-IRL framework. Therefore, the

following sections provide a brief background on MaxEnt-IRL, adversarial reward and policy

learning, and variational information-maximization approach to learn the empowerment.

MaxEnt-IRL

MaxEnt-IRL [ZMBD08] models expert demonstrations as Boltzmann distribution using

parametrized reward rξ(τ) as an energy function, i.e.,

pξ(τ) =
1

Z
exp(rξ(τ)) (2.1)
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where rξ(τ) = ∑
T
t=0 rξ(st ,at) is a commutative reward over given trajectory τ, parameterized by

ξ, and Z is the partition function. In this framework, the demonstration trajectories are assumed

to be sampled from an optimal policy π∗, therefore, they get the highest likelihood whereas the

suboptimal trajectories are less rewarding and hence, are generated with exponentially decaying

probability. The main computational challenge in MaxEnt-IRL is to determine Z. The initial

work in MaxEnt-IRL computed Z using dynamic programming [ZMBD08] whereas modern

approaches [FLA16, FCAL16, FLL17] present importance sampling technique to approximate Z

under unknown dynamics.

Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning

This section briefly describes Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning (AIRL) [FLL17]

algorithm which forms a baseline of our proposed method. AIRL is the current state-of-the-art

IRL method that builds on GAIL [HE16], maximum entropy IRL framework [ZMBD08] and

GAN-GCL, a GAN interpretation of Guided Cost Learning [FLA16, FCAL16].

GAIL is a model-free adversarial learning framework, inspired from GANs [GPAM+14],

where the policy π learns to imitate the expert policy behavior πE by minimizing the Jensen-

Shannon divergence between the state-action distributions generated by π and the expert state-

action distribution by πE through following objective

min
π

max
D∈(0,1)S×A

Eπ[logD(s,a)]+EπE [log(1−D(s,a))]−λH(π) (2.2)

where D is the discriminator that performs the binary classification to distinguish between

samples generated by π and πE , λ is a hyper-parameter, and H(π) is an entropy regularization

term Eπ[logπ]. Note that GAIL does not recover reward; however, [FCAL16] shows that the

discriminator can be modeled as a reward function. Thus AIRL [FLL17] presents a formal

implementation of [FCAL16] and extends GAIL to recover reward along with the policy by
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imposing a following structure on the discriminator:

Dξ,ϕ(s,a,s
′) =

exp[ fξ,ϕ(s,a,s′)]

exp[ fξ,ϕ(s,a,s′)]+π(a|s)
(2.3)

where fξ,ϕ(s,a,s′) = rξ(s)+ γhϕ(s′)− hϕ(s) comprises a disentangled reward term rξ(s) with

training parameters ξ, and a shaping term F = γhϕ(s′)−hϕ(s) with training parameters ϕ. The

entire Dξ,ϕ(s,a,s′) is trained as a binary classifier to distinguish between expert demonstrations

τE and policy generated demonstrations τ. The policy is trained to maximize the discriminative

reward r̂(s,a,s′) = log(D(s,a,s′)− log(1−D(s,a,s′))). Note that the function F = γhϕ(s′)−

hϕ(s) consists of free-parameters as no structure is imposed on hϕ(·), and as mentioned in

[FLL17], the reward function rξ(·) and function F are tied upto a constant (γ−1)c, where c ∈ R;

thus the impact of F , the shaping term, on the recovered reward r is quite limited and therefore,

the benefits of reward shaping are not fully realized.

Empowerment as Maximal Mutual Information

Mutual information (MI), an information-theoretic measure, quantifies the dependency

between two random variables. In intrinsically-motivated reinforcement learning, a maximal

of mutual information between a sequence of K actions a and the final state s′ reached after

the execution of a, conditioned on current state s is often used as a measure of internal reward

[MR15], known as Empowerment Φ(s), i.e.,

Φ(s) = max I(a,s′|s) = maxEp(s′|a,s)w(a|s)

[
log
( p(a,s′|s)

w(a|s)p(s′|s)

)]
(2.4)

where p(s′|a,s) is a K-step transition probability, w(a|s) is a distribution over a, and p(a,s′|s) is

a joint-distribution of K actions a and final state s′2. Intuitively, the empowerment Φ(s) of a state

2In our proposed work, we consider only immediate step transitions i.e., K = 1, hence variables s,a and s′ will be
represented in non-bold notations.
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s quantifies an extent to which an agent can influence its future. Thus, maximizing empowerment

induces an intrinsic motivation in the agent that enforces it to seek the states that have the highest

number of future reachable states.

Empowerment, like value functions, is a potential function that has been previously

used in reinforcement learning but its applications were limited to small-scale cases due to

computational intractability of MI maximization in higher-dimensional problems. Recently,

however, a scalable method [MR15] was proposed that learns the empowerment through the

more-efficient maximization of variational lower bound, which has been shown to be equivalent

to maximizing MI [Aga04]. The lower bound was derived (for complete derivation see Section

2.5) by representing MI in term of the difference in conditional entropies H(·) and utilizing the

non-negativity property of KL-divergence, i.e.,

Iw(s) = H(a|s)−H(a|s′,s)≥ H(a)+Ep(s′|a,s)wθ(a|s)[logqφ(a|s′,s)] = Iw,q(s) (2.5)

where H(a|s) =−Ew(a|s)[logw(a|s)], H(a|s′,s) =−Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[log p(a|s′,s)], qφ(·) is a varia-

tional distribution with parameters φ and wθ(·) is a distribution over actions with parameters θ.

Finally, the lower bound in Eqn. 2.5 is maximized under the constraint H(a|s) < η (prevents

divergence, see [MR15]) to compute empowerment as follow:

Φ(s) = max
w,q

Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[−
1

β
logwθ(a|s)+ logqφ(a|s′,s)] (2.6)

where β is η dependent temperature term.

[MR15] also applied the principles of Expectation-Maximization (EM) [Aga04] to learn

empowerment, i.e., alternatively maximizing Eqn. 2.6 with respect to wθ(a|s) and qφ(a|s′,s).

Given a set of training trajectories τ, the maximization of Eqn. 2.6 w.r.t qφ(·) is shown to be a

supervised maximum log-likelihood problem whereas the maximization w.r.t wθ(·) is determined
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through the functional derivative ∂I/∂w = 0 under the constraint ∑a w(a|s) = 1. The optimal

w∗ that maximizes Eqn. 2.6 turns out to be
1

Z(s)
exp(βEp(s′|s,a)[logqφ(a|s,s′)]), where Z(s) is a

normalization term. Substituting w∗ in Eqn. 2.6 showed that the empowerment Φ(s) =
1

β
logZ(s)

(for full derivation, see Section 2.5).

Note that w∗(a|s) is implicitly unnormalized as there is no direct mechanism for sampling

actions or computing Z(s). [MR15] introduced an approximation w∗(a|s) ≈ logπ(a|s)+Φ(s)

where π(a|s) is a normalized distribution which leaves the scalar function Φ(s) to account

for the normalization term logZ(s). Finally, the parameters of policy π and scalar function

Φ are optimized by minimizing the discrepancy, lI(s,a,s′), between the two approximations

(logπ(a|s)+Φ(s)) and β logqφ(a|s′,s)) through either absolute (p = 1) or squared error (p = 2),

i.e.,

lI(s,a,s′) =
∣∣β logqφ(a|s′,s)− (logπθ(a|s)+Φϕ(s))

∣∣p (2.7)

2.2 Variational Inverse Reinforcement Learning

We present an inverse reinforcement learning algorithm that learns a robust, transferable

reward function and policy from expert demonstrations. Our proposed method comprises (i) an

inverse model qφ(a|s′,s) that takes the current state s and the next state s′ to output a distribution

over actions A that resulted in s to s′ transition, (ii) a reward rξ(s,a), with parameters ξ, that

is a function of both state and action, (iii) an empowerment-based potential function Φϕ(·)

with parameters ϕ that determines the reward-shaping function F = γΦϕ(s′)−Φϕ(s) and also

regularizes the policy update, and (iv) a policy model πθ(a|s) that outputs a distribution over

actions given the current state s. All these models are trained simultaneously based on the objective

functions described in the following sections to recover optimal policies and generalizable reward

functions concurrently.
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Inverse model qφ(a|s,s′) optimization

As mentioned in Section 2.1, learning the inverse model qφ(a|s,s′) is a maximum log-

likelihood supervised learning problem. Therefore, given a set of trajectories τ ∼ π, where a

single trajectory is a sequence states and actions, i.e., τi = {s0,a0, · · · ,sT ,aT}i, the inverse model

qφ(a|s′,s) is trained to minimize the mean-square error between its predicted action q(a|s′,s) and

the action a taken according to the generated trajectory τ, i.e.,

lq(s,a,s′) = (qφ(·|s,s′)−a)2 (2.8)

Empowerment Φϕ(s) optimization

Empowerment will be expressed in terms of normalization function Z(s) of optimal

w∗(a|s), i.e., Φϕ(s) =
1

β
logZ(s). Therefore, the estimation of empowerment Φϕ(s) is approxi-

mated by minimizing the loss function lI(s,a,s′), presented in Eqn. 2.7, w.r.t parameters ϕ, and

the inputs (s,a,s′) are sampled from the policy-generated trajectories τ.

Reward function rξ(s,a)

To train the reward function, we first compute the discriminator as follow:

Dξ,ϕ(s,a,s
′) =

exp[rξ(s,a)+ γΦϕ′(s′)−Φϕ(s)]

exp[rξ(s,a)+ γΦϕ′(s′)−Φϕ(s)]+πθ(a|s)
(2.9)

where rξ(s,a) is the reward function to be learned with parameters ξ. We also maintain the target

ϕ′ and learning ϕ parameters of the empowerment-based potential function. The target parameters

ϕ′ are a replica of ϕ except that the target parameters ϕ′ are updated to learning parameters ϕ

after every n training epochs. Note that keeping a stationary target Φϕ′ stabilizes the learning as

also mentioned in [MKS+15]. Finally, the discriminator/reward function parameters ξ are trained
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via binary logistic regression to discriminate between expert τE and generated τ trajectories, i.e.,

Eτ[logDξ,ϕ(s,a,s
′)]+EτE [(1− logDξ,ϕ(s,a,s

′))] (2.10)

Policy optimization policy πθ(a|s)

We train our policy πθ(a|s) to maximize the discriminative reward and to minimize the

loss function lI(s,a,s′) which accounts for empowerment regularization. Hence, the overall policy

training objective is:

Eτ[logπθ(a|s)r̂(s,a,s′)]+λIEτ

[
lI(s,a,s′)] (2.11)

where policy parameters θ are updated using any policy optimization method such as TRPO

[SLA+15] or an approximated step such as PPO [SWD+17].

Algorithm 1: Empowerment-based Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning
Initialize parameters of policy πθ, and inverse model qφ

Initialize parameters of target Φϕ′ and training Φϕ empowerment, and reward rξ

functions
Obtain expert demonstrations τE by running expert policy πE
for i← 0 to N do

Collect trajectories τ by executing πθ

Update φi to φi+1 with the gradient Eτ[5φilq(s,a,s
′)]

Update ϕi to ϕi+1 with the gradient Eτ[5ϕilI(s,a,s
′)]

Update ξi to ξi+1 with the gradient:

Eτ[5ξi logDξi,ϕi+1(s,a,s
′)]+EτE [5ξi(1− logDξi,ϕi+1(s,a,s

′))]

Update θi to θi+1 using natural gradient update rule (i.e., TRPO/PPO) with the
gradient:

Eτ

[
5θi logπθi(a|s)r̂ξi+1(s,a,s

′)
]
+λIEτ

[
5θi lI(s,a,s′)

]
After every n epochs sync ϕ′ with ϕ

Algorithm 1 outlines the overall training procedure to train all function approximators
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(a) Ant environment (b) Pointmass-maze environment

Figure 2.1: Transfer learning problems: reward transfer from (a) a quadruped-ant to a crippled-
ant. (b) from a left-passage maze to a right-passage maze.

simultaneously. Note that the expert samples τE are seen by the discriminator only, whereas all

other models are trained using the policy generated samples τ. Furthermore, the discriminating

reward r̂(s,a,s′) boils down to the following expression, as shown in Section 2.5:

r̂(s,a,s′) = f (s,a,s′)− logπ(a|s)

where f (s,a,s′) = rξ(s,a)+ γΦϕ′(s′)−Φϕ(s). Thus, an alternative way to express our policy

training objective is Eτ[logπθ(a|s)rπ(s,a,s′)], where rπ(s,a,s′) = r̂(s,a,s′)−λIlI(s,a,s′), which

would undoubtedly yield the same results as Eqn. 2.11, i.e., maximize the discriminative reward

and minimize the loss lI . The analysis of this alternative expression is given in Section 2.5 to

highlight that our policy update rule is equivalent to MaxEnt-IRL policy objective [FCAL16]

except that it also maximizes the empowerment, i.e.,

rπ(s,a,s′) = rξ(s,a,s
′)+ γΦ(s′)+λĤ(·) (2.12)

where, λ and γ are hyperparameters, and Ĥ(·) is the entropy-regularization term depending on

π(·) and q(·). Hence, our policy is regularized by the empowerment which induces generalized

behavior rather than locally overfitting to the limited expert demonstrations.
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(a) Ant environment (b) Pointmass-maze environment

Figure 2.2: The performance of policies obtained from maximizing the learned rewards in the
transfer learning problems over five trials.

2.3 Results

Our proposed method, EAIRL, learns both reward and policy from expert demonstrations.

Thus, for comparison, we evaluate our method against both state-of-the-art policy and reward

learning techniques on several control tasks in OpenAI Gym. In case of policy learning, we com-

pare our method against GAIL, GAN-GCL, AIRL with state-only reward, denoted as AIRL(s),

and an augmented version of AIRL we implemented for the purposes of comparison that has

state-action reward, denoted as AIRL(s,a). In reward learning, we only compare our method

against AIRL(s) and AIRL(s,a) as GAIL does not recover rewards, and GAN-GCL is shown

to exhibit inferior performance than AIRL [FLL17]. Furthermore, in the comparisons, we also

include the expert performances which represents a policy learned by optimizing a ground-truth

reward using TRPO [SLA+15]. The performance of different methods are evaluated in term of

mean and standard deviation of total rewards accumulated (denoted as score) by an agent during

the trial, and for each experiment, we run five randomly-seeded trials.
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Table 2.1: The evaluation of reward learning on transfer learning tasks. Mean scores (higher the
better) with standard deviation are presented over 5 trials.

Algorithm States-Only Pointmass-Maze Crippled-Ant

Expert N/A −4.98±0.29 432.66±14.38
AIRL Yes −8.07±0.50 175.51±27.31
AIRL No −19.28±2.03 46.12±14.37
EAIRL(Ours) No −7.01±0.61 348.43±43.17

Figure 2.3: The top and bottom rows show the gait of standard and crippled ant, respectively.

Reward learning performance (Transfer learning experiments)

To evaluate the learned rewards, we consider a transfer learning problem in which the

testing environments are made to be different from the training environments. More precisely, the

rewards learned via IRL in the training environments are used to re-optimize a new policy in the

testing environment using standard RL. We consider two test cases shown in the Fig. 2.1.

In the first test case, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a), we modify the agent itself during testing. We

trained a reward function to make a standard quadruped ant to run forward. During testing, we

disabled the front two legs (indicated in red) of the ant (crippled-ant), and the learned reward is

used to re-optimize the policy to make a crippled-ant move forward. Note that the crippled-ant

cannot move sideways. Therefore, the agent has to change the gait to run forward. In the second

test case, shown in Fig 2.1(b), we change the environment structure. The agent learns to navigate

a 2D point-mass to the goal region in a simple maze. We re-position the maze central-wall during
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Figure 2.4: The top and bottom rows show the path followed by a 2D point-mass agent (yellow)
to reach the target (green) in training and testing environment, respectively.

testing so that the agent has to take a different path, compared to the training environment, to

reach the target (see Section 2.5).

Fig. 2.2 compares the policy performance scores over five different trials of EAIRL,

AIRL(s) and AIRL(s,a) in the aforementioned transfer learning tasks. Fig .2.3 and Fig. 2.4

shows EAIRL execution traces in these scenarios. The expert score is shown as a horizontal line

to indicate the standard set by an expert policy. Table 2.1 summarizes the means and standard

deviations of the scores over five trials. It can be seen that our method recovers near-optimal

reward functions as the policy scores almost reach the expert scores in all five trials even after

transferring to unseen testing environments. Furthermore, our method performs significantly

better than both AIRL(s) and AIRL(s,a) in matching an expert’s performance, thus showing no

downside to the EAIRL approach.

Policy learning performance (Imitation learning)

Next, we considered the performance of the learned policy specifically for an imitation

learning problem in various control tasks. The tasks, shown in Fig. 2.5, include (i) making a

2D halfcheetah robot to run forward, (ii) making a 3D quadruped robot (ant) to move forward,

(iii) making a 2D swimmer to swim, and (iv) keeping a friction less pendulum to stand vertically

up. For each algorithm, we provided 20 expert demonstrations generated by a policy trained on
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(a) HalfCheetah (b) Ant (c) Swimmer (d) Pendulum

Figure 2.5: Benchmark control tasks for imitation learning

a ground-truth reward using TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015). Table 2.2 presents the means and

standard deviations of policy learning performance scores, over the five different trials. It can be

seen that EAIRL, AIRL(s,a) and GAIL demonstrate similar performance and successfully learn

to imitate the expert policy, whereas AIRL(s) and GAN-GCL fails to recover a policy.

Table 2.2: The evaluation of imitation learning on benchmark control tasks. Mean scores (higher
the better) with standard deviation are presented over 5 trials for each method.

Methods
Environments

HalfCheetah Ant Swimmer Pendulum

Expert 2139.83±30.22 935.12±10.94 76.21±1.79 −100.11±1.32
GAIL 1880.05±15.72 738.72±9.49 50.21±0.26 −116.01±5.45
GCL −189.90±44.42 16.74±36.59 15.75±7.32 −578.18±72.84
AIRL(s,a) 1826.26±19.64 645.90±41.75 49.52±0.48 −118.13±11.33
AIRL(s) 121.10±42.31 271.31±9.35 33.21±2.40 −134.82±10.89
EAIRL 1870.10±17.86 641.12±25.92 49.55±0.29 −116.26±8.313

2.4 Discussion

This section highlights the importance of empowerment-regularized MaxEnt-IRL and

modeling rewards as a function of both state and action rather than restricting to state-only

formulation on learning rewards and policies from expert demonstrations.

In the scalable MaxEnt-IRL framework [FCAL16, FLL17], the normalization term is ap-

proximated by importance sampling where the importance-sampler/policy is trained to minimize

the KL-divergence from the distribution over expert trajectories. However, merely minimizing
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the divergence between expert demonstrations and policy-generated samples leads to localized

policy behavior which hinders learning generalized reward functions. In our proposed work, we

regularize the policy update with empowerment i.e., we update our policy to reduce the divergence

from expert data distribution as well as to maximize the empowerment (Eqn.2.12). The proposed

regularization prevents premature convergence to local behavior which leads to robust state-action

based rewards learning. Furthermore, empowerment quantifies the extent to which an agent can

control/influence its environment in the given state. Thus the agent takes an action a on observing

a state s such that it has maximum control/influence over the environment upon ending up in the

future state s′.

Our experimentation also shows the importance of modeling discriminator/reward func-

tions as a function of both state and action in reward and policy learning under GANs framework.

The reward learning results show that state-only rewards (AIRL(s)) does not recover the action

dependent terms of the ground-truth reward function that penalizes high torques. Therefore, the

agent shows aggressive behavior and sometimes flips over after few steps (see the accompany-

ing video), which is also the reason that crippled-ant trained with AIRL’s disentangled reward

function reaches only the half-way to expert scores as shown in Table 2.1. Therefore, the reward

formulation as a function of both states and actions is crucial to learning action-dependent terms

required in most real-world applications, including any autonomous driving, robot locomotion

or manipulation task where large torque magnitudes are discouraged or are dangerous. The

policy learning results further validate the importance of the state-action reward formulation.

Table 2.2 shows that methods with state-action reward/discriminator formulation can success-

fully recover expert-like policies. Hence, our empirical results show that it is crucial to model

reward/discriminator as a function of state-action as otherwise, adversarial imitation learning fails

to learn ground-truth rewards and expert-like policies from expert data.
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2.5 Derivations

For completeness, we present a derivation of presenting mutual information (MI) as

variational lower bound and maximization of lower bound to learn empowerment.

Variational Information Lower Bound

As mentioned in section 2.1, the variational lower bound representation of MI is computed

by defining MI as a difference in conditional entropies, and the derivation is formalized as follow.

Iw,q(s) = H(a|s)−H(a|s′,s)

= H(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[log p(a|s′,s)]

= H(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[log
p(a|s′,s)q(a|s′,s)

q(a|s′,s)
]

= H(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[logq(a|s′,s)]+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[log
p(a|s′,s)
q(a|s′,s)

]

= H(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[logq(a|s′,s)]+KL[p(a|s′,s)||q(a|s′,s)]

≥ H(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[logq(a|s′,s)]

≥−Ew(a|s) logw(a|s)+Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[logq(a|s′,s)]

Variational Information Maximization

The empowerment is a maximal of MI and it can be formalized as follow by exploiting

the variational lower bound formulation (for details see [MR15]).

Φ(s) = max
w,q

Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[−
1

β
logw(a|s)+ logq(a|s′,s)] (2.13)

As mentioned in section 2.1, given a training trajectories, the maximization of Eqn. 2.13

w.r.t inverse model q(a|s′,s) is a supervised maximum log-likelihood problem. The maximization
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of Eqn. 2.13 w.r.t w(a|s) is derived through a functional derivative ∂Iw,q/∂w = 0 under the

constraint ∑a w(a|s) = 1. For simplicity, we consider discrete state and action spaces, and the

derivation is as follow:

Îw(s) = Ep(s′|a,s)w(a|s)[−
1

β
logw(a|s)+ logq(a|s′,s)]+λ

(
∑
a

w(a|s)−1
)

= ∑
a

∑
s′

p(s′|a,s)w(a|s){−
1

β
logw(a|s)+ logq(a|s′,s)}+λ

(
∑
a

w(a|s)−1
)

∂Îw(s)

∂w
= ∑

a
{(λ−β)− logw(a|s)+βEp(s′|a,s)[logq(a|s′,s)]}= 0

w(a|s) = eλ−βeβEp(s′|a,s)[logq(a|s′,s)]

By using the constraint ∑a w(a|s) = 1, it can be shown that the optimal solution w∗(a|s) =

1

Z(s)
exp(u(s,a)), where u(s,a) = βEp(s′|a,s)[logq(a|s′,s)] and Z(s) = ∑a u(s,a). This solution

maximizes the lower bound since ∂2Iw(s)/∂w2 =−∑a

1

w(a|s)
< 0.

Empowerment-regularized MaxEnt-IRL Formulation.

In this section we derive the Empowerment-regularized formulation of maximum entropy

IRL. Let τ be a trajectory sampled from expert demonstrations D and

pξ(τ) ∝ p(s0)Π
T−1
t=0 p(st+1|st ,at)exprξ(st ,at) (2.14)
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be a distribution over τ. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the IRL objective is to maximize the

likelihood:

max
ξ

J(ξ) = max
ξ

ED[log pξ(τ)]

Furthermore, as derived in [FLL17], the gradient of above equation w.r.t ξ can be written as:

max
ξ

J(ξ) = ED[
T

∑
t=0

∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)]−Epξ

[
T

∑
t=0

∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)]

=
T

∑
t=0

ED[
∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)]−Epξ,t [

∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)]

where rξ(·) is a parametrized reward to be learned, and pξ,t =
∫

st′ 6=t,at′ 6=t pξ(τ) denotes marginal-

ization of state-action at time t. Since, it is unfeasible to draw samples from pξ, [FCAL16]

proposed to train an importance sampling distribution µ(τ) whose varience is reduced by defining

µ(τ) as a mixture of polices, i.e., µ(a|s) =
1

2
(π(a|s)+ p̂(a|s)), where p̂ is a rough density estimate

over demonstrations. Thus the above gradient becomes:

∂

∂ξ
J(ξ) =

T

∑
t=0

ED[
∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)]−Eµt [

pξ,t(st ,at)

µt(st ,at)

∂

∂ξ
rξ(st ,at)] (2.15)

We train our importance-sampler/policy π to maximize the empowerment Φ(·) for generalization

and to reduce divergence from true distribution by minimizing DKL(π(τ)‖pξ(τ)). Since, π(τ) =

p(s0)Π
T−1
t=0 p(st+1|st ,at)π(st ,at), the matching terms of π(τ) and pξ(τ) cancel out, resulting into

entropy-regularized policy update. Furthermore, as we also include the empowerment Φ(·) in the

policy update to be maximized, hence the overall objective becomes:

max
π

Eπ[
T−1

∑
t=0

rξ(st ,at)+Φ(st+1)− logπ(at |st)] (2.16)
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Our discriminator is trained to minimize cross entropy loss as mention in Eqn. 2.10, and for the

proposed structure of our discriminator Eqn. 2.9, it can be shown that the discriminator’s gradient

w.r.t its parameters turns out to be equal to Equation 2.15 (for more details, see [FLL17]). On the

other hand, our policy training objective is

rπ(s,a,s′) = log(D(s,a,s′))− log(1−D(s,a,s′))− lI(s,a,s′) (2.17)

In the next section, we show that the above policy training objective is equivalent to Equation

2.16.

Policy Objective

We train our policy to maximize the discriminative reward r̂(s,a,s′) = log(D(s,a,s′)−

log(1−D(s,a,s′))) and minimize the information-theoretic loss function lI(s,a,s′). The discrim-

inative reward r̂(s,a,s′) simplifies to:

r̂(s,a,s′) = log(D(s,a,s′))− log(1−D(s,a,s′))

= log
e f (s,a,s′)

e f (s,a,s′)+π(a|s)
− log

π(a|s)

e f (s,a,s′)+π(a|s)

= f (s,a,s′)− logπ(a|s)

where f (s,a,s′) = r(s,a)+ γΦ(s′)−Φ(s). The entropy-regularization is usually scaled by the

hyperparameter, let say λh ∈ R, thus r̂(s,a,s′) = f (s,a,s′)− λh logπ(a|s). Hence, assuming

single-sample (s,a,s′), absolute-error for lI(s,a,s′) = | logqφ(a|s,s′)− (logπ(a|s)+Φ(s))|, and
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li > 0, the policy is trained to maximize following:

rπ(s,a,s′) = f (s,a,s′)−λh logπ(a|s)− lI(s,a,s′)

= r(s,a)+ γΦ(s′)−Φ(s)−λh logπ(a|s)− logq(a|s,s′)+ logπ(a|s)+Φ(s)

= r(s,a)+ γΦ(s′)−λh logπ(a|s)− logq(a|s,s′)+ logπ(a|s)

Note that, the potential function Φ(s) cancels out and we scale the leftover terms of lI with a

hyperparameter λI . Hence, the above equation becomes:

rπ(s,a,s′) = r(s,a,s′)+ γΦ(s′)+(λI−λh) logπ(a|s)−λI logq(a|s,s′)

We combine the log terms together as:

rπ(s,a,s′) = r(s,a)+λIΦ(s′)+λĤ(·) (2.18)

where λ is a hyperparameter, and Ĥ(·) is an entropy regularization term depending on q(a|s,s′)

and π(a|s). Therefore, it can be seen that the Eqn. 2.18 is equivalent/approximation to Eqn. 2.16.

2.6 Implementation Details

Network Architectures

We use two-layer ReLU network with 32 units in each layer for the potential function

hϕ(·) and Φϕ(·), reward function rξ(·), discriminators of GAIL and GAN-GCL. Furthermore,

policy πθ(·) of all presented models and the inverse model qφ(·) of EAIRL are presented by
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two-layer RELU network with 32 units in each layer, where the network’s output parametrizes

the Gaussian distribution, i.e., we assume a Gaussian policy.

Hyperparameters

For all experiments, we use the temperature term β = 1. We evaluated both mean-squared

and absolute error forms of lI(s,a,s′) and found that both lead to similar performance in reward

and policy learning. We set entropy regularization weight to 0.1 and 0.001 for reward and policy

learning, respectively. The hyperparameter λI was set to 1.0 for reward learning and 0.001 for

policy learning. The target parameters of the empowerment-based potential function Φϕ′(·) were

updated every 5 and 2 epochs during reward and policy learning respectively. Although reward

learning hyperparameters are also applicable to policy learning, we decrease the magnitude of

entropy and information regularizers during policy learning to speed up the policy convergence to

optimal values. Furthermore, we set the batch size to 2000- and 20000-steps per TRPO update

for the pendulum and remaining environments, respectively. For the methods [FLL17, HE16]

presented for comparison, we use their suggested hyperparameters. We also use policy samples

from previous 20 iterations as negative data to train the discriminator of all IRL methods presented

in this work to prevent the parametrized reward functions from overfitting the current policy

samples.
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Chapter 3

Neural Motion Planning

In this work, we discuss a new wave in Motion Planning called Neural Motion Planners

that have emerged from the cross-fertilization of motion planning and deep learning to solve

planning problems under various collision avoidance, kinodynamic, and manifold kinematic

constraints.

3.1 Collision Avoidance Constraints

This chapter introduces our initial work towards neural motion planners under collision

avoidance constraints [QSBY19, QY18, QMSY20] . We highlight that merging both machine

(a) MPNet (b) RRT* (c) Informed-RRT* (d) BIT*

Figure 3.1: MPNet greedily outputs a near-optimal path, whereas classical planning methods
such as RRT* [KF11], Informed-RRT* [GSB14], and BIT* [GSB15] need to expand their
planning spaces through an exhaustive search.
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learning and classical motion planning techniques holds great potential to build motion planning

methods with all key features of an ideal planner ranging from theoretical guarantees to computa-

tional efficiency. In this respect, this chapter formally presents our Motion Planning Networks,

or MPNet, and its features corresponding to an ideal planner and its merits in solving complex

robotic motion planning problems. MPNet is a deep neural network-based bidirectional iterative

planning algorithm that comprises two modules, an encoder network and planning network. The

encoder network takes the environment information, such as the raw or voxelized output of a

depth camera or LIDAR, and embeds them into a latent space. The planning network takes the

environment encoding, robot’s current and goal state, and outputs a next state of the robot that

would lead it closer to the goal region. MPNet can very effectively generate steps from start to

goal that are likely to be part of the optimal solution with minimal-to-no branching required (Fug.

3.1). Being a neural network approach, we also propose three learning strategies to train MPNet:

i) offline batch learning which assumes the availability of all training data, ii) continual learning

with episodic memory which assumes that the expert demonstrations come in streams and the

global training data distribution is unknown, and iii) active continual learning that incorporates

MPNet into the learning process and asks for expert demonstrations only when needed. The

following are the major contributions of MPNet:

• MPNet can learn from streaming data which is crucial for real-world scenarios in which the

expert demonstrations usually come in streams, such as in semi self-driving cars. However,

as MPNet uses deep neural networks, it can suffer from catastrophic forgetting when given

the data in streams. To retain MPNet prior knowledge, we use a continual learning approach

based on episodic memory and constraint optimization.

• The active continual learning approach that asks for demonstrations only when needed,

hence improving the overall training data efficiency. This strategy is in response to practical

and data-efficient learning where planning problems come in streams, and MPNet attempts

to plan a motion for them. In case MPNet fails to find a path for a given problem, only then
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an Oracle Planner is called to provide an expert demonstration for learning.

• MPNet plans paths with a low computational complexity and exhibits a mean computation

time of less than 1 second in all presented experiments.

• MPNet can generate informed samples, thanks to its stochastic planning network, for

sampling-based motion planners such as RRT* without incurring any additional computa-

tional load. The MPNet informed sampling based RRT* exhibits mean computation time

of less than a second while ensuring asymptotic optimality and completeness guarantees.

• A hybrid planning approach that combines MPNet with classical planners to provide worst-

case guarantees of our approach. MPNet plans motion through divide-and-conquer since it

first outputs a set of critical states and recursively finds paths between them. Therefore, it

is straightforward to outsource a segment of a planning problem to a classical planner, if

needed, while retaining the computational benefits of MPNet.

• MPNet generalizes to similar but unseen environments that were not in the training exam-

ples.

3.1.1 Related work

The quest for solving the motion planning problem originated with the development

of complete algorithms which suffer from computational inefficiency, and thus led to more

efficient methods with resolution- and probabilistic- completeness [LaV06]. The algorithms

with full completeness guarantees [SS83] [LPW79] find a path solution, if one exists, in a finite-

time. However, these methods are computationally intractable for most practical applications

as they require the complete environment information such as obstacle geometry which is not

usually available in real-world scenarios [Can88]. The algorithms with resolution-completeness

[Kha86] [BLP85] also find a path, if one exists, in a finite-time, but require tedious fine-tuning
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of resolution parameters for every given planning problem. To overcome the limitations of

complete and resolution-complete algorithms, the probabilistically complete methods, also known

as Sampling-based Motion Planners (SMPs), were introduced [LaV06]. These methods rely on

sampling techniques to generate rapidly-exploring trees or roadmaps in robot’s obstacle-free

state-space. The feasible path is determined by querying the generated graph through shortest

path-finding methods such as Dijkstra’s method (Fig. 3.2). These methods are probabilistically

complete, since the probability of finding a path solution, if one exists, approaches one as the

number of samples in the graph approaches infinity [LaV06].

Figure 3.2: RRT [LaV98] algorithm randomly sampling obstacle-free space to generate a tree,
and find a path connecting the given start and goal configurations.

The prominent and widely used SMPs include single-query rapidly-exploring random trees

(RRT) [LaV98] and multi-query probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) [KL98]. In practice, single-query

methods are preferred since most multi-query problems can be solved as a series of single-query

problems [LaV98] [KF11]. Besides, PRM based methods require pre-computation of a roadmap

which is usually expensive to determine in online planning problems [KF11]. Therefore, RRT

and its variants have now emerged as a promising tools for motion planning that finds a path

irrespective of obstacles geometry. Although the RRT algorithm rapidly finds a path solution, if

one exists, they fail to find the shortest path solution [KF11]. An optimal variant of RRT called

RRT* asymptotically guarantees to find the shortest path, if one exists [KF11]. However, RRT*
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becomes computationally inefficient as the dimensionality of the planning problem increases.

Furthermore, studies show that to determine a ε-near optimal path in d ∈ N dimensions, nearly

O(1/εd) samples are required. Thus, RRT* is no better than grid search methods in higher

dimensional spaces [Hau15]. Several methods have been proposed to mitigate limitations in

current asymptotically optimal SMPs through different heuristics such as biased sampling [QA16]

[QMI+13] [GSB14] [GSB15], lazy edge evaluation [HMP+18], and bidirectional tree generations

[QA15] [TQAN18].

Biased sampling heuristics adaptively sample the robot state-space to overcome limitations

caused by random uniform exploration in underlying SMP methods. For instance, P-RRT*

[QA16] [QMI+13] incorporates artificial potential fields [Kha86] into RRT* to generate goal

directed trees for rapid convergence to an optimal path solution. In similar vein, Gammell et al.

proposed the Informed-RRT* [GSB14] and BIT* (Batch Informed Trees) [GSB15]. Informed-

RRT* defines an ellipsoidal region using RRT*’s initial path solution to adaptively sample the

configuration space for optimal path planning. Despite improvements in computation time,

Informed-RRT* suffers in situations where finding an initial path is itself challenging. On

the other hand, BIT* is an incremental graph search method that instantiates a dynamically-

changing ellipsoidal region for batch sampling to compute paths. Despite some improvements in

computation speed, these biased sampling heuristics still suffer from the curse of dimensionality.

Lazy edge evaluation methods, on the other hand, have shown to exhibit significant

improvements in computation speeds by evaluating edges only along the potential path solutions.

However, these methods are critically dependent on the underlying edge selector and tend

to exhibit limited performance in cluttered environments [HS]. Bidirectional path generation

improves the algorithm performance in narrow passages but still inherits the limitations of baseline

SMPs [QA15][TQAN18].

Reinforcement learning (RL) [SB+98] has also emerged as a prominent tool to solve

continuous control and planning problems [LHP+15]. RL considers Markov Decision Processes
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(MDPs) where an agent interacts with the environment by observing a state and taking an action

which leads to a next state and reward. The reward signal encapsulates the underlying task

and provides feedback to the agent on how well it is performing. Therefore, the objective of

an agent is to learn a policy to maximize the overall expected reward function. In the past,

RL was only employed for simple problems with low-dimensions [DNP+13] [KBP13]. Recent

advancements have led to solving harder, higher dimensional problems by merging the traditional

RL with expressive function approximators such neural networks, now known as Deep RL

(DRL) [MKS+15] [DCH+16]. DRL has solved various challenging robotic tasks using both

model-based [LFDA16] [LPK+18] [YLK+17] and model-free [CKY+17] [GHLL17] [PHL+17]

approaches. Despite considerable progress, solving practical problems which have weak rewards

and long-horizons remain challenging [QJQ+20].

There also exist approaches that apply various learning strategies such as imitation learning

to mitigate the limitations of motion planning methods. Zucker et al. [ZKB08] proposed to adapt

the sampling for the SMPs using REINFORCE algorithm [Wil92] in discretized workspaces.

Berenson et al. [BAG12] use a learned heuristic to store new paths, if needed, or to recall and

repair the existing paths. Coleman et al. [CŞM+15] store experiences in a graph rather than

individual trajectories. Ye and Alterovitz [YA17] use human demonstrations in conjunction

with SMPs for path planning. While improved performance was noted compared to traditional

planning algorithms, these methods lack generalizability and require tedious hand-engineering

for every new environment. Therefore, modern techniques use efficient function approximators

such as neural networks to either embed a motion planner or to learning auxiliary functions for

SMPs such as sampling heuristic to speed up planning in complex cluttered environments.

Neural Motion Planning has been a recent addition to the motion planning literature.

Bency et al. [BQY19] introduced recurrent neural networks to embed a planner based on its

demonstrations. While useful for learning to navigate static environments, their method does

not use environment information and therefore, is not meant to generalize to other environments.
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Ichter et al. [IHP18] proposed conditional variational autoencoders that contextualize on envi-

ronment information to generate samples through decoder network for the SMPs such as FMT*

[JP16]. The SMPs use the generated samples to create a graph for finding a feasible or optimal

path for the robot to follow. In a similar vein, Zhang et. al [ZHL18] learns a rejection sampling

policy that rejects or accepts the given uniform samples before making them the part of the

SMP graph. The rejection sampling policy is learned using past experiences from the similar

environments. Note that a policy for rejection sampling implicitly learns the sampling distribution

whereas Icheter et. al [IHP18] explicitly generates the guided samples for the SMPs. Bhardwaj et

al [BCS17] proposed a method called SAIL that learns a deterministic policy which guides the

graph expansion of underlying graph-based planner towards the promising areas that potentially

contains the path solution. SAIL learns the guiding policy using the oracle Q-values (encapsulates

the cost-to-go function), argmin regression, and full environment information. Like these adaptive

sampling methods, MPNet can also generate informed samples for SMPs, but in addition, our

approach is also outputs feasible trajectories with worst-case theoretical guarantees.

There has also been attempts towards building learning-based motion planners. For

instance, Value Iteration Networks (VIN) [TWT+16] approximates a planner by emulating value

iteration using recurrent convolutional neural networks and max-pooling. However, VIN is only

applicable for discrete planning tasks. Universal Planning Networks (UPN) [SJA+18] extends

VIN to continuous control problems using gradient descent over generated actions to find a motion

plan connecting the given start and goal observations. However, these methods do not generalize

to novel environments or tasks and thus require frequent retraining. The most relevant approach

to our neural planner (MPNet) is L2RRT [IP19] that plans motion in learned latent spaces using

RRT method. L2RRT learns state-space encoding model, agent’s dynamics model, and collision

checking model. However, it is unclear that existence of a path solution in configuration space

will always imply the existence of a path in the learned latent space and vice versa.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: MPNet consists of encoder network (Enet) and planning network (Pnet). (a) shows
their end-to-end training under a continual learning setting. Fig (b) shows the online execution
of MPNet.

3.1.2 Motion Planning Networks (MPNet)

MPNet comprises of two neural networks: an encoder network (Enet) and a planning

network (Pnet). Enet takes the robot’s surrounding information such as a raw point-cloud or

point-cloud converted to voxel depending on the underlying neural architecture that could be a

fully-connected neural network or a 3D convolutional neural network (CNN), respectively. The

output of the Enet is a latent space embedding of the given information. Pnet takes the encoding

of the environment, the robot’s current state and goal state to output samples for either a path or

tree generation. In remaining section, we describe the notations necessary to outline MPNet.

Let robot configuration space (C-space) be denoted as C ⊂ Rd comprising of obstacle

space Cobs and obstacle-free space Cfree = C\Cobs, where d is the C-space dimensionality. Let

robot’s surrounding environment, also known as workspace, be denoted as X ⊂ Rm, where m is a

workspace dimension. Like C-space, the workspace also comprise of obstacle, Xobs, and obstacle-

free, Xfree = X \Xobs, regions. The workspaces could be up to 3-dimensions whereas the C-space

can have higher dimensions depending on the robot’s degree-of-freedom (DOF). Let robot initial

and goal configuration space be cinit ∈ Cfree and cgoal ⊂ Cfree, respectively. Let σ = {c0, · · · ,cT}

be an ordered list of length T . We assume σi corresponds to the i-th state in σ, where i = [0,T ].

For instance σ0 corresponds to state c0. Furthermore, we consider σend corresponds to the
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last element of σ, i.e., σend = cT . A motion planning problem can be concisely denoted as

{cinit,cgoal,Cobs} where the aim of a planning algorithm is to find a feasible path solution, if

one exists, that connects cinit to cgoal while completely avoiding obstacles in Cobs. Therefore, a

feasible path can be represented as an ordered list σ = {c0, · · · ,cT} such that c0 = cinit, cT = cgoal,

and a path constituted by connecting consecutive states in σ lies entirely in Cfree. In practice,

C-space representation of obstacles Cobs is unknown and rather a collision-checker is available

that takes workspace information, Xobs, and robot configuration, c, and determines if they are in

collision or not. Another important problem in motion planning is to find an optimal path solution

for a given cost function. Let a cost function be defined as J(·). An optimal planner provides

guarantees, either weak or strong, that if given enough running time, it would eventually converge

to an optimal path, if one exists. The optimal path is a solution that has the lowest possible cost

w.r.t. J(·).

We consider a practical scenario, where MPNet plans feasible, near-optimal paths using

raw point-cloud/voxel data of obstacles xobs ⊂ Xobs. However, like other planning algorithms, we

do assume an availability of a collision-checker that verifies the feasibility of MPNet generated

paths based on Xobs. Precisely, Enet, with parameters θe, takes the environment information xobs

and compresses them into a latent space Z,

Z← Enet(xobs;θ
e) (3.1)

Pnet, with parameters θp, takes the environment encoding Z, robot’s current or initial configura-

tion ct ∈ Cfree, and goal configuration cgoal ⊂ Cfree to produce a trajectory through incremental

generation of states ĉt+1 (Fig. 3.3 (b)),

ĉt+1← Pnet(Z,ct ,cgoal;θ
p) (3.2)
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3.1.3 MPNet: Training

In this section, we present three training methodologies for MPNet neural models, Enet

and Pnet: i) offline batch learning, ii) continual learning, and iii) active continual learning.

Offline batch learning method assumes the availability of complete data to train MPNet

offline before running it online to plan motions for unknown/new planning problems. Continual

learning enables MPNet to learn from streaming data without forgetting past experiences. Active

continual learning incorporates MPNet into the continual learning process where MPNet actively

asks for an expert demonstration when needed for the given problem. Further details on training

approaches are presented as follow.

Offline batch learning

The offline batch learning requires all the training data to be available in advance for

MPNet [QSBY19] [QY18]. As mentioned earlier, MPNet comprises of two modules, Enet and

Pnet. In this training approach, both modules can either be trained together in an end-to-end

fashion using planning network loss function or separately with their individual loss functions.

To train Enet and Pnet together, we back-propagate the gradient of Pnet’s loss function

in Equation 3.4 through both modules. For the standalone training of Enet, we use an encoder-

decoder architecture whenever there is an ample amount of environmental point-cloud data

available for unsupervised learning. There exist several techniques for encoder-decoder training

such as variational auto-encoders [KW13] and their variants [HMP+17] or the class of contractive

autoencoders (CAE) [RVM+11]. For our purpose, we observed that the contractive autoencoders

learn robust feature spaces desired for planning and control, and give better performance than other

available encoding techniques. The CAE uses the usual reconstruction loss and a regularization
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over encoder parameters,

lAE
(
θ

e,θd)= 1

Nobs
∑

x∈Dobs

||x− x̂||2 +λ∑
i j
(θe

i j)
2 (3.3)

where θe, θd are the encoder and decoder parameters, respectively, and λ denotes regularization

coefficient. The variable x̂ represents reconstructed point-cloud. The training dataset of obstacles’

point-cloud x ⊂ Xobs is denoted as Dobs which contains point cloud from Nobs ∈ N different

workspaces.

The planning module (Pnet) is a stochastic feed-forward deep neural network with param-

eters θp. Our demonstration trajectory is a list of waypoints, σ = {c0,c1, · · · ,cT}, connecting the

start and goal configurations such that the fully connected path lies in obstacle-free space. To train

Pnet either end-to-end with Enet or separately for the given expert trajectory, we consider one-step

look ahead prediction strategy. Therefore, MPNet takes the obstacles’ point-cloud embedding Z,

robot’s current state ct and goal state cT as an input to output the next waypoint ĉt+1 towards the

goal-region. The training objective is a mean-squared-error (MSE) loss between the predicted

ĉt+1 and target waypoints ct+1, i.e.,

lPnet(θ) =
1

Np

N̂

∑
j

Tj−1

∑
i=0
||ĉ j,i+1− c j,i+1||2, (3.4)

where Tj is the length of j-th trajectory, N̂ ∈ N is the total number of training trajectories, and

Np is the averaging term. Although we use MSE loss, one can consider other choices such as

adversarial loss function [GPAM+14]. In rigid body planning, such as planning in SE(3), if the

rotations are represented as quaternions, we use the following loss:

lPnet(θ) = lp +βlq, (3.5)

where lp and lq correspond to the MSE loss between positional p and quaternion q components
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of the waypoints in σ, and β is a scaling factor. Since quaternion needs to be in a unit sphere the

loss lq is defined as (for more details refer to [KC17]):

lq =
1

Np

N̂

∑
j

T−1

∑
i=0

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
q̂ j,i+1

||q̂ j,i+1||
−q j,i+1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

(3.6)

Continual Learning

In continual learning settings, both modules of MPNet (Enet and Pnet) are trained in an

end-to-end fashion, since both neural models need to adapt to the incoming data (Fig. 3.3(a)). We

consider a supervised learning problem. Therefore, the data comes with targets, i.e.,

(s1,y1, · · · ,si,yi, · · · ,sN ,yN)

where s = (ct ,cT ,xobs) is the input to MPNet comprising of the robot’s current state ct , the goal

state cT , and obstacles information xobs. The target y is the next state ct+1 in the expert trajectory

given by an oracle planner. Generally, continual learning using neural networks suffers from

the issue of catastrophic forgetting since taking a gradient step on a new datum could erase the

previous learning. The problem of catastrophic forgetting is also described in terms of knowledge

transfer in the backward direction.

To describe backward transfer, we introduce few new notations as follow. Let a mean

model success rate on a dataset M after learning from an expert example at time t− 1 and t

be denoted as AM ,t−1 and AM ,t , respectively. A metric described as a backward transfer can

be written as B = AM ,t −AM ,t−1. A positive backward transfer B ≥ 0 indicates that after

learning from a new experience, the learning-based planner performed better on the previous

tasks represented as M . A negative backward transfer B < 0 indicates that on learning from new

experience the model on previous tasks deteriorated.

To overcome negative backward transfer leading to catastrophic forgetting, we employ the
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Gradient Episodic Memory (GEM) method for lifelong learning [LPR17]. GEM uses the episodic

memory M that has a finite set of continuum data seen in the past to ensure that the model update

doesn’t lead to negative backward transfer while allowing only the positive backward transfer.

For MPNet, we adapt GEM for the regression problem using the following optimization objective

function.

min
θ

l( f t
θ(s),y) s.t

Ê(s,y)∼M [l( f t
θ(s),y)]≤ Ê(s,y)∼M [l( f t−1

θ
(s),y)] (3.7)

where l = ‖ f t
θ
(s)−y‖2 is a squared-error loss, f t

θ
is the MPNet model at time step t (see Fig. 3.3).

Furthermore, note that, if the angle between proposed gradient (g) at time t, and the gradient over

M (gM ) is positive, i.e., 〈g,gM 〉 ≥ 0, there is no need to maintain the old function parameters

f t−1
θ

because the above equation can be formulated as:

〈g,gM 〉 :=
〈
5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)
, Ê(s,y)∼M 5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)〉
(3.8)

where Ê denotes empirical mean.

In most cases, the proposed gradient g violates the constraint 〈g,gM 〉 ≥ 0, i.e., the

proposed gradient update g will cause increase in the loss over previous data. To avoid such

violations, David and Razanto [LPR17] proposed to project the gradient g to the nearest gradient

g′ that keeps 〈g′,gM 〉 ≥ 0, i.e,

min
g′

1

2
‖g−g′‖2

2 s.t 〈g′,gM 〉 ≥ 0 (3.9)

The projection of proposed gradient g to g′ can be solved efficiently using Quadratic
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Algorithm 2: Continual Learning
Initialize memories: episodic M and replay B∗
Set the replay period r
Set the replay batch size NB
Initialize MPNet fθ with parameters θ.
for t = 0 to T do
{Xobs,cinit,cgoal}t ← GetPlanningProblem()
σ← GetExpertDemo(Xobs,cinit,cgoal)
M ← UpdateEpisodicMemory(σ,M )
B∗← B∗∪σ

g← Ê(s,y)∼σ5θ l
(

fθ(s),y
)

gM ← Ê(s,y)∼M 5θ l
(

fθ(s),y
)

Project g to g′ using QP based on Equation 3.9
Update parameters θ w.r.t. g′

if B∗.size()> NB and not t mod r then
B ← SampleReplayBatch(B∗)
g← Ê(s,y)∼B5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)
gM ← Ê(s,y)∼M 5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)
Project g to g′ using QP based on Equation 3.9
Update parameters θ w.r.t. g′

Programming (QP) based on the duality principle, for details refer to [LPR17].

Various data parsing methods are available to update the episodic memory M . These sam-

ple selection strategies for episodic memory play a vital role in the performance of continual/life-

long learning methods such as GEM [IC18]. There exist several selection metrics such as surprise,

reward, coverage maximization, and global distribution matching [IC18]. In our continual learn-

ing framework, we use a global distribution matching method to select samples for the episodic

memory. For details and comparison of different sample selection approaches, please refer to

Section 3.17 (Sample Selection Strategies). The global distribution matching method, also known

as reservoir sampling, uses random sampling techniques to populate the episodic memory. The

aim is to approximately capture the global distribution of the training dataset since it is unknown

in advance. There are several ways to implement reservoir sampling. The simplest approach
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accepts the new sample at i-th step with probability
|M |

i
to replace a randomly selected old

sample from the memory. In other words, it rejects the new sample at i-the step with probability

1−
|M |

i
to keep the old samples in the memory.

In addition to episodic memory M , we also maintain a replay/rehearsal memory B∗.

The replay buffer lets MPNet rehearse by learning again on the old samples (Line 14-19). We

found that rehearsals further mitigate the problem of catastrophic forgetting and leads to better

performance, as also reported by Rolnick et al. [RAS+19] in reinforcement learning setting. Note

that replay or rehearsal on the past data is done with the interval of replay period r ∈ N≥0.

Finally, Algorithm 2 presents the continual learning framework where an expert provides

a single demonstration at each time step, and MPNet model parameters are updated according to

the projected gradient g′.

Active Continual Learning

Active continual learning (ACL) is our novel data-efficient learning strategy which is

practical in the sense that the planning problem comes in streams and our method asks for expert

demonstrations only when needed. It builds on the framework of continual learning presented

in the previous section. ACL introduces a two-level of sample selection strategy. First, ACL

gathers the training data by actively asking for the demonstrations on problems where MPNet

failed to find a path. Second, it employs a sample selection strategy that further prunes the

expert demonstrations to fill episodic memory so that it approximates the global distribution from

streaming data. The two-level of data selection in ACL improves the training samples efficiency

while learning the generalized neural models for the MPNet.

Algorithm 3 presents the outline of ACL method. At every time step t, the environment

generates a planning problem (cinit,cgoal,Xobs) comprising of the robot’s initial cinit and goal cgoal

configurations and the obstacles’ information Xobs (Line 7). Before asking MPNet to plan a
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Algorithm 3: Active Continual Learning
Initialize memories: episodic M and replay B∗
Initialize MPNet fθ with parameters θ.
Set the number of iterations C to pretrain MPNet.
Set the replay period r
Set the replay batch size NB
for t = 0 to T do
{Xobs,cinit,cgoal}t ← GetPlanningProblem()
σ← ϕ \\ an empty list to store path solution
if t > Nc then

xobs ⊂ Xobs
σ← fθ(xobs,cinit,cgoal)

if not σ then
σ← GetExpertDemo(Xobs,cinit,cgoal)
B∗← B∗∪σ

M ← UpdateEpisodicMemory(σ,M )

g← Ê(s,y)∼σ5θ l
(

fθ(s),y
)

gM ← Ê(s,y)∼M 5θ l
(

fθ(s),y
)

Project g to g′ using QP based on Equation 3.9
Update parameters θ w.r.t. g′

if B∗.size()> NB and not t mod r then
B ← SampleReplayBatch(B∗)
g← Ê(s,y)∼B5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)
gM ← Ê(s,y)∼M 5θ l

(
fθ(s),y

)
Project g to g′ using QP based on Equation 3.9
Update parameters θ w.r.t. g′

motion for a given problem, we let it learn from the expert demonstrations for up to Nc ∈ N≥0

iterations (Line 9-10). If MPNet is not called or failed to determine a solution, an expert-planner

is executed to determine a path solution σ for a given planning problem (Line 13). The expert

trajectory σ is stored into a replay buffer B∗ and an episodic M memory based on their sample

selection strategies (Line 14-15). MPNet is trained (Line 16-19) on the given demonstration using

the constraint optimization mentioned in Equations 3.7-3.9. Finally, similar to continual learning,

we also perform rehearsals on the old samples (Line 20-25).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.4: Online execution of MPNet: (a) global planning to output a coarse path. (b-c) a
neural replanning step. (d) lazy states contraction (LSC) method to prune redundant states. (e)
output feasible path.

3.1.4 MPNet: Online Planning

MPNet can generate both end-to-end collision-free paths and informed samples for the

SMPs. We denote our path planner and sample generator as MPNetPath and MPNetSMP,

respectively. MPNet uses two trained modules, Enet and Pnet.

Enet takes the obstacles’ information xobs and encodes them into a latent-space embedding

Z. Enet is either trained end-to-end with Pnet or separately with encoder-decoder structure. Pnet,

is a stochastic model as during execution it uses Dropout in almost every layer. The layers with

Dropout [SHK+14] get their neurons dropped with a probability p ∈ [0,1]. Therefore, every time

MPNet calls Pnet, due to Dropout, it gets a sliced/thinner model of the original planning network

which leads to a stochastic behavior. The stochasticity helps in recursive, divide-and-conquer

based path planning, and also enables MPNet to generate samples for SMPs. The input to Pnet is

a concatenated vector of obstacle-space embedding Z, robot current configuration ĉt , and goal

configuration cT . The output is the robot configuration ĉt+1 for time step t +1 that would bring

the robot closer to the goal configuration. We iteratively execute Pnet (Fig. 3.3(b)), i.e., the

new state ĉt+1 becomes the current state ĉt in the next time step and therefore, the path grows

incrementally.
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Path Planning with MPNet

Path planning with MPNet uses Enet and Pnet in conjunction with our iterative, recursive,

and bi-directional planning algorithm. Our planning strategy has the following salient features.

Forward-Backward Bi-directional Planning: Our algorithm is bidirectional as we run

our neural models to plan forward, from start to goal, as well as to plan backward, from goal to

start, until both paths meet each other. To connect forward and backward paths we use a greedy

RRT-Connect [KL00] like heuristic.

Recursive Divide-and-Conquer Planning: Our planner is recursive and solves the given

path planning problem through divide-and-conquer. MPNet begins with global planning (Fig. 3.4

(a)) that results in critical, collision-free states that are vital to generating a feasible trajectory.

If any of the consecutive critical nodes in the global path are not connectable (Beacon states),

MPNet takes them as a new start and goal, and recursively plans a motion between them (Figs.

3.4 (b-c)). Hence, MPNet decomposes the given problem into sub-problems and recursively

executes itself on those sub-problems to eventually find a path solution.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the essential components of MPNetPath

algorithm followed by the overall algorithm execution and outline.

Bidirectional Neural Planner (BNP): In this section, we formally outline our forward-

backward, bidirectional neural planning method, outlined in Algorithm 4. BNP takes the envi-

ronment representation Z, the robot’s initial cinit and target cgoal configurations as an input. The

bidirectional path is generated as two paths, from start to goal (σa) and from goal to start (σb),

incrementally march towards each other. The paths σa and σb are initialized with the robot’s

start configuration cinit and goal configuration cgoal, respectively (Line 1). We expand paths in an

alternating fashion, i.e., if at any iteration i, a path σa is extended, then in the next iteration, a path

σb will be extended, and this is achieved by swapping the roles of σa and σb at the end of every
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iteration (Line 10). Furthermore, after each expansion step, the planner attempts to connect both

paths through a straight-line, if possible. We use steerTo (described later) to perform straight-line

connection which makes our connection heuristic greedy. Therefore, like RRT-Connect [KL00],

our method makes the best effort to connect both paths after every path expansion. In case both

paths σa and σb are connectable, BNP returns a concatenated path σ that comprises of states from

σa and σb (Line 8-9).

Algorithm 4: BidirectionalNeuralPlanner(cinit,cgoal,Z)

σa←{cinit},σb←{cgoal}
σ←∅
for i← 0 to N do

cnew← Pnet
(
Z,σa

end,σ
b
end
)

σa← σa∪{cnew}
Connect← steerTo

(
σa

end,σ
b
end
)

if Connect then
σ← concatenate(σa,σb)
return σ

SWAP(σa,σb)

return ∅

Replanning: The bidirectional neural planner outputs a coarse path of critical points σ (Fig.

3.4 (a)). If all consecutive nodes in σ are connectable, i.e., the trajectories connecting them are in

obstacle-free space then there is no need to perform any further planning. However, if there are

any beacon nodes in σ, a replanning is performed to connect them (Fig. 3.4 (b-c)). The replanning

procedure is presented in Algorithm 5. The trajectory σ consists of states σ = {c0,c1, · · · ,cT}

given by BNP. The algorithm uses steerTo function and iterates over every connective state pairs

σi and σi+1 in a given path σ to check if there exists a collision-free straight trajectory between

them. If a collision-free trajectory does not exist between any of the given consecutive states,

a new path is determined between them through replanning. To replan, the beacon nodes are

presented to the replanner as a new start and goal pair together with the obstacles information.

We propose two replanning methods:
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Algorithm 5: Replan(σ,Z,plan oracle)
σnew←∅
for i← 0 to size(σ)−1 do

if steerTo(σi,σi+1) then
σnew← σnew∪{σi,σi+1}

else
if plan oracle then

σ′← OraclePlanner(σi,σi+1,Xobs)

else
σ′← BNP(σi,σi+1,Z)

if σ′ then
σnew← σnew∪σ′

else
return ∅

return σnew

(i) Neural replanning (NP): NP takes the beacon states and makes a limited number of

attempts (Nr) to find a path solution between them using BNP. In case of NP, the plan oracle in

Algorithm 5 is set to False.

(ii) Hybrid replanning (HP): HP combines NP and oracle planner. HP takes beacon states

and tries to find a solution using NP. If NP fails after a fixed number of trials Nr, an oracle planner

is executed to find a solution, if one exists, between the given states (Line 9). HP is performed if

boolean plan oracle is set True in Algorithm 5.

Lazy States Contraction (LSC): This process is often known as smoothing or shortcutting

[HNTH10]. The term contraction was coined in graph theory literature [Ski]. We implement

LSC as a recursive function that when executed on a given path σ = {c0,c1, · · · ,cT}, leaves no

redundant state by directly connecting, if possible, the non-consecutive states, i.e., ci and c>i+1,

where i ∈ [0,T −1], and removing the lousy/lazy states (Fig. 3.4 (d)). This method improves the

computational efficiency as the algorithm will have to process fewer nodes during planning.
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Steering (SteerTo): The steerTo function, as it name suggests, walks through a straight

line connecting the two given states to validate if their connecting trajectory lies entirely in the

collision-free space or not. To evaluate the connecting trajectory, the steerTo function discretize

the straight line into small steps and verifies if each discrete node is collision-free or not. The

discretization is done as σ(δ) = (1−δ)c1+δc2;∀δ ∈ [0,1] between nodes c1 and c2 using a small

step-size. In our algorithm, we use different step-sizes for the global planning, replanning, and

for final feasibility checks.

isFeasible: This function uses the steerTo to check whether the given path σ= {c0, · · · ,cT}

lies entirely in collision-free space or not.

Algorithm 6: MPNetPath(cinit,cgoal,xobs)

Z← Enet(xobs)
σ← BNP(cinit,cgoal,Z)// BidirectionalNeuralPlanner
σ← LazyStatesContraction(σ)
if IsFeasible(σ) then

return σ

else
plan oracle = False// use NeuralReplanning
for i← 0 to Nr do

σ← Replan(σ,Z,plan oracle)
σ← LazyStatesContraction(σ)
if IsFeasible(σ) then

return σ

plan oracle = True// use OraclePlanner
σ← Replan(σ,Z,plan oracle)// HybridReplanning
σ← LazyStatesContraction(σ)
if IsFeasible(σ) then

return σ

return ∅

MPNetPath Execution Summary: Algorithm 6 outlines our MPNetPath framework. Enet

encodes the raw point-cloud xobs into latent embedding Z (Line 1). BNP takes the given planning

problem (cinit,cgoal,Z) and outputs a coarse path σ (Line 2). The LSC function takes σ to remove
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the redundant nodes and leaves only critical states crucial for finding a feasible path solution

(Line 3). If a path constituted by connecting the consecutive nodes in σ does not belong to the

collision-free region, a neural replanning (NP), followed by LSC, is performed for a fixed number

of iterations Nr (Line 8-12). The neural-replanning recursively gets deeper and finer in connecting

the beacon states whereas LSC function keeps on pruning out the redundant states after every

replanning step. In most case, the neural replanner is able to compute a path solution. However,

for some hard cases, where neural replanner fails to find a path between beacon states in σ, we

employ hybrid planning (HP) using an oracle planner (Line 13-14). Note that, in case of hybrid

replanning, the oracle planner is executed only for a small segment of the overall problem which

helps MPNetPath retains its computational benefits while being able to determine a path solution

if one exists.

Informed Sampling with MPNet

As mentioned earlier, our planning network (Pnet) is a stochastic model as it has Dropout

in almost every layer during the execution. We exploit the stochasticity of Pnet to generate

multiple informed samples that would be used as a sample generator for a classical SMP. Because

samples are informed in such a way that has high probability to be part of a connectable and

near-optimal path, it allows the underlying SMP to find solutions efficiently and quickly.

Algorithm 7 outlines the procedure to integrate our MPNetSMP with any SMP. MPNet’s

BNP performs one-step-ahead prediction, i.e., given obstacles representation Z, robot current

state ĉt , and goal state cT , it predicts a next state ĉt+1 closer to the goal than previous state ĉt .

We execute MPNetSMP to incrementally generate samples from start to goal in a loop for a

fixed number of iterations Nsmp before switching to uniform random sampling (Line 5-8). The

underlying SMP takes the informed samples (Line 9) and builds a tree starting from an initial

configuration. Due to informed sampling, the tree, in the beginning, is biased towards a subspace

that potentially contains a path solution and after certain iterations, the tree begins to expand
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Algorithm 7: MPNetSMP(cinit,cgoal,xobs)

Initialize SMP(cinit,cgoal,Xobs)
crand← cinit
Z← Enet(xobs)
for i← 0 to n do

if i < Nsmp then
crand← BNP

(
Z,crand,cgoal

)
else

crand← RandomSampler()

σ← SMP
(
crand

)
if crand ∈ cgoal then

crand← cinit

if σend ∈ cgoal then
return σ

return ∅

uniformly. Hence, our MPNetSMP perform both exploitation and exploration. Once a path

solution σ is found, it is either returned as a solution or further optimized for a given cost function.

We also propose that our MPNetSMP can be adapted to generate samples for bidirectional

SMPs [QA15]. MPNetSMP generates informed samples incrementally between the given start

and goal, and just like the bidirectional heuristic of MPNetPath, it can be queried to generate

bidirectional samples. A simple modification for bidirectional sampling in Algorithm 7 would

be to initialize two random variable crandS and crandG with start and goal states, respectively, in

place of Line 2. Then use crandG instead of cgoal and swap the roles of crandS and crandG at the end

of every iteration. The proposed modification would allow informed bidirectional generation of

trees that are crucial for solving the narrow passage planning problems.

3.1.5 Implementation details

Data Collection:

Environment settings: In the case of point-mass and rigid-body-SE2, we randomly place
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several quadrilateral blocks in the operating region of 40× 40 and 40× 40× 40 to generate

different 2D and 3D workspaces, respectively. Each random placement of the obstacle blocks

leads to a different environment/workspace. By following this procedure, 110 unique workspaces

were generated for point-mass and rigid-body-SE2 cases, i.e., simple 2D (s2D), rigid-body-

SE2, complex 2D (c2D) and complex 3D (c3D). The rigid-body-SE3 environment is a standard

OMPL’s [ŞMK12] home-like scenario. For Baxter robot, we created an L-shaped table top on

which 5 different objects representing obstacles were randomly placed to constitute 10 different

challenging environments in ROS Gazebo.

Point Cloud Generation: Since in point-mass and rigid-body-SE2 settings, the envi-

ronments contained quadrilateral blocks as obstacles, we generate the point-cloud for each

environment by randomly sampling points within those blocks. The point cloud for simple 2D,

complex 2D and rigid-body-SE2 contained 1400 points in 2D space obstacles, i.e., 2× 1400.

The point cloud for complex 3D environment also contained 1400 points but in 3D space, i.e.,

3×1400. These points were flattened to feed into the feed-forward neural encoder. For real-world

complex scenarios, like in Baxter cases and rigid-body-SE3 home-like environment, we get a raw

point-cloud using KINECT depth camera with the PCL [RC11] and pclros (http://wiki.ros.org/pcl).

The point-cloud dimensions for Baxter and rigid-body-SE3 were 3×5351 and 3×150008, re-

spectively. These point clouds can either be flattened or voxelized if Enet is a feed-forward neural

network or a 3D convolutional neural network (CNN), respectively. For 3D CNN, we voxelize

the point-cloud to 32×32×32 dimensions.

Demonstration Trajectories: To create trajectories, we randomly sample a fixed number

of obstacle-free states to create a list of start and goal pairs without repetition. We then use

an oracle planner, in our case RRT*, to generate feasible near-optimal trajectories between the

given start and goal pairs which forms the expert data for training and testing. In case of 2D/3D

point-mass and rigid-body-SE2, the training dataset comprised 4000 paths per workspace with a

total of 100 workspaces. We also created two test datasets, seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs, to evaluate
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our models. The seen-Xobs dataset comprised of 100 environments that were seen by the model

during training but with 200 unseen start and goal pairs per environment. The unseen-Xobs dataset

contained 10 unseen environments each of which contained 2000 unseen start and goal pairs.

For Baxter robot, we run RRT* to collect 900 training and 100 testing paths for each of the ten

environments between a fixed start configuration and a randomly selected goal configuration near

the table top. For rigid-body-SE3, we collect 2000 training and 500 testing trajectories between

randomly selected, unique collision-free poses of the rigid-body in the home environment.

(a) tr = 4.96s, tm = 0.02s (b) tr = 5.35s, tm = 0.02s (c) tr = 6.83s, tm = 0.03s (d) tr = 6.22s, tm = 0.04s

(e) tr = 8.37s, tm = 0.07s (f) tr = 9.70s, tm = 0.08s (g) tr = 26.61s, tm = 0.38s (h) tr = 27.81s, tm = 0.37s

Figure 3.5: Time comparison of MPNetPath:NP (Red, tm) and RRT* (Blue, tr) for computing
the near-optimal paths in environments such as simple 2D (a-b), complex 2D (c-d), complex 3D
(e-f), and rigid-body-SE2 (g-h).

3.1.6 Results

In this section, we present results evaluating MPNet against state-of-the-art classical

planners: RRT* [KF11], Informed-RRT* [GSB14], and BIT* [GSB15]. We use standard and

efficient OMPL [ŞMK12] implementations for classical planners. MPNet models were trained
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(a) t = 0.13s,c = 32.46 (b) t = 0.13s,c = 38.02 (c) t = 0.25s,c = 27.57 (d) t = 0.21s,c = 37.23

(e) t = 0.22s,c = 40.73 (f) t = 0.18s,c = 36.48 (g) t = 0.29s,c = 39.51 (h) t = 0.21s,c = 40.26

Figure 3.6: MPNetSMP generating informed samples for RRT* to plan motions in simple 2D
(a-b), complex 2D (c-d) and complex 3D (e-h). The number of samples and time required to
compute the path are denoted by n and t, respectively.

with the PyTorch Python API, exported using TorchScript 1 so that they could be loaded in OMPL

for execution. Furthermore, for MPNet, we present the results of MPNetPath and MPNetSMP

trained with offline batch learning (B), continual learning (C), and active continual learning (AC).

The MPNetPath:NP and MPNetPath:HP uses neural and hybrid replanning, respectively. The

hybrid replanning exploits neural replanner for a fixed number of iterations Nr. The system used

for experiments has 3.40GHz× 8 Intel Core i7 processor with 32 GB RAM and GeForce GTX

1080 GPU.

Training & Testing Environments

We consider problems requiring the planning of 2D/3D point-mass robot, rigid-body-

SE2, rigid-body-SE3, and a 7DOF Baxter robot manipulator. We used encoder-decoder based

1https://pytorch.org/tutorials/advanced/cpp export.html
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Table 3.1: Mean computation times with standard deviations are presented for MPNet (M) (all
variations), Informed-RRT* and BIT* on two test datasets, i.e., seen and unseen (shown inside
brackets), in four different environments.

Methods Environments

Simple 2D Complex 2D Complex 3D Rigid-body-SE2

IRRT* 1.06±0.33 (1.10±0.09) 1.60±0.47 (1.49±0.16) 2.99±0.82 (2.76±0.20) 15.58±2.85 (14.80±2.83)
BIT* 0.59±0.28 (0.65±0.30) 1.79±1.35 (1.61±0.53) 0.19±0.12 (0.20±0.04) 7.16±1.95 (6.52±1.65)

MSMP (B) 0.13±0.01 (0.13±0.00) 0.29±0.05 (0.23±0.07) 0.25±0.05 (0.23±0.06) 0.49±0.05 (0.39±0.04)
MPath:NP (C) 0.02±0.00 (0.02±0.00) 0.05±0.01 (0.05±0.01) 0.07±0.01 (0.08±0.01) 0.41±0.08 (0.39±0.07)

MPath:NP (AC) 0.03±0.01 (0.03±0.01) 0.06±0.01 (0.06±0.01) 0.08±0.01 (0.08±0.01) 0.53±0.12 (0.42±0.08)
MPath:NP (B) 0.02±0.00 (0.02±0.00) 0.04±0.00 (0.04±0.01) 0.06±0.01 (0.07±0.01) 0.38±0.04 (0.37±0.02)
MPath:HP (B) 0.04±0.03 (0.07±0.04) 0.13±0.07 (0.14±0.09) 0.09±0.03 (0.12±0.04) 0.42±0.30 (0.41±0.40)
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Figure 3.7: Mean computation time (log-scale) comparisons of MPNetPath:NP, MPNetSMP-
RRT*, Informed-RRT* (IRRT*) and BIT* on seen-Xobs dataset.

unsupervised learning in the case of point-mass robots, and rigid-body-SE2. In Baxter and

rigid-body-SE3 settings, we train Enet and Pnet together in an end-to-end setting.

In planning of 2D/3D point-mass and rigid-body-SE2, we train MPNet over one hundred

workspaces with each containing four thousand trajectories, and it is evaluated on two test datasets,

i.e., seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs. The seen-Xobs comprises of one hundred workspaces seen by

MPNet during the training but two hundred unseen start and goal pairs in each environment.

Table 3.2: Success rates of all MPNet variants in the four environments on both test datasets,
seen and unseen (shown inside brackets).

Methods Environments

Simple 2D Complex 2D Complex 3D Rigid-body-SE2

MPNetPath:NP (C) 93.33 (93.18) 83.44 (83.78) 89.88 (90.86) 83.770 (86.18)
MPNetPath:NP (AC) 96.70 (97.83) 84.36 (84.08) 96.60 (95.28) 87.08 (87.64)
MPNetPath:NP (B) 99.30 (98.30) 99.71 (98.80) 99.11 (97.76) 94.21 (95.18)
MPNetPath:HP (B) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0)

MPNetSMP 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0)
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Figure 3.8: Mean computation time (log-scale) comparisons of MPNetPath:NP and MPNetSMP
(with underlying RRT*) against Informed-RRT* (IRRT*) and BIT* on unseen-Xobs dataset.
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Figure 3.9: The number of training paths required by MPNet when trained with active continual
learning and traditional learning.

The unseen-Xobs consists of ten new workspaces, not seen by MPNet during training, with each

containing two thousand start and goal pairs. For the 7DOF Baxter manipulator, our training

dataset containing ten cluttered environments with each having nine hundred trajectories, and

our test dataset contained the same ten workspaces as in training but one hundred new start

and goal pairs for each scenario. In rigid-body-SE3 planning, we consider OMPL’s [ŞMK12]

home-like environment, with training and testing dataset comprising two thousand trajectories

and five-hundred unseen start and goal 3D poses of the rigid-body, respectively. For all planners

presented in our experiments, we evaluate multiple trials on the given test dataset, and their mean

performance metrics are reported.
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Figure 3.10: MPNetPath:NP plans motion for a Baxter robot in ten challenging environments,
out of which four are shown. The left- and right-most indicate robot’s initial and goal configura-
tions, respectively, and the blue duck shows the target.

MPNet Comparison with its Expert Demonstrator (RRT*)

We compare MPNet against its expert demonstrator RRT*. Fig. 3.5 shows the paths gen-

erated by MPNetPath (red), and its expert demonstrator RRT* (blue). The average computations

times of MPNetPath and RRT* are denoted as tR and tMP, respectively. The average Euclidean

path cost of MPNetPath and RRT* solutions are denoted as cR and cMP, respectively. It can be

seen that MPNet finds paths of similar lengths as its expert demonstrator RRT* while retaining

consistently low computational time. Furthermore, the computation times of RRT* are not only

higher than MPNetPath computation time but also grows exponentially with the dimensionality of

the planning problems. Overall, we observed that MPNetPath is at least 100× faster than RRT*

and finds paths that are within a 10% range of RRT*’s paths cost.
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Fig. 3.6 presents informed trees generated by MPNetSMP with an underlying RRT*

algorithm. We report average path computation times and Euclidean costs denoted as t and c,

respectively. The generated trees by MPNetSMP are in a subspace of given configuration space

that most of the time contains path solutions. It should be noted that MPNetSMP paths are

almost optimal and are observed to be better than MPNetPath and its expert demonstrator RRT*

solutions. Moreover, our sampler not only finds near-optimal/optimal paths but also exhibit a

consistent computation time of less than a second in all environments which is much lower than

the computation time of RRT* algorithm.

MPNet Comparison with Advanced Motion Planners

We further extend our comparative studies to evaluate MPNet against advanced classical

planners such as Informed-RRT* [GSB14] and BIT* [GSB15].

Table 3.1 presents the comparison results over the four different scenarios, i.e., simple 2D

(Fig. 3.5 (a-b)), complex 2D (Fig. 3.5 (c-d)), complex 3D (Fig. 3.5 (e-f)) and rigid-body-SE2

(Fig. 3.5 (g-h)). Each scenario comprises of two test datasets, seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs. We let

Informed-RRT* and BIT* run until they find a solution of Euclidean cost within 5% range of the

cost of MPNetPath solution. We report mean computation times with standard deviation over five

trials. In all planning problems, MPNetPath:NP (with neural replanning), MPNetPath:HP (with

hybrid replanning), and MPNetSMP exhibit a mean computation time of less than a second. The

state-of-the-art classical planners, Informed-RRT* and BIT*, not only exhibit higher computation

times than all versions of MPNet but, just-like RRT*, their computation times increase with the

planning problem dimensionality. In simplest case (Fig. 3.5 (a-b)), MPNetPath:NP stand out to

be atleast 80× and 30× faster than BIT* and Informed-RRT*, respectively. On the other hand,

MPNetSMP provides about 8× and 5× computation speed improvements compared to BIT*

and Informed-RRT*, respectively, in simple 2D environments. Furthermore, it can be observed

that the speed gap between classical planner and MPNet (MPNetPath and MPNetSMP) keeps
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increasing with planning problem dimensions.

Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 present the mean computation time, in log-scale, of all MPNet

variants, Informed-RRT* (IRRT*), and BIT* on seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs test datasets, respec-

tively. Note that MPNetPath trained with offline batch learning (B), continual learning (C), and

active continual learning (AC) show similar computation times as can be seen by their plots

in all planning problems. Furthermore, in Figs. 3.7-3.8, it can be seen that MPNetPath and

MPNetSMP computation times remain consistently less than one second in all planning problems

irrespective of their dimensions. The computation times of IRRT* and BIT* are not only high but

also lack consistency and exhibits high variations over different planning problems. Although the

computation speed of MPNetSMP is slightly lower than that of MPNetPath, it performs better

than all other methods in terms of path optimality for a given cost function.

MPNet Data Efficiency & Performance Evaluation

Fig. 3.9 shows the number of training paths consumed by all MPNet versions and Table

3.2 presents their mean success rates on the test datasets in four scenarios- simple 2D, complex

2D, complex 3D, and rigid-body-SE2. The success rate represents the percentage of planning

problems solved by a planner in a given test dataset. The models trained with offline batch

learning provides better performance in term of a success rate compared to continual/active-

continual learning methods. However, in our experiments, the continual/active-continual learning

frameworks required about ten training epochs compared to one hundred training epochs of

the offline batch learning method. Furthermore, we observed that continual/active-continual

learning and offline batch learning show similar success rates if allowed to run for the same

number of training epochs. The active continual learning is ultimately preferred as it requires less

training data than traditional continual and offline batch learning while exhibiting considerable

performance.
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MPNet on 7DOF Baxter

Since BIT* performs better than Informed-RRT* in high dimension planning problems,

we consider only BIT* as our classical planner in our further comparative analysis. We evaluate

MPNet against BIT* for the motion planning of 7DOF Baxter robot in ten different environments

where each environment comprised of one hundred new planning problems. Fig. 3.10 presents

four out of ten environment settings. Each planning problem scenario contained an L-shape table

of half the Baxter height with randomly placed five different real-world objects such as a book,

bottle, or mug as shown in the figure. The planner’s objective is to find a path from a given

robot configuration to target configuration while avoiding any collisions with the environment, or

self-collisions. Table 3.3 summarizes the results over the entire test dataset. MPNet on average

find paths in less than a second with about 80% success rate. BIT* also finds the initial path in

less than a second with similar success rate as MPNet. However, the path costs of BIT* initial

solution are significantly higher than the path cost of MPNet solutions. Furthermore, we let BIT*

run to improve its initial path solutions so that the cost of the paths are not greater than 140%

of MPNet path costs. The results show that BIT* mostly fails to find solutions as optimal as

MPNet solutions but demonstrate about 56% success rate in finding solutions that are usually

40% larger in lengths/costs than MPNet path costs. Furthermore, the computation time of BIT*

also increases significantly, requiring an average of about 9 seconds to plan such paths. Fig.

3.12 shows the mean computation time and path cost comparison of BIT* and MPNet over ten

individual environments. It can be seen that MPNet computes paths in less than a second while

giving incredibly optimized solutions and is much faster compared to BIT*.

Fig. 3.11 shows a multi-goal planning problem for 7 DOF Baxter robot. The task is to

reach and pick up the target object while avoiding any collision with the environment and transfer

it to another target location, shown as yellow block. Note that in previous experiments we let

BIT* run until it finds paths within 40% of MPNet path costs. Now, we let BIT* run until it finds

a path within 10% cost of the cost of MPNet path solution. Our result shows that MPNetPath:NP
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1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Figure 3.11: MPNetPath plans motion to pick up the blue object (duck), and move it to a new
target (yellow block) (Frame 8). Note that the stopwatch indicates the execution time not the
planning time.

Table 3.3: Computation time, path cost, and success rate comparison of MPNetPath:NP, and
BIT* on Baxter test dataset. BIT*’s times for finding the first path and further optimizing it
within 40% range of MPNet’s path cost are reported.

Methods Baxter

Time Path cost Success rate(%)

BIT* (Initial Path) 0.94±0.20 13.91±0.60 83.0
BIT* (±40% MPNet cost) 9.20±7.61 10.78±0.31 56.0

MPNetPath (C) 0.81±0.08 6.98±0.18 78.6
MPNetPath (B) 0.59±0.08 7.86±0.20 87.8

plans the entire trajectory in less than a second whereas BIT* took about 3.01 minutes to find a

path of similar cost as our solution. Note that MPNet is never trained on trajectories that connect

two configurations on the table. However, thanks to MPNet ability to generalize that it can solve

completely unseen problems in no time compared to classical planners that have to perform an

exhaustive search before proposing any path solution.

MPNet planning in SE (3)

To further extend our comparison of MPNet and BIT*, we also consider planning in SE (3)

for a rigid-body in a cluttered home-like environment with multiple narrow passages [ŞMK12],

as shown in the Fig. 3.13. Our test dataset comprised 500 randomly sampled start and goal poses

(not seen by MPNet during training), and the Fig. 3.13 shows two of those test cases. In these

settings, MPNet exhibits a success rate of about 85%. The mean computation time to find an

initial path solution for MPNet (B), MPNet (C), and BIT* were 0.96, 1.61, and 2.84 seconds,
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Figure 3.12: Computational time (log-scale) and path length comparison of MPNet and BIT*
over ten challenging environments with 7DOF Baxter manipulator.

Figure 3.13: MPNet plans the motion of a rigid-body in SE(3) in a cluttered home-like environ-
ment with multiple narrow passages for randomly selected start and goal poses.

respectively. We also observed that MPNet paths’ cost were significantly lower than the cost of

BIT* solutions. The mean path costs of MPNet (B), MPNet (C), and BIT* were 457.80, 512.73,

and 836.85, respectively. Furthermore, we noticed that BIT* takes up to several minutes to find a

path of similar cost as MPNet’s solution.

3.1.7 Discussion

This section presents a discussion on various attributes of MPNet, sample selection meth-

ods for continual learning, and a brief analysis of its completeness, optimality, and computational

guarantees.
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Stochastic Neural Planning & Replanning

In MPNet, we apply Dropout [SHK+14] to almost every layer of the planning network,

and it remains active during path planning. The Dropout randomly selects the neurons from its

preceding layer with a probability p ∈ [0,1] and masks them so that they do not affect the model

decisions. Therefore, at any planning step, Pnet would have a probabilistically different model

structure that results in stochastic behavior.

Yarin and Zubin [GG16] demonstrate the application of Dropout to model uncertainty

in the neural networks. We show that the Dropout can also be used in learning-based motion

planners to approximate the subspace of a given configuration space that potentially contains

several path solutions to a given planning problem. For instance, it is evident from the trees

generated by MPNetSMP (Fig. 3.6) that our model approximates the subspace containing path

solutions including the optimal path.

The perturbations in Pnet’s output, thanks to Dropout, also play a crucial role during

our neural replanning (Algorithm 5). In neural replanning, MPNet takes its own global path

and uses its stochastic neural planner (Algorithm 6) to replan a motion between any beacon

states. Replanning is a crucial component of our planning algorithm. Although the global plan

comprises collision-free nodes, the straight-line connection between those nodes might not be

collision-free (Fig. 3.4 (b)). We observed that without replanning, MPNet exhibits a low success

rate of about 60−70%. Since global planning decomposes a given problem into sub-problems,

the replanning between beacon nodes to solve sub-problems through our stochastic neural planner

helps our method to recover from any failures leading to a high success rate in complex, cluttered

environments.

Sample Selection Strategies

In continual learning, we maintain an episodic memory of a subset of past training data

to mitigate catastrophic forgetting when training MPNet on new demonstrations. Therefore,
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it is crucial to populate the episodic memory with examples that are important for learning a

generalizable model from streaming data. We compare four MPNet models trained on a simple

2D environment with four different sample selection strategies for the episodic memory. The

four selection metrics include surprise, reward, coverage maximization, and global distribution

matching. The surprise and reward metrics give higher and lower priority to examples with

large prediction errors, respectively. The coverage maximization maintains a memory of k-

nearest neighbors. The global distribution matching, as described earlier, uses random selection

techniques to approximate the global distribution from streaming data. We evaluate four MPNet

models on two test datasets, seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs, from simple 2D environment, and their

mean success rates are reported in Fig. 3.14. It can be seen that global distribution matching

exhibits slightly better performance than reward and coverage maximization metrics. The surprise

metric gives poor performance because satisfying the constraint in Equations 3.9 becomes nearly

impossible when the episodic memory is populated with examples that have large prediction

losses. Since global distribution matching provides the best performance overall, we have used it

as our sample selection strategy for the episodic memory in the continual learning settings.
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Figure 3.14: Impact of sample selection methods for episode memory on the performance of
continual learning for MPNet in simple 2D test datasets seen-Xobs and unseen-Xobs.
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Batch offline & Active Continual Learning

In this section, we briefly highlight the merits of our training approaches. A batch offline

learning is preferred when plenty of data is available for offline training, especially in cases where

existing planners can be used to generate data. However, in cases where data is expensive to

make, an active continual learning approach is preferable as it asks for demonstration only when

needed leading to data-efficient training of our models. For instance, in semi-autonomous driving,

the planning problems would usually come in streams, and our neural planner will only ask for a

human demonstration when needed. Also, to realize classical life-long learning one can combine

both batch offline and active continual learning where models are pre-trained with the former and

further refined with the latter whenever needed.

Completeness

In this section, we discuss the completeness guarantees of MPNet, formally proposed as

follow:

Proposition 3.1 (Feasible Path Planning): Given a planning problem {cinit,cgoal,xobs},

and a collision-checker, MPNet finds a path solution σ : [0,T ], if one exists, such that σ0 = cinit,

σT ∈ cgoal, and σ⊂ Cfree.

Proposition 3.1 implies that for a given planning problem, MPNet will eventually find a feasible

path, if one exists. We show that the worst-case completeness guarantees of our approach rely

on the underlying SMP for both path planning (MPNetPath) and informed neural sampling

(MPNetSMP). In our experiments, we use RRT* as our oracle SMP that exhibits probabilistic

completeness.

The probabilistic completeness is described in Definition 3.1 based on the following

notations. Let T AL
n be a connected tree in obstacle-free space, comprising of n vertices, generated

by an algorithm AL. We also assume T AL
n always originates from the robot’s initial configuration
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cinit. An algorithm is probabilistically complete if it satisfies the following definition.

Definition 3.1 (Probabilistic Completeness): Given a planning problem {cinit,cgoal,Xobs}

for which there exists a solution, an algorithm AL with a tree T AL
n that originates at cinit is

considered probabilistically complete iff limn→∞P(T AL
n ∩ cgoal 6=∅) = 1.

RRT* algorithm exhibits probabilistic completeness as it builds a connected tree origi-

nating from initial robot configuration and randomly exploring the entire space until it finds a

goal configuration. Therefore, as the number of samples in the RRT* approach to infinity the

probability of finding a path solution, if one exists, gets to one, i.e.,

lim
n→∞

P(T RRT ∗
n ∩ cgoal 6=∅) = 1 (3.10)

In remainder of the section, we present a brief analysis showing that MPNetPath and

MPNetSMP also exhibit probabilistic completeness like their underlying RRT*.

Probabilistic completeness of MPNetPath: To justify MPNetPath worst-case guarantees, we

introduce the following assumptions that are crucial to validate a planning problem.

Assumption 3.1 (Feasibility of States to Connect): The given start and goal pairs

(cinit,cgoal), for which an oracle-planner is called to find a path, lie entirely in obstacle-free

space, i.e., cinit ∈ Cfree and cgoal ⊂ Cfree.

Assumption 3.2 (Existence of a Path Solution) Under Assumption 1, for a given problem

(cinit,cgoal,Xobs), there exists at least one feasible path σ that connects cinit and cgoal, and σ 6⊂Xobs.

Based on Definition 3.1 and Assumptions 3.1-3.2, we propose in Theorem 3.1, with a

sketch of proof, that MPNetPath also exhibits probabilistic completeness, just like its underlying

oracle planner RRT*.

Theorem 3.1 (Probabilistic Completeness of MPNetPath): If Assumptions 1-2 hold, for a

given planning problem {cinit,cgoal,Xobs}, and an oracle RRT* planner, MPNetPath will find a
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path solution, if one exists, with a probability of one as the underlying RRT* is allowed to run till

infinity if needed.

Sketch of Proof: Assumption 3.1 puts a condition that the start and goal states in the given

planning problem lie in the obstacle-free space. Assumption 3.2 requires that there exist at least

one collision-free trajectory for the given planning problem. During planning, MPNetPath first

finds a coarse solution σ that might have beacon (non-connectable consecutive) states (see Fig.

3.4). Our algorithm connects those beacon states through replanning. Assumption 3.1 holds for

the beacon states as each generated state of MPNetPath is evaluated by an oracle collision-checker

before making it a part of σ. In replanning, we perform neural replanning for a fixed number

of trials to further refine σ, and if that fails to conclude a solution, we connect any remaining

beacon states of the refined σ by RRT*. Hence, if Assumption 3.1-3.2 hold for beacon states,

MPNetPath inherits the convergence guarantees of the underlying planner which in our case is

RRT*. Therefore, MPNetPath with an underlying RRT* oracle planner exhibits probabilistic

completeness.

Probabilistic completeness of MPNetSMP MPNetSMP generates samples for SMPs such

as RRT*. Our method performs exploitation and exploration to build an informed tree. It

begins with exploitation by sampling a subspace that potentially contains a solution for a limited

time and switches to exploration via uniform sampling to cover the entire configuration space.

Therefore, like RRT*, the tree of MPNetSMP is fully connected, originates from the initial robot

configuration, and eventually expands to explore the entire space. Hence, the probability that

MPNetSMP tree will find a goal configuration, if possible, approaches one as the samples in the

tree reaches a large number, i.e.,

lim
n→∞

P(T MPNetSMP
n ∩ cgoal 6=∅) = 1 (3.11)
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Optimality

MPNet learns through imitating the expert demonstrations which could come from either

an oracle motion planner or a human demonstrator. In our experiments, we use RRT* for

generating expert trajectories, hybrid replanning in MPNetPath, and as a baseline SMP for our

MPNetSMP framework. Optimal SMPs such as RRT* exhibits asymptotic optimality, i.e., a

probability of finding an optimal path, if one exists, approaches one as the number of random

samples in the tree approaches infinity (for proof, refer to [KF11]). RRT* gets weak-optimality

guarantees from its rewiring heuristic. The rewiring incrementally updates the tree connections

such that over the time, each node in the tree would be connected to a branch that ensures lowest

cost path to the root state (initial robot configuration) of the tree.

In our experiments, we show that MPNetPath imitates the optimality of its expert demon-

strator. In Fig. 3.5, it can be seen that MPNet path solutions are of similar Euclidean costs as its

expert demonstrator RRT* path solutions. Therefore, the quality of the MPNet paths relies on the

quality of its training data.

In the case of MPNetSMP, there exists optimality guarantees depending on the underlying

SMP. Since we use RRT* as a baseline SMP for MPNetSMP, we formally propose in Proposition

3.2 that our method exhibits asymptotic optimality.

Proposition 3.2 (Optimal Path Planning): Given a planning problem {cinit,cgoal,xobs}, a

collision-checker, and a cost function J(·), MPNet can adaptively sample the configuration space

for an asymptotic optimal SMP such that the probability of finding an optimal path solution, if

one exists, w.r.t. J(·) approaches one as the number of samples in the graph approaches infinity.

In our sampling heuristic, MPNetSMP generates informed samples for a fixed number of

iterations and performs uniform random sampling afterward. Therefore, RRT* tree formed by

the samples of MPNetSMP will explore the entire C-space and will be rewired incrementally to

ensure asymptotic optimality. Since MPNetSMP only performs intelligent sampling and does

not modify the internal machinery of RRT*, the optimality proofs will exactly be the same as
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provided in [KF11]. Hence, provided that MPNetSMP performs exploitation for fixed steps and

pure exploration afterward, and the underlying SMP is RRT*, the optimality of our method is

asymptotically guaranteed .

Computational Complexity

In this section, we present the computational complexity of our method. Both MPnetPath

and MPNetSMP take the output of Enet and Pnet, which is only a forward-pass through a neural

network. The forward pass through a neural network is known to have a constant complexity

since it is a matrix multiplication of a fixed size input vector with network weights to generate

a fixed size output vector. Since MPNetSMP produces samples by merely forward passing a

planning problem through Enet and Pnet, it does not add any complexity to the underlying SMP.

Therefore, the computational complexity of MPNetSMP with underlying RRT* is the same as

RRT* complexity, i.e., O(n logn), where n is the number of samples [KF11].

On the other hand, MPNetPath has a crucial replanning component that uses an oracle

planner in the cases where neural replanning fails to determine an end-to-end collision-free path.

The oracle planner in the presented experiments is RRT*. Therefore, in the worst-case, MPNetPath

operates with complexity of O(n logn). However, we show empirically that MPNetPath succeeds,

without any oracle planner, for up to 90% of the cases in a challenging test dataset. For the

remaining 10% cases, oracle planner is executed only for a small segment of the overall path

(see Algorithm 6). Hence, even for hard planning problems where MPNetPath fails, our method

reduces a complicated problem into a simpler problem, thanks to its divide-and-conquer approach,

for the underlying oracle planner. Thus, the oracle planner operates at a complexity which is

practically much lower than its worst-case theoretical complexity, as is also evident from the

results of MPNetPath with hybrid replanning (HB) in Table 3.1.
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3.2 Kinodynamic Constraints

As mentioned earlier, the motion planning problem is to find a path connecting the given

start and goal states while satisfying all the desired constraints on the robot motion. Geometric

motion planning is a simple instance that considers only collision-avoidance constraints with

states representing the robot’s kinematic variables (e.g., position, joint-angles) [LaV06]. However,

in KMP, the state comprises position, velocity, and sometimes acceleration. The robot motions

are required to satisfy both kinematic (e.g., collision-avoidance) and dynamics (e.g., velocity

and acceleration) constraints, which makes the problem PSPACE-hard and computationally

demanding [LaV06].

The KMP has a broad range of applications from torque-constrained robot manipulation

to speed racing [AYYS16] and performing acrobatic motions [KLR+20]. The existing state-

of-the-art methods solve KMP through Sampling-based Motion Planners (SMPs) [LaV06] by

constructing a tree that originates from a start state and expands by searching the entire state space

to reach the given goal state. The edges of the tree, connecting any two intermediate states, are

formed by a local steering function. The local steering often requires solving a boundary-value

problem (BVP) through trajectory optimization, which is known to be NP-hard [Kac02] and fails

when the boundary constraints are not satisfied. A recent development led to another sampling-

based KMP approach [LLB16], called Stable Sparse-RRT (SST), that circumvents solving BVPs

by using a random shooting method for steering and achieves asymptotic optimality. However, it

still takes long computation times from tens of seconds to minutes due to uniform exploration of

state and control spaces as environments become more complicated.

To overcome the limitation of prior methods and utilize strengths of neural motion

planners, we propose an imitation learning-based approach named Model-Predictive Motion

Planning Networks (MPC-MPNet)2 [LMQY21] . It has a deep neural networks-based generator

and discriminator, which, once trained using expert data, outputs feasible paths that satisfy the

2Supplementary videos and code release details are available at https://sites.google.com/view/mpc-mpnet
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given kinodynamic constraints. Our approach extends the Motion Planning Networks (MPNet)

[QMSY20] and leverages collision-aware Model Predictive Control (MPC) methods in the plan-

ning loop for parallelizable local steering. Note that the original MPNet framework [QMSY20]

considered only geometric planning problems and relied on bidirectional path expansions and

re-planning steps for finding path solutions to given problems. In KMP, the bidirectional path

extensions and re-planning steps to repair in-collision path segments often lead to discontinuity

and infeasible paths. Therefore, in MPC-MPNet, we propose novel planning algorithms that

perform only forward path expansion and avoid re-planning by building a set of informed possible

paths. We evaluate our approach in challenging under-actuated robotics problems in complex,

cluttered environments. Our results show that MPC-MPNet outperforms state-of-the-art planning

algorithms in computational speed and generalizes to unseen planning problems with high success

rates.

3.2.1 Related Work

This section presents a brief overview of related work done in the past for solving KMP

problems. KMP algorithms depend on the local steering function to satisfy the motion constraints

between any two given states. The local steering methods are usually implemented either as

(i) random shooting methods which uniformly samples control sequences [DXCR93] [LKJ01]

[LLB16], (ii) predefined motion primitives [SBFP19], or (iii) local trajectory optimization solvers

[XvdBPA15] [PPK+12] [GPPK13] [TMTR10].

Sampling random control sequences for shooting method has the advantage of worst-case

theoretical guarantees. For instance, the SST approach [LLB16] leverages random exploration

of control and state spaces to provide the worst-case asymptotic completeness and optimality

guarantees. However, these methods struggle in higher-dimensional and cluttered planning spaces

since uniform exploration takes large computation times to determine a feasible path solution. In

contrast, the motion primitives methods generate a local database of optimal controllers in their
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offline stage [SBFP19] and use them for steering under KMP algorithms. However, as the motion

primitive set is finite, it usually does not capture the entire control space and lacks completeness

guarantees.

The trajectory optimization methods formulate local steering as an optimization problem

and iteratively solve them for computing action sequences connecting the given states. For

instance, [WVDB13] [GPPK13] locally linearize the system and obtain Linear Quadratic Regula-

tors’ (LQR) parameters using optimization for steering. Tedrake et. el [TMTR10] extend LQR

methods to construct a tree connecting states within stability regions defined by LQR funnels.

However, these methods add a substantial computational burden when constructing trees and

do not apply to online planning problems. In a similar vein, Xie et. el [XvdBPA15] formulated

local steering as BVP and used optimization to find their solutions. These BVP solvers operate in

conjunction with traditional SMPs [LaV06] for finding solutions to KMP problems. However,

their approach often collapse when the boundary constraints are not satisfied.

Another class of methods in KMP learn local controllers for steering through reinforce-

ment and imitation learning. For instance, [CHF+19] uses reinforcement learning (RL) to acquire

local policy for steering within SMP methods. Similarly, [OSJ+20] [OJO+20] constructs high-

level landmarks, which are later connected by local RL policies. However, these methods inherit

RL limitations such as requiring exhaustive interactions with their environments for learning.

In the imitation learning paradigm, [WBMW18] and [AP19] use expert demonstrations to learn

local policies for connecting given states, but they still rely on classical planners to generate those

state sequences.

Recent developments overcome the limitations of classical motion planning by incorpo-

rating learned planning distributions into their algorithms [QSBY19] [QMSY20] [IHP18] [IP19].

These learning-based planners quickly generate feasible motion sequences online for finding path

solutions but mostly consider geometric planning problems. Among them, MPNet [QSBY19]

[QMSY20] generates end-to-end paths by exploiting learned distributions in a bidirectional man-
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ner throughout its planning and replanning process. MPNet has also been extended to consider

kinematic [QDCY20] and non-holonomic [JLL+20] constraints. However, these extensions still

rely on bidirectional planning, which often leads to discontinuities and infeasible paths in KMP

problems.

3.2.2 Model Predictive Motion Planning Networks

In this section, we formally present MPC-MPNet, an end-to-end learning-based KMP

algorithm. Let C denote a configuration space (C-space) of a mechanical system, where collision

and collision-free regions are represented as Cobs and C f ree = C\Cobs, respectively. Let X denote

the state space in which a state, x = (c, ċ) ∈ X , contains a configuration c ∈ C and the time

derivative ċ. Like C-space, the state space also contains the collision Xobs and collision-free

X f ree state spaces. The system’s dynamics model, represented by an implicit set of equations,

can be formulated as ẋ = f (x,u), where u denotes the control input to a system from a feasible

control set U. In general, the objective of KMP for the given initial state xinit and goal region

Xgoal ⊂ X f ree is to find a collision-free trajectory σ = [(x,u,τ)t ]
T
t=0, comprising a sequence of

states [xt ]
T
t=0 7→ X f ree and controls [ut ]

T
t=0 7→U with their corresponding durations [τt ]

T
t=0, such

that x(0) = xinit , x(T ) ∈ Xgoal .

MPC-MPNet iteratively generates waypoints and local steering trajectories to construct

collision-free paths connecting the start and goal states under kinodynamic constraints. It includes

a neural generator, discriminator, and two novel planning algorithms named MPC-MPNetPath

and MPC-MPNetTree. The main components of our approach are described as follows.

Observation Encoder

The observation encoder embeds the workspace information, represented as voxel maps v,

into latent features Z containing critical anchor points for the underlying neural generator and

discriminator. The voxel maps are volumetric with dimensions L×W ×H×C, corresponding
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to length, width, height, and number of channels, respectively, and are usually processed by 3D

convolutional neural networks (CNNs). However, we convert the voxel maps into voxel patches

with dimensions L×W ×Ĉ, where Ĉ = HC, and use the 2D-CNNs for learning the embeddings.

This is because 3D-CNNs are known to be computationally inefficient as their representations are

inherently cubic and usually contain empty volumes [ZLU18].

Neural Generator

The neural generator G, with parameters θg, is a stochastic neural model that outputs

intermediate waypoints x̂t+1 for the given environment encoding Z, robot’s current state xt ∈ X f ree

and goal state xgoal ∈ Xgoal , i.e.,

x̂t+1← G(Z,xt ,xgoal;θg) (3.12)

The neural generator adopts Dropout [SHK+14] in almost every layer to generate stochastic

samples. The Dropout randomly selects neurons in each trained network layer, resulting in a

sliced model in every forward pass. This operation leads to randomness adapted from expert

data. In contrast, other techniques, such as input Gaussian noise, are agnostic of underlying data

distribution and incurs difficulty in training deep neural models [CWD+18].

Our neural generator is trained end-to-end with the observation encoder by optimizing the

following mean square error between the predicted states x̂ and the demonstration trajectories’

states x∗, i.e.,

LGθg
=

1
Np

N

∑
i=0

1
Ti

Ti−1

∑
j=0
‖x̂i, j+1− x∗i, j+1‖2 (3.13)

where Np is the total number of paths and Ti is the length of each path i in the dataset.
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Search tree Predict next states
and their associated

costs

Select a collision-free
state with minimum cost-

to-go

Steer with MPC

MPNet
Path MPC

Figure 3.15: MPC-MPNetPath In each iteration, the neural generator predicts a batch of next
states from a given current and select a collision-free state with a minimum estimated cost for
the tree expansion using MPC.

Search tree

... ...MPNet
Tree MPC

Predict batch of next
states

Generate random
samples and find their

nearest nodes      

Steer with parallelized
MPC

...

Figure 3.16: MPC-MPNetTree The neural generator predicts a batch of next states from nearest
neighbors of random states inside a search tree. The parallelized MPC finds the local controllers
between them.

Neural Discriminator

Due to stochasticity in the neural generator, the predictions are usually scattered towards

the given target. To select the best state from the given set, we introduce a neural discriminator

network that predicts a given state’s time-to-reach the desired target. Our planning procedures

leverage the time-to-reach predictions as a cost to prune outputs of the neural generator.

Hence, the discriminator D, with parameters θd , takes environment embedding Z, the

robot state xt and xgoal as input, and predicts the cost as:

d̂t ← D(Z,xt ,xgoal;θd) (3.14)

The neural discriminator is trained to minimize the mean square error between the predicted costs

and the real costs:

LDθd
=

1
Np

N

∑
i=0

1
Ti

Ti−1

∑
j=0
‖d̂i, j+1− (

Ti

∑
k= j+1

d∗i,k)‖2 (3.15)

where d∗i,k is the cost to goal at waypoint k in the path i.
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To balance the positive and negative training samples and enhance the discriminator’s

performance, we augment the training data by assigning large penalties to in-collision waypoints

and unreachable transition pairs. As a result, the trained discriminator predicts high costs for

invalid states and eliminates anomalous waypoints.

Model Predictive Control

To satisfy the kinodynamic constraints during tree/path expansion, we utilize MPC as a

steering function, a strategy widely used for optimal control problems. We use MPC for several

reasons, including implementation simplicity, lower computational complexity, and parallel

computation potential. Furthermore, compared to BVP solvers, MPC models the trajectory

generation process as an initial-value problem. Therefore, MPC does not collapse when the

terminal state is unreachable and instead returns a nearest, valid terminal state. In contrast, BVP

solvers fail in such situations because boundary conditions are not satisfied.

MPC takes a current xt , a target state x̂t+1, and generates an optimized trajectory σt =

[(x,u,τ)t ] minimizing the cost between the propagated terminal state and x̂t+1. Our MPC solver

is implemented with Cross Entropy Method (CEM) [BKRE] and time-elastic-band approach to

optimize both control and their duration sequences [RHB15]. CEM takes advantage of the Monte

Carlo method and importance sampling to estimate the optimal trajectories distribution iteratively.

Algorithm 8 outlines our MPC approach. Using sampled controls and durations from

a parameterized distribution (u,τ)i ∼ D(u,τ;θmpc), we propagate and generate the steering

trajectory σi, from the given starting state xt . These propagations are ranked through a cost

function defined as ds = d(σi, x̂t+1)+dc(σi), where d(·) is the distance metrics between given

states and dc(·) is a collision penalty function. The cost function selects the elite samples, i.e., the

propagated states with the lowest scores. These elite states are used to update MPC parameters

θmpc by minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the distributions of steered terminal states and

the target state x̂t+1. Note that, the collision penalty discourages in-collision trajectory expansions.
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Furthermore, in our implementation, we assume the distribution D(u,τ;θmpc) of controls and

their durations at each time step to be Gaussian distributions.

Algorithm 8: Model Predictive Control (xt , x̂t+1)
initialize parameters θmpc;
for iter← 1 to Niter do

for ui,τi ∼D(u,τ;θmpc) do
Propagate xt with ui,τi to generate σi;
Evaluate dsi = d(σi, x̂t+1)+dc(σi);
Select elite samples based on their scores;
Update θmpc with elite samples;
Update optimal trajectory with the best σ∗i

return σ∗i ;

Parallelization

We use neural networks to process multiple waypoints as a batch to improve performance

and implement our MPC algorithm using tensors on Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) for parallel

processing. With parallel computation, the neural networks and MPC are accelerated to process

up to NB ∈ N samples simultaneously. To represent batch parallel processing, we introduce new

notations denoting all vectorized inputs in batch form using the symbol B, i.e.,

Bt =



x1
t

x2
t
...

xNB
t


,Bgoal =



xgoal

xgoal

...

xgoal


,BZ =



Z

Z
...

Z


, (3.16)

where Bt , Bgoal , and BZ correspond to the batch of current states, desired states, and observation

encodings.

During execution, our stochastic generator outputs a variety of next states Bt+1, and the
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discriminator predicts their associated costs Bdt+1 as:

B̂t+1← G(BZ,Bt ,Bgoal;θg) (3.17)

Bdt+1 ← D(BZ, B̂t+1,Bgoal;θd) (3.18)

For the given start Bt and target B̂t+1 states, our parallelized MPC generates their corresponding

local kinodynamic trajectories as:

Bσt ←MPC(Bt , B̂t+1) (3.19)

where Bσt = [(xi,ui,τi)t ]
NB
i=1 is a batch of local trajectories at time t.

Algorithm 9: MPC-MPNetPath (Z,xinit ,xgoal)

T ←{xinit}, Bt ← xinit ;
BZ ← Z, Bgoal ← xgoal;
for i← 1 to n do

B̂t+1← G(BZ,Bt ,Bgoal;θg);
x̂t+1←x̂t+1 D(BZ, B̂t+1,Bgoal;θd);
σt ←MPC(xt , x̂t+1);
if Invalid(σt) then

Bt ← randomNode(T );

else
addToTree(σt ,T );
set batch Bt with a terminal state of σt ;

if Reached(T,xgoal) then
return ExtractPath(T );

return ∅;
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Algorithm 10: MPC-MPNetTree (Z,xinit ,xgoal)

T ←{xinit};
BZ ← Z, Bgoal ← xgoal;
for i← 1 to n do

Brand ← RandomSample();
Bt ← NearestNeighbor(Brand,T );
B̂t+1← G(BZ,Bt ,Bgoal;θg);
Bσt ←MPC(Bt , B̂t+1);
addToTree(Bσt ,T );
if Reached(T,xgoal) then

return ExtractPath(T );

return ∅;

Planning Algorithms

In this section, we present our planning algorithms that balance exploration-exploitation

in their different ways for quickly finding a path solution with a unidirectional tree expansion.

MPC-MPNetPath: Figure 3.15 and Algorithm 9 outline our MPC-MPNetPath algorithm. The

procedure begins by generating a batch of new samples using the neural generator G. The discrim-

inator D prunes the generated batch Bt by selecting a sample x̂t+1 with a minimum cost d̂ to reach

the given target xgoal . The MPC module takes the current node xt and selected next state x̂t+1 to

perform the kinodynamic steering, leading to a local trajectory σt . The terminal state of σt is the

resulting valid state xt+1 (as close as possible to x̂t+1 while satisfying constraints) after the execu-

tion of u on state xt for time duration τ. The local trajectory is added to the tree if it is valid. In the

case of invalid local trajectory, i.e., not collision-free, a random node is selected from the tree and

is treated as new current state xt for the next planning iteration. Once, the goal is reached, an end-

to-end path is extracted connecting the given start and goal states under kinodynamical constraints.

MPC-MPNetTree: This method leverages (i) the innate capacity of neural networks to pro-

cess batches, and (ii) our parallelized MPC framework to expand multiple nodes of the search
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tree simultaneously, directed towards the given target states Bgoal . The algorithm is summarized

in Figure 3.16 and Algorithm 10. In each iteration, MPC-MPNetTree samples a set of random

states Brand using the RandomSample function and finds their corresponding nearest neighbors

in the tree by calling the NearestNeighbor function. These nearest nodes are treated as current set

of states Bt for the underling MPC-MPNet procedures, i.e., the generator outputs the next batch

of samples and MPC computes their local trajectories Bσt . The valid local trajectories are added

to the search tree, and the final path is extracted once the tree reaches to the given goal state.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.17: We consider the following robotic systems, (a) Acrobot, (b) Cartpole, (c) Car,
and (d) Quadrotor, with complex dynamics for our cluttered, kinodynamically constrained
environments.

3.2.3 Implementation Details

Table 3.4: The total mean computation times with standard deviations in seen test environments
are presented for MPC-MPNetPath (MP-Path), MPC-MPNetTree (MP-Tree), and SST in various
kinodynamic planning problems.

Methods Planning Tasks

Acrobot Cart-Pole Quadrotor Car-like

MP-Path 5.09±6.87 4.74±7.37 0.46±2.12 8.96±12.33
MP-Tree 4.19±6.03 4.43±6.07 2.26±3.26 7.51±8.72

SST 28.32±20.53 14.99±14.29 143.69±143.43 41.69±70.31

This section describes the necessary implementation details of our frameworks with their

training and testing environments. We implement our neural modules using Pytorch and export
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Table 3.5: The total mean computation times with standard deviations in unseen test environ-
ments are presented for MPC-MPNetPath (MP-Path), MPC-MPNetTree (MP-Tree), and SST in
various kinodynamic planning problems.

Methods Planning Tasks

Acrobot Cart-Pole Quadrotor Car-like

MP-Path 9.88±8.70 7.93±9.13 0.41±1.12 19.10±21.25
MP-Tree 6.13±7.90 4.36±5.55 1.78±2.45 8.40±11.48

SST 21.37±23.02 12.21±10.11 251.03±197.83 28.16±40.00

them to C++ with Torchscript. Our parallelized MPC algorithm follows standard GPU program-

ming. For the training and testing environments, we consider the following kinodynamically

constrained, cluttered environments with schematics shown in Fig. 3.17.

Acrobot

We use the acrobot dynamics as specified in [Spo98]. The state space is defined as

[θ1,θ2.θ̇1, θ̇2] ∈ [−π,π]2× [−6,6]2. The control space is defined as [−4,4]. We generate four

rectangular obstacles and restrict the center of the obstacles to lie inside the annulus that affects

the acrobot movement.

Cartpole

The cartpole dynamics are used as specified in [PKP14]. The state space is defined

as: [x, ẋ,θ, θ̇] ∈ [−30,30]× [−40,40]× [−π,π]× [−2,2]. and the control space is defined as

[−300,300]. We randomly place seven rectangular obstacles in the environment to challenge and

restrict the cartpole motion.

Car

This is a 2D first-order car system, where the state space is of 3DOF, including position and

orientation. The control inputs are the position velocity and angular velocity. The state space is

defined as [x,y,θ]∈ [−25,25]× [−35,35]× [−π,π] and control space bound as [0,2]× [−0.5,0.5].
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We randomly place five rectangular obstacles in the workspace, and limit the distance between

obstacles to ensure narrow passages.

Quadrotor

We define the quadrotor dynamics as in [AOJJ13]. The state space is defined as:

[p,q, ṗ,ω], where p and q denote the position and orientation of the quadrotor, respectively,

with their corresponding time derivatives, indicating velocity, represented as ṗ and ω. The control

space is 4 dimensional with bound [−15,−5]× [−1,1]3. We randomly place 10 obstacles in the

workspace space and ensure the scene is cluttered.

In each of the cases mentioned above, we set up 10 environments by random placement

of the obstacles, each with 1000-2000 randomly sampled start and goal state pairs. The 10−20%

of data is used for testing, and the remaining for the training. In our test dataset, we also include

two unseen environments for each problem, created by random placement of obstacles. We

ensure these environments to be different from the ten seen settings, and for each, we randomly

sample 100-200 valid start and goal pairs for evaluation. Hence, in total, our test dataset contains

12 environments for the given setups. The demonstration trajectories for the training data are

obtained using the SST algorithm. Furthermore, we obtain the point-cloud of the environments,

by randomly sampling the obstacle space and processing them into voxel v of size 32×32×32.

3.2.4 Results

We present a set of experiments to compare the computation time, path quality, and success

rate of MPC-MPNetPath, MPC-MPNetTree, and SST planning algorithms. All experiments were

performed on the same system with 32GB RAM, GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, and 3.40GHz×8

Intel Core i7 processor.
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(a) Computational time (in seconds) comparison for Acrobot, Cart-pole, Car and Quadrotor in seen and
unseen environments

(b) Path cost comparison for Acrobot, Cart-pole, Car and Quadrotor in seen and unseen environments

Figure 3.18: The interquartile ranges of computation times and path qualities (time-to-reach
the target) for MPC-MPNetPath, MPC-MPNetTree, and SST in Acrobot, Cart-pole, Car and
Quadrotor environments.

Comparative Studies

This study compares the computation time, success rate, and path quality (measured by

time-to-reach) of MPC-MPNetPath, MPC-MPNetTree, and SST algorithms in Cart-Pole, Acrobot,

Car, and Quadrotor environments. All evaluation planning problems were unique and not seen

during the training, presenting non-trivial and cluttered environments with underactuated systems.

Table 3.4-3.5 presents the mean computation times with standard deviations across dif-

ferent scenarios in both seen and unseen environments. Figs. 3.18 show the box-plots of all

methods comparing their computation time and path quality inter-quartile ranges for solving all

kinodynamic planning problems. Fig. 3.19 to Fig. 3.22 show example qualitative results from

MPC-MPNet and SST. In all these problems, including unseen scenarios, MPC-MPNetTree and

MPC-MPNetPath success rates were between 90−100% and 85−95%, respectively, comparable

to the SST success rates in the given time limit.

It can be seen that compared to SST, MPC-MPNet methods take significantly lower

computation times to find similar quality path solutions with comparable success rates. Our

experiments also show that for environments with high-dimensional state and control spaces such
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(a) MPC-MPNet: t = 5.5s, c = 10.9 (b) SST: t = 52.4s, c = 11.2

Figure 3.19: Acrobot environment: The workspace (left) and state-space (right) trajectories
are shown in each subfigure. In this example, the start state is [0,0,0,0], and goal states are
randomly distributed around the vertical configuration.

(a) MPC-MPNet: t = 2.8s, c = 4.2 (b) SST: t = 29.4s, c = 7.9

Figure 3.20: Cart-Pole environment: The workspace (left) and state-space (right) trajectories
are shown in each subfigure.

as in Quadrotor, SST’s computation times increase exponentially. In contrast, MPC-MPNet still

retains its computational benefits from informative waypoint sampling and outperforms SST by a

large margin.

Among MPC-MPNetTree and MPC-MPNetPath, we observed that the former method

achieves higher success rates and finds better quality path solutions by exploiting GPU-accelerated,

parallel computation. Nevertheless, we present CPU-based MPC-MPNetPath and GPU-based

MPC-MPNetTree to highlight that both approaches perform better than traditional gold-standard

planning methods. Moreover, our algorithms balance exploration and exploitation through ran-

domly sampling current configurations within trees to provide better completeness and comparable

success rates as conventional methods.
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(a) Ours: t = 12.3s, c = 57.0 (b) SST: t = 27.2s, c = 63.8

Figure 3.21: Car environment: MPC-MPNet and SST finding paths under kinodynamic con-
straints for a non-holonomic system in an example environment with multiple narrow passages.

Table 3.6: Ablation Study: The total mean computation time with and with out neural discrimi-
nator is shown for MPC-MPNetPath, where the path quality, measured by the time-to-reach, is
presented in parentheses.

Setup Planning Tasks

Acrobot Cart-Pole Quadrotor Car-like

w/o D 8.14±10.37(7.23±4.91) 5.43±8.59(7.67±3.37) 0.81±4.11(8.45±4.11) 13.29±13.36(47.72±37.36)
w/ D 5.09±6.87(5.18±3.82) 4.47±7.37(6.25±3.13) 0.46±2.12(6.49±2.71) 8.96±12.33(47.68±20.44)

Ablation Studies

To show the impact of the neural discriminator in the planning pipeline, we present an

ablation study, comparing the planning time and path quality between (i) MPC-MPNetPath

without neural discriminator, which predicts only one state at every iteration, and (ii) MPC-

MPnetPath, which generates a batch of waypoints with the neural generator, and selects the best

based on an estimated cost by the neural discriminator. All experiments are conducted in the

same environmental setup as in the comparative studies.

From the results shown in Table 3.6, we can observe that the neural discriminator con-

tributes to reducing the mean and standard deviation of planning time. It also helps with generating

trajectories with a better cost quality. In MPC-MPNet, stochasticity is introduced by dropout
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(a) Ours: t = 1.5s c = 7.6 (b) SST: t = 162.3s c = 9.9

Figure 3.22: Quadrotor environment: The problem requires finding a kinodynamically con-
strained motion of a 12 DOF quadrotor in challenging environments. In these scenarios, our
methods were at least 50 times faster than SST.

layers in the neural generator. This operation generates a variety of samples, some of which

might require replanning for the connections. Our process eliminates those cases using the neural

discriminator by selecting a state with the minimum time to reach the given target, also resulting

in fewer planning iterations and better path quality.

3.2.5 Discussion

In this section, we highlight the worst-case properties of our proposed algorithms named

MPC-MPNetPath and MPC-MPNetTree. The former operates MPC without GPU processing

and uses discriminator to remove unnecessary states to save computational resources. The latter

builds on GPU programming and parallelly computes various nodes for simultaneous local

extensions with MPC. Our methods plan without relying on bidirectional tree generation or any

replanning as was required in the original MPNet and its variants. However, similar to MPNet,

our neural generator does explore the sub-space of given state-space that potentially contains a

path solution, thanks to Dropout, that implants randomness into our neural generator adapted
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from expert demonstrations. Since our generated state-spaces are confined to a subspace, the

resulting informed tree also grows in that region due to directed extensions with MPC. To enable

our methods to explore the state-space outside the generator’s learned state-spaces, we propose a

notion of stage-wise exploration.

Our stage-wise exploration strategy balances global exploitation-exploration in three

phases. In the first phase, our proposed algorithms are operated for a fixed number of planning

iterations N1. In the second phase, i.e., after N1 iterations and until N2 iterations, our algorithm

replaces the MPC-based local controller with a random shooting method. This phase allows

exploration in the action-spaces while still keeping state-spaces informed as given by the neural

generator. Finally, after N2 steps and beyond in the third phase, our approach performs full

exploration by randomly sampling both state and action spaces, like the SST algorithm. These

three phases allow our trees to expand from an inner region, potentially containing a path solution,

to an outer region in the worst-case for finding a solution if one exists. In our experimentation,

we validated that, similar to MPNet, incorporating staged-wise exploration ensures 100% success

rate while still retaining the computational benefits and performing better than classical planning

approaches.

Since our methods perform stage-wise exploration of the state and action spaces and

eventually explore them entirely over a large number of planning iterations, the resulting approach

exhibits probabilistic-completeness. It implies that MPC-MPNet finds a path, if one exists, with

the probability approaching to one as the number of planning iterations reaches infinity. The

formal proofs can be derived in the same way as reported in [LLB16]. Furthermore, note that our

MPC-MPNetTree method also uses the nearest neighbor search for extending trees. This method is

adopted from SST, which selects the best neighbors in terms of their cost from the given start/root

state and removes tree edges with relatively higher costs. Based on this nearest-neighbor selector

and the random exploration, the SST method [LLB16] also guarantees asymptotic-optimality, i.e.,

over a large number of planning iterations, their planner will eventually find a minimum cost path
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.23: CoMPNetX generalized in sphere environment from (a) small cubical obstacles’
geometry to (b) multiple longitudinal obstacle strips and planned near-optimal paths in sub-
second computational times.

solution, if one exists. Since MPC-MPNetTree also does exploration, though in stages, and uses

SST’s like nearest node selector and pruner, it also exhibits asymptotic-optimality with proofs

being similar to as presented in [LLB16].

3.3 Kinematic Manifold Constraints

Constrained Motion Planning (CMP) has a broad range of robotics applications for solving

practical problems emerging in domains such as assistance at home, factory floors, disaster sites,

and hospitals [CHL+05]. In our daily life, most of our activities involve a large number of CMP

tasks. For example, at our home, we interact with various objects to perform usual household

chores such as cleaning and cooking, including opening doors, carrying a tray or a glass filled

with water, and lifting boxes. Likewise, skilled workers manipulate their tools to solve a wide

variety of tasks such as assembly at factory floors and advanced-level surgery in the hospitals.

In the last decade, Sampling-based Motion Planning (SMP) methods have surfaced as

prominent motion planning tools in robotics [LaV06]. These algorithms randomly sample the

robot joint-configurations to build a collision-free graph, which eventually connects the given

start and goal configurations leading to a path solution [LaV06]. However, in CMP, the constraint
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equations implicitly define a configuration space comprising zero-volume constraint manifolds

embedded in a higher-dimensional ambient space of the robot’s joint variables [JP13b]. Therefore,

the probability of generating random robot configurations on those manifolds is not just low

but zero, which makes the state-of-the-art gold standard SMP methods [KL00, KF11, GSB14]

[GSB15, QA15, JSCP15, QA16, TQAN18] fail in such problems [KMK18].

Recently, constraint-adherence methods that generate samples on the manifolds have been

incorporated into existing SMP algorithms for CMP [KMK18]. These methods include projection

and continuation-based approaches. The former uses Jacobian-based gradient descent to project a

given configuration to the manifold. The latter takes a known constraint-adhering configuration

to compute a tangent space using which new samples are generated closer to the manifold for

projection. These advanced planning methods solve a wide range of tasks, but they often exhibit

high computational time complexity with high variance, making them frequently impractical for

real-world manipulation problems.

To overcome limitations of classical planners in CMP, we extended MPNet to solve CMP

problems and proposed Constrained Motion Planning Networks (CoMPNet) [QDCY20]. CoMP-

Net is a deep neural network-based approach that takes the environment perception information,

text-based task specification defining the constraints (e.g., open the door), and robot’s start and

goal configurations as an input and outputs a feasible path on the constraint manifolds. CoMPNet

connects any two given configurations using a projection-based constraint-adherence operator,

and like MPNet, it also performs a divide-and-conquer through bidirectional expansion. However,

it avoids replanning, which is a computationally expensive process in CMP, and instead builds an

informed tree of possible paths.

We further extend CoMPNet and presents a unified framework called Constrained Mo-

tion Planning Networks X (CoMPNetX)3 [QDBY21], which extends CoMPNet and generates

informed implicit manifold configurations to speed-up any SMP algorithm equipped with their

3The project videos and other supplementary material are available at
https://sites.google.com/view/compnetx/home
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constraint-adherence approach for solving CMP problems. CoMPNetX comprises the conditional

neural generator, discriminator, a neural gradient-based projection operator, and sampling heuris-

tics to propose samples for all kinds of SMP methods. Furthermore, compared to our previously

proposed CoMPNet, this new approach, i.e., CoMPNetX, has the following novel features:

• CoMPNetX plans in implicit manifold configuration spaces, whereas CoMPNet only

considers the robot configuration space. The implicit manifold configuration spaces are

formed by the robot configuration and the constraint function. For instance, in the door

opening task, the door, represented as a virtual-link manipulator using Task Space Regions

(TSRs), and the robot arm forms an implicit manifold planning space for CoMPNetX.

• CoMPNet only considers the projection operator for constraint adherence. In contrast, in

this work, we extend CoMPNet, naming it CoMPNetX, to operate with both projection-

and continuation-based constraint adherence approaches for enhancing any SMP method,

including batch and bidirectional techniques.

• In our previous work, the task sequences were defined by an expert as a text, e.g., open

the cabinet and then move an object into the cabinet. CoMPNet sequentially takes the

latent embeddings of those text-based task specifications to generate the motion sequences.

However, text-based representations are agnostic of the given workspace and the overall

planning objective. Therefore, this work introduces a strategy to combine CoMPNetX with

the deep neural network-based task planning approaches that relieve an expert from provid-

ing task sequences during execution and provide context-aware neural task representations

for CMP.

• Unlike CoMPNet, the proposed approach also comprises a discriminator function that

predicts the distances of generated configurations from the constraint manifold and provides

gradients to project them to the manifold if needed.
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In summary, CoMPNetX can generate robot configurations for a wide range of SMP algorithms

while retaining their worst-case theoretical guarantees. Our generator and discriminator are

conditioned on the neural task representation and the environment observation encoding. The

conditional generator takes the desired start and goal configurations to output intermediate implicit

manifold configurations, and the conditional discriminator predicts their geodesic distances from

the underlying manifold. We use the discriminator’s predictions and their gradients as the operator

to project the given configurations towards the constraint manifold if needed. CoMPNetX naturally

forms a mutual symbiotic relationship with learning-based task programmers and exploits their

inner states, representing tasks, to transverse multiple constrained manifolds for finding their path

solutions. We show that these task representations from a learning-based task planner can lead to

better performance in motion planning than human-defined text-based task representations (as

in [QDCY20]). We test CoMPNetX with various SMP algorithms using both continuation and

projection-based constraint-adherence methods on challenging problems and benchmark them

against the state-of-the-art classical CMP algorithms. We also evaluate our models’ generalization

capacity to new planning problems and environment structures, such as in the sphere environment

from being trained on settings with small obstacle blocks and generalizing to the environment

with multiple obstacle strips forming various narrow passages (Fig. 3.23).

3.3.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we describe the problem of constrained motion planning with its basic

terminologies. We also outline a brief overview of constrained-adherence operators employed by

CMP methods for local planning under hard kinematic constraints.

Problem Definition

In the classical problem of motion planning, the robot system is defined by a configuration

space (C-space) Q ∈Rn with n ∈N dimensions. The axis of C-space corresponds to the system’s
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variables that govern their motion, such as robot joint-angles, and hence, the dimension n is

equivalent to the robot’s degree-of-freedoms (DOF).

The robot’s surrounding environment is usually described as task-space X ∈ Rm with

m ∈ N dimensions, comprising obstacle Xobs ⊂ X and obstacle-free X f ree = X \Xobs spaces. In

the C-space terminology, the spaces Xobs and X f ree are represented as Qobs and Q f ree = Q \Qobs,

respectively. In motion planning, a collision-checker InCollision(·) is assumed to be available

that takes a robot configuration q ∈ Q and Xobs, and outputs a boolean indicating if a given

configuration lies in Qobs or not.

We consider a setup where for a given current xt ∈ X f ree and target xT ∈ X f ree workspace

observations, the high-level task planner, πH , at time t, outputs an achievable sub-task representa-

tion Zc for the low-level agent πL. For each subtask, Zc, we also assume there exist a constraint

function F. The agent, πL, finds motion sequences in Q f ree to achieve the given subtask, Zc, under

constraints F, leading to a next observation xt+1. This work considers deep neural networks-based

state-of-the-art task planners as high-level agents, πH , and proposes a novel low-level agent, πL,

i.e., CoMPNetX, that leverages {Zc,F} for motion planning under task-specific constraints.

A fundamental unconstrained motion planning problem for a given start configuration

qinit ∈ Q f ree, a goal region Qgoal ⊂ Q f ree, environment obstacles Xobs, and a collision-checker, is

defined as:

Problem 1 (Unconstrained Motion Planning): Given a planning problem {qinit ,Qgoal,Xobs},

and a collision-checker, find a collision-free path solution σ : [0,1], if one exists, such that

σ0 = qinit , σ1 ∈ Qgoal , and σ[0,1] 7→ Q f ree.

In the constrained motion planning, a planner also has to satisfy a set of hard constraints

defined by a function F(q) : Q 7→ Rk, such that F(q) = 0. The k ∈ N denotes the number of

constraints imposed on the robot motion, which induces an (n− k)-dimensional space embedded
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in the robot’s unconstrained ambient C-space, comprising one or more manifolds M , i.e,

M = {q ∈ Q |F(q) = 0}

In practice, a configuration q is assumed to be on the manifold if ‖F(q)‖2 < ε, where ε > 0 is

a tolerance threshold. Furthermore, the obstacle and obstacle-free spaces on the manifolds are

denoted as M f ree = M ∩Q f ree and Mobs = M \M f ree, respectively. A CMP problem for a given

start qinit configuration, goal region Qgoal ⊂ Q f ree, environment obstacles Xobs, function F, and a

collision-checker, is defined as:

Problem 2 (Constrained Motion Planning): Given a planning problem {qinit ,Qgoal,Xobs,F},

and a collision-checker, find a collision-free path solution σ : [0,1], if one exists, such that

σ0 = qinit , σ1 ∈ Qgoal , and σ[0,1] 7→M f ree.

In our work, we show that CoMPNetX solves both unconstrained (Problem 1) and

constrained (Problem 2) planning problems. Furthermore, for the latter problem, we only consider

kinematic constraints, i.e., the function F solely depends on robot configuration q ∈ Q , not on

other robot properties such as dynamics representing velocity or acceleration. Moreover, we

define F(q) as distance to the constraint manifold with domain s, i.e.,

F(q) = Distance to the constraint manifold

For instance, if the constraint is on the robot’s end-effector to maintain a particular position,

then F(q) can be defined as the distance of the robot’s end-effector to that specific position with

domain s ∈ [0,1], spanning an entire or a fraction of a motion trajectory. Likewise, when the

robot is moving, balancing constraints are usually imposed on the whole robot motion trajectory

with s = [0,1].
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Algorithm 11: Projection Operator: Proj (q)
for i← 0 to N do

∆x← F(q)
if ‖∆x‖2 < ε then

return q

else
q← q−J(q)+∆x

In the remaining section, we describe the two main types of classical constraint-adherence

operators that ensure a given configuration or a motion between two configurations lies on the

constraint manifold defined by F.

Projection-based Constraint-Adherance Operator

The projection operator (Proj) maps a given configuration q ∈ Rn to the manifold M . It

can be formulated as a constraint optimization problem [KMK19]

min
q′

1

2
‖q−q′‖2 subject to F(q′) = 0,

with its dual as:

L(q′,λ) =
1

2
‖q−q′‖2−λF(q′),

where λ corresponds to Lagrange multipliers. The above system is solved using gradient descent

as summarized in Algorithm 11, where J+(q) is the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian at configuration

q ∈ Q . Algorithm 12 outlines the local planning procedure using a projection operator [KMK19,

BSK11]. This procedure outputs all the intermediate configurations on the manifold in the given

conditions and loop limit N, when transversing from a given start configuration (qs) towards the

end configuration (qe) in small incremental steps γ ∈ R. The projection-based steering stops

if any of the following happens: (i) The loop limit is reached. (ii) The resulting configuration
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Figure 3.24: (a) A chart Ci operators comprising exponential ψi and logrithmic ψ
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i functions

for mapping between the tangent space at qi and the manifold. (b) The parameters defining the
chart validity region.

qi+1 is in a collision. (iii) The stepping distance is diverging rather than converging to prevent

overshooting the target configuration, i.e., either d2 > d1 or d > λ1γ. (v) The progress in manifold

space D becomes greater than a scalar λ2 times the progress in the ambient space dw = ‖qe−qs‖.

Algorithm 12: Projection Integrator (qs,qe)
i← 0; D← 0
dw←‖qe−qs‖; qi← qs
while i < N do

qi+1← Proj(qi + γ(qe−qi))
d←‖qi+1−qi‖2
D← D+d
d1←‖qi−qe‖2; d2←‖qi+1−qe‖2
if InCollision(qi+1) or d2 > d1 or d > λ1γ or D > λ2dw then

break

i← i+1
return {q j}i

j=0

Continuation-based Constraint-Adherence Operator

The continuation-based approaches [KMK19, JP17, KUSP16] represent the manifold

through a set of local parameterizations, known as charts C , forming an atlas A .

A chart Ci = (qi,Φi(qi)), with an index i ∈ N, locally parameterizes a manifold through a

tangent space and its orthonormal basis Φi at a known constraint-adhering configuration qi ∈M .

The orthonormal basis Φi ∈ R(n−k)×n is used to define an exponential map ψi : Rk 7→ Rn and its

inverse, i.e., a logarithmic map ψ
−1
i : Rn 7→ Rk, between the parameter ui

j on the tangent space
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Algorithm 13: Atlas Integrator (qs,qe,AM )

i← 0; D← 0
dw←‖qe−qs‖
qi← qs
Ci← GetChart(qi,AM )

ui← ψ
−1
i (qi)

ue← ψ
−1
i (qe)

while ‖ui−ue‖2 > γ do
ui+1← ui + γ(ue−ui)/‖ue−ui‖2
qi+1← ψi(ui+1)
d←‖qi+1−qi‖2
D← D+d
d1←‖qi−qe‖2; d2←‖qi+1−qe‖2
if InCollision(qi+1) or d2 > d1 or d > λ1γ or d < ε or D > λ2dw or i > N then

break

i← i+1
if not RegionValidity(ui,qi) or ui /∈ Pi−1 then

Ci← GetChart(qi,AM )

ui← ψ
−1
i (qi)

ue← ψ
−1
i (qe)

return {q j}i
j=0

and the manifold around configuration qi (Fig. 3.24 (a)). The basis Φi ∈ Rn×k is computed by

solving a following system of equations:

 J(qi)

Φ>i

Φ
>
i =

 0

I

 , (3.20)

where J(qi) ∈ Rk×n is the Jacobian of F at the configuration qi, 0 ∈ Rk×k, and I ∈ Rk×k is the

identity matrix.

The exponential mapping ψi is a two step process. The first step determines a configuration

qi
j in the ambient space using the mapping φi, i.e.,

qi
j = φi(ui

j) = qi +Φiui
j (3.21)
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The second step takes the qi
j and orthogonally projects it to the manifold resulting in q j, by

solving the following system:

F(q j) = 0

Φ
>
i (q j−qi

j) = 0

 (3.22)

The above equations are usually solved iteratively by a Newton method until the error ‖(q j−

qi
j)‖2 < ε is tolerable or the maximum iteration limit is reached.

The inverse logarithmic mapping ψ
−1
i from the manifold to the tangent space is straight-

forward to compute, i.e.,

ui
j = ψ

−1
i (q j) = Φ

>
i (q j−qi) (3.23)

Note that each chart Ci has a validity region Vi in which it properly parameterizes

the manifold and exceeding that region could lead to divergence when orthogonaly projecting

configurations to the manifold during the exponential mapping process. This validity region is

governed by the following conditions:

‖qi
j−q j‖ ≤ ε;

‖ui
j‖2

‖qi−q j‖
< cos(α); ‖ui

j‖ ≤ ρ (3.24)

where ε and α indicate the maximum allowable distance and curvature, respectively, between the

chart Ci and the underlying manifold M , and ρ defines the radius of sphere around qi (Fig. 3.24

(b)). Furthermore, the validity region Vi can have a complex shape and is usually approximated

by a convex polytope Pi ⊂Vi, represented as a set of linear inequalities defined in a tangent space

of chart Ci.

To realize the local planning using continuation operator, there exist two types of methods

naming atlas integrator (Algorithm 13) and tangent bundle integrator (Algorithm 14). The

latter, in contrast to the former, is less strict about the intermediate configurations being on the

manifold and performs projections only when needed and does not separate the tangent spaces
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into half-spaces to prevent overlaps. In our implementations, these integrators assume both start

(qs) and end (qe) configurations to be on the manifold. The procedure RegionValididty in the

atlas integrator returns False if any of the above-mentioned region validity conditions are violated.

Algorithm 14: Tangent Bundle Integrator (qs,qe,AM )

i← 0; D← 0
dw←‖qe−qs‖
qi← qs
Ci← GetChart(qi,AM )

ui← ψ
−1
i (qi)

ue← ψ
−1
i (qe)

while ‖ui−ue‖2 > γ do
ui+1← ui + γ(ue−ui)/‖ue−ui‖2
qi+1← φi(ui+1)
d←‖qi+1−qi‖2
D← D+d
d1←‖qi−qe‖2; d2←‖qi+1−qe‖2
if InCollision(qi+1) or d2 > d1 or d > λ1γ or d < ε or D > λ2dw or i > N then

break

i← i+1
if ‖φi−1(ui)−qi‖2 > ε or ui /∈ Pi−1 then

qi← ψi−1(ui)
Ci← GetChart(qi,AM )

ui← ψ
−1
i (qi)

ue← ψ
−1
i (qe)

return {q j}i
j=0

3.3.2 Related Work

In this section, we present the existing methods that address the problem of CMP, ranging

from relaxation-based methods for trajectory optimization and control to strict approaches such

as projection and continuation for sampling-based planning algorithms.

The relaxation-based methods represent the hard-constraints as soft-constraints by incor-

porating them as a penalty into the cost function. The cost function is optimized to get the desired
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robot behavior. For instance, the IK-based reactive control method [ABB+15, JSB+15] used at

the DARPA Robotics Challenge operates in the workspace and finds constrained robot motion

through convex optimization of the given cost function. However, these approaches often provide

incomplete solutions as they are susceptible to local minima. The trajectory optimization meth-

ods [RZBS09, SDH+14] also optimize the given cost function over the entire trajectory to find a

feasible motion plan. However, due to the relaxation, they weakly satisfy the given constraints

and are typically only effective on short-horizon problems. Recently, Bonalli et al. [BCB+19]

proposed a trajectory optimization method for implicitly-defined constraint manifolds, but their

approach is yet to be explored and analyzed in practical CMP robotics problems.

To satisfy hard-constraints without relaxation on the robot motion, the SMP algorithms

[LaV06], such as multi-query Probabilistic Road Maps (PRMs) [KL98], and single-query Rapidly-

exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [LaV98] with its bidirectional variant [KL00], have been

augmented with constraint-adherence methods, such as projection and continuation, to solve a

wide range of CMP problems.

The projection-based method was first utilized with a variant of PRMs for parallel ma-

nipulators under specialized loop-closure constraints [Han00]. The parallel manipulators were

treated as active/passive links and were composed into a constraint-adhering configuration us-

ing projection. Yakey et. el [YLK01] introduced the Randomized Gradient Descent (RGD)

method for closed-chain kinematics constraints that generates C-space samples and projects

them to the constraint manifold. However, their approach required a significant parameter

tuning and was later extended to a generalized framework using RRTs and a Jacobian pseudo-

inverse based projection method [Sti07]. In a similar vein, Berenson. et al. [BSK11] proposed

the Constrained Bidirectional RRT (CBiRRT) with an intuitive constraint representation ap-

proach called Task Space Regions (TSRs). TSRs represent general end-effector pose constraints

and allow a quick computation of geodesic distances from the constraint manifolds. Another

class of sampling-based methods that use projection operators and plan in the task-space in-
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clude [KKKL94, YKH04, YG05]. These methods find a task-space motion plan and find their

corresponding configurations in the C-space, which limits their exploration and thus does not

yield completeness guarantees.

The continuation-based methods compute tangent-spaces at a known constraint-adhering

configuration to generate new nearby samples for quick projections to the constraint manifold.

Yakey et. el [YLK01] used continuation to generate new configuration samples within tangent

space, which were projected to the manifold using RGD for closed-chain kinematic constraints.

The continuation methods have also been used for general end-effector constraints [WFS07,

Sti10]. Inspired by the definition of differentiable manifolds [Spi99], recent approaches do not

discard tangent spaces. Instead, they compose them using data-structures into an atlas for a

piece-wise linear approximation of the constraint manifold [Hen02]. These methods include

Atlas-RRT [JP17] and TangentBundle(TB)-RRT [KUSP16] with an underlying single-query

bidirectional RRTs algorithm [KL00]. Atlas-RRT ensures all samples to be on the manifold

and separates tangent spaces into tangent polytypes using half-spaces for uniform coverage. In

contrast, TB-RRT lazily projects the configurations for constraint-adherence, i.e., only when

switching the tangent spaces, and has overlapping tangent spaces, which sometimes lead to invalid

states. There also exist variants of Atlas-RRT that allow asymptotic optimality [JP13a, JP13b]

and kinodynamic planning [BRP18] under constraints.

Recently, Kingston et. el [KMK19] introduced Implicit MAnifold Configuration Spaces

(IMACS) to decouple the choice of constraint-adherence methods from the underlying selection

of SMP planners. IMACS highlights that any SMP method equipped with the following two

components can solve CMP problems. First, a uniform sampling technique to generate samples

on the manifold. Second, a constraint integrator function to connect two configurations on

the manifold. IMACS incorporates the constraint function into C-Space, presenting an implicit

manifold space to an underlying SMP method. These SMP methods, augmented with a constrained

integrator, are shown to solve various CMP problems. Despite these advancements, existing
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Figure 3.25: The Neural Task Representations for CoMPNetX are obtained by exploiting a
learning-based task programmer’s internal state Zd and program arguments a.

SMP methods are computationally inefficient and take up to several minutes for solving practical

problems not just in CMP but also in unconstrained planning problems.

CoMPNetX extends IMACS and our previously proposed CoMPNet [QDCY20] and also

introduces neural-gradient-based projections to generate informed implicit manifold configura-

tions for underlying SMP methods equipped with any constrained integrator. Our approach can

also be interpreted as Neural Informed Implicit MAnifold Configuration Spaces (NIIMACS),

which replaces the abstraction layer of IMACS with neural-learned sampling distributions to

prioritize sampling in the subsets of a contraint manifold that potentially contains a path solution

for a given problem.

3.3.3 Neural Task Representations

This section describes the process to obtain the neural task representations, utilized

by CoMPNetX to define task-specific constraints in a scalable and generalizable way. These

representations come from the internal state of a learning-based task planner. Although various

learning-based task planners can be utilized for acquiring these representations, we adapt a variant

[TKH19] of the Neural Task Programming (NTP) [XNZ+18] in our framework.

This variant, which we name NTP2, extends original NTP by relieving the need for task

demonstration at the test time. NTP2 uses the goal xT and current xt observations of the environ-
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ment to decompose a given high-level task into a feasible sequence of intermediate sub-tasks. We

use NTP2 to obtain the neural task representations and the sub-task sequences for CoMPNetX. It

comprises the following modules:

Program Planner: It is a deep neural network-based iterative program predictor that

takes a high-level symbolic task pt , the environment’s current xt and goal xT observations as an

input and outputs a next sub-program pt+1 and the end-of-program probability r, indicating the

accomplishment of a given task.

API Decoder: A program is defined as an API program if it requires arguments for the

execution. Given an api program p predicted by the program planner, the neural networks based

API Decoder predicts their required arguments a. The inputs to the API decoder are the current xt

and goal xT observations, the API program p, and a fixed size graph encoding representing the

program hierarchy.

The overall flow of the algorithm is shown in the Fig. 3.25. The current and goal observa-

tions are encoded into latent embeddings using their encoders. The program planner, conditioned

on observation encodings, iteratively decomposes the given program (e.g., arrange table) into

subprograms by generating a probability distribution over a set of predefined program instances

(e.g., pick and place). The program with maximum probability is selected, which becomes the

input to the program planner in the next iteration. This process is repeated until an API-program is

selected. For instance, the given program, arrange table, can lead to the selection of a pick place

program which subsequently results in the selection of either pick or place programs. The pick

and place are defined as API programs requiring arguments from the API decoder. This API

decoder, conditioned on observation encodings and graph embeddings, predicts the API program’s

arguments indicating the object that needed to be grasped (pick) and moved (place). The graph
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embeddings are given by the graph encoder that takes a list of non-API programs (Fig. 3.25) and

encodes them into a fixed-size latent representation. In our implementation of NTP2, the current

observation contains the current poses of the given objects in the environment and the robot

end-effector pose. The goal observation includes the final poses of all objects at the end of the task.

Furthermore, the program planner and the API decoder were trained using the cross-entropy loss

for the given expert demonstration. For more details on the implementations, refer to [TKH19].

To generate a neural task representation for the CoMPNetX, we take the latent inner

embedding Zd of API Decoder and their corresponding arguments a (Fig. 3.25). The internal state

Zd comprises current and goal encodings, graph embedding representing the given task hierarchy,

and an API program embedding. Note that the latent state Zd and arguments a contain sufficient

information, i.e., a given high-level task, their sub-task hierarchy, and workspace representation,

for the CoMPNetX to effectively plan the feasible robot motion path respecting the task constraints

at any instant. This is in contrast to the original CoMPNet framework [QDCY20] that relied on

hand-engineered task plans, and sub-tasks were represented as text-descriptions, making them

oblivious of given high-level tasks, their hierarchical structure, and overall workspace setup.
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3.3.4 Constrained Motion Planning Networks

This section formally presents CoMPNetX (Fig. 3.26), comprising a conditional gener-

ator, discriminator, neural projection operator, and neural samplers. The neural generator and

discriminator are conditioned on the task and scene observation encodings to generalize across

different environments and planning problems. Our method with a constrained integrator and an

underlying SMP algorithm generates feasible motion plans on the constraint manifolds for the

given CMP problems.

Task Encoder

The task-encoder processes the neural task representations given as Zs = [Zd,a]. As

mentioned earlier, the Zd is a fixed-sized vector comprising the workspace current and goal

observation encodings, the API program embeddings, and the graph encoding (representing the

program hierarchy). Our task encoder takes Zs, comprising Zd and a, as an input and composes
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them into a fixed-size latent embedding Zc ∈ Rd1 of size d1 using a neural network.

Scene Encoder

The scene encoder takes the raw environment perception as a 3D depth point-cloud

processed into voxels and transforms them to an embedding Zo ∈ Rd2 of dimension d2. The 3D

voxel grids of dimensions L×W× H× C are converted into 2D voxel patches as L×W× (HC),

where L, W, H, and C correspond to length, width, height, and the number of channels, respectively.

The voxel patches are encoded into Zo using a 2D convolutional neural network (CNN). We

process 3D voxels into 2D voxel patches as 3D maps require 3D-CNNs, which are known to be

computationally intensive and their representations often contain empty volumes [ZLU18]. The

scene embedding is passed as a fixed-size feature vector describing the environmental obstacles to

a subsequent generator and discriminator. Although neural task representations Zc contain poses

of manipulatable objects in their embeddings, scene observation Zo also includes information

about static non-movable objects acting as obstacles in the environment.

Conditional Neural Generator

CoMPNetX’s generator Gφ, with parameters φ, is a stochastic neural model that outputs

a variety of implicit manifold configurations leading to a constrained path solution (Fig. 3.26).

Because the generator is trained on both unconstrained and constrained path demonstration data,

the output distribution of the neural model tend to fall on or near the constraint manifolds when

conditioned on task-specific constraints. Our generator derives its stochastic behavior from

using Dropout [SHK+14] during inference, which instantly slices Gφ in a probabilistic manner,

inculcating variations in the generated samples. Although other techniques such as input Gaussian

noise can be used to foster stochasticity, they require a reparametrization trick and are often

hard to train end-to-end [CWD+18]. In contrast, Dropout helps capture stochastic behavior from

demonstration data, which we observed to be consistently better than hand-crafted input noise
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distributions in our planning problems.

The generator’s input is the task-observation encodings (Zc and Zo) that encode the given

neural task representations and scene observation, respectively, and the current qcurr and target

qtarg manifold configurations. The output is the next configuration q̂next on/near the constraint

manifold that will take the system closer to the given target, i.e.,

q̂next ← Gφ(Zc,Zo,qcurr,qtarg) (3.25)

Given the demonstration trajectories σ∗ = {q∗0, · · · ,q∗T} from an oracle planner, we train the

generator together with the task and observation encoders in an end-to-end manner using the

mean-square loss function, i.e.,

1

NB

N

∑
i=0

Ti−1

∑
j=0
||qi, j+1−q∗i, j+1||2, (3.26)

where i and j iterates over the number of given paths and the number of nodes in each path,

respectively, and NB is the averaging term.

Conditional Neural Discriminator

CoMPNetX’s discriminator Dθ, with parameters θ, is a deterministic neural model that

predicts the distance dM ∈ R of a given configuration q̂ from an implicit constraint manifold M

conditioned on the task Zc and observation Zo encodings, i.e.,

dM ← Dθ(q̂,Zc,Zo) (3.27)

CoMPNetX uses the discriminator predictions and their gradients as the operator, named

NProj, to project the given configurations to the constraint manifold if their predicted distances

are greater than a threshold ν, thus discriminating samples based on their distances from the
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manifold and fixing them accordingly as,

q← q̂− γ∇q̂Dθ(q̂,Zc,Zo), (3.28)

where γ ∈ R+ is a hyperparameter denoting a step size.

To train the discriminator network Dθ, we minimize the mean-square loss between its

predictions and the true labels. The true labels are the geodesic distances of demonstration

trajectories from the constraint manifolds. Furthermore, we introduce a trick to create negative

training samples with relatively larger distances from the manifold. The negative training samples

comprise the robot configuration from the unconstrained tasks (e.g., reach a given object) and the

virtual-link configuration from positive training samples and their corresponding distances are

computed by querying F.

Algorithm 15: COMPNetX (Zs,v,qcurr,qtarg)

Zc← GetTaskEncoding(Zs)
Zo← GetObsEncoding(v)
q̂next ← Gφ(Zc,Zo,qcurr,qtarg)

dM ← Dθ(q̂next ,Zc,Zo)
if dM > ν then

q̂next ← q̂next− γ∇q̂next Dθ(q̂next ,Zc,Zo)

return q̂next

Neural Samplers

Once trained, CoMPNetX can be used in a number of ways to generate informed neural

samples for the underlying SMP algorithms equipped with a constrained adherence method. Fig.

3.26 and Algorithm. 15 present an overall flow of information between different neural modules of

CoMPNetX. For a given current qcurr and target qtarg configuration(s), COMPNetX, conditioned

on encodings Zc and Zo, generates the next configuration(s) q̂next and projects them towards

the constraint manifold using neural gradients if needed. Thanks to CoMPNetX’s informed but
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stochastic sampling and built-in parallelization capacity of neural networks, our method can be

adapted to most of underlying SMP methods. For case studies, we present two sampling strategies

named K-Batch CoMPNetX and Bidirectional CoMPNetX, which together cover a wide range of

SMP methods.

Algorithm 16: K-Batch COMPNetX
T ← InitializeSMP(qinit ,qgoal)

Kqtarg ← KReplicas(qgoal)

for i← 0 to Nmax do
if i < Nismp then

Kqcurr ← SelectNodes(T ,K)
Kqnext ← CoMPNetX(KZs,Kv,Kqcurr ,Kqtarg)

else
Kqnext ← TraditionalSMP()

goal reached← SMP(Kqnext ,T )
if goal reached then

σ← ExtractPath(T )

if σ is not empty then
ExecutePlan(σ)

else
return Failure or AskExpert

return ∅

K-Batch CoMPNetX: Our approach exploits the neural networks’ innate parallelization

capacity to generate a batch of samples with size K ∈ N≥1 using CoMPNetX for the underlying

unidirectional (K = 1) and batch (K > 1) SMP methods. In this setup, the input to CoMPNetX

is in the form of batches of size K. The K target configurations qtarg are a set of samples from

goal region Ggoal . The voxel map v and neural task representation Zs are simply replicated K

times. The K current configurations qcurr are obtained by randomly selecting K nodes in the
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graph leading to their corresponding next output configurations as follows:

Kqnext = CoMPNetX
(

KZs ,Kv,Kqcurr ,Kqtarg

)
,

where Kqnext =


q1

next
...

qK
next

 , · · · ,Kqtarg =


q1

targ
...

qK
targ

 (3.29)

At the beginning of planning, the graph T might have only one sample, i.e., qinit . In that case, an

initial set of Kqcurr can be created by randomly sampling the manifold M f ree or replicating qinit

for K times. Fig. 3.27 shows a case with K = 2, and Algorithm. 16 presents K-Batch CoMPNetX

algorithm with an underlying SMP. This approach is not just for batch sampling methods such as

FMT* [JSCP15] and BIT* [GSB15] but can also be applied to any unidirectional SMP method

like RRT [LaV98, KL00] and PRMs [KL98] by setting K = 1. Furthermore, our procedure

shifts to traditional sampling techniques, introduced in IMACS [KMK19], after generating neural

informed implicit manifold configurations using CoMPNetX for Nsmp iterations. This allows our

framework to explore the entire space in worst-case, leading to theoretical guarantees expected

from a planning algorithm.

Bidirectional CoMPNetX: This approach incorporates Bidirectional SMP (BiSMP)

methods into CoMPNetX that generate bidirectional trees Ta = (V,E) and Tb = (V,E) originating

from the start qinit and goal qgoal configurations, respectively, with vertices V and edges E.

Although the following approach can be formulated as K-Batch bidirectional CoMPNetX, we

consider K = 1 and drop down the K notations introduced in the previous section for brevity.

Furthermore, we also show that our approach can be combined with learning-based task planners

such as NTP2 that generate neural task representations and intermediate subtasks for CoMPNetX,

which in return accomplishes those subtasks, forming a mutually symbiotic relationship.
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Algorithm 17: Bidirectional COMPNetX
t← 1; p0← input program
while not end of program do

xt ,vt ← GetObservation()
pt ,Zs,end of program← NTP2(xt ,xT , pt−1)
qinit ,qgoal ← GetConfigs(pt,Zs)

Ta,Tb← InitializeBiSMP(qinit ,qgoal)

qa
curr,q

b
targ← qinit ,qgoal

for i← 0 to Nmax do
if i < Nismp then

qa
next ← CoMPNetX(Zs,vt ,qa

curr,q
b
targ)

else
qa

next ← TraditonalSMP()

qa
next ,path found← BiSMP(qa

next ,Ta,Tb)
if path found then

σt ← ExtractPath(Ta,Tb)

qa
curr← qa

next
Swap(Ta,Tb)
Swap(qcurr,qtarg)

if σt is not empty then
ExecutePlan(σt)

else
return Failure or AskExpert

t← t +1

return ∅

In this procedure, CoMPNetX alternatively generates samples for both trees and greedily

expands them towards each other by having current and target configurations in the opposite trees

(Fig. 3.28), i.e.,

Forward: qa
next ← CoMPNetX

(
Zs,v,qa

curr,q
b
targ

)
Backward: qb

next ← CoMPNetX
(

Zs,v,qb
curr,q

a
targ

)
where configurations with superscript a and b corresponds to the tree Ta and Tb, respectively.
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Algorithm 17 presents an overall framework using NTP2 and CoMPNetX with an un-

derlying bidirectional SMP algorithm, like RRTConnect [KL00], and a constrained-adherence

method. NTP2 takes the current environment observation xt , previous task program pt−1, and

the desired goal observation xT and generates the next program pt with their representation

Zs. The procedure GetConfigs takes the generated task information (pt ,Zs) and obtains their

corresponding start and goal configurations. These configurations and task-scene representations

are given to CoMPNetX-BiSMP to accomplish the given subtask by generating a feasible motion

plan.

Fig. 3.28 illustrates the internal process of a BiSMP, such as RRTConnect, using CoMP-

NetX generated samples. Let’s assume tree Ta current configuration being used to generate the

next sample (Fig. 3.28 (a)). The underlying BiSMP begins by extending Ta towards the next

configuration qa
next and updates qa

next with the last state reached by constrained integrator towards

the target qb
targ (Fig. 3.28 (b)). The process then extends Tb towards the qa

next and the extension

process ends by returning updated qa
next and a boolean path found. The path found is true when

trees Ta and Tb are connected, depending on trees’ connection strategy of an underlying BiSMP,

and there exists a path between start and goal that satisfies all the desired constraints. To solicit

bidirectional path generation using CoMPNetX, the roles of current and target configurations are

also swapped along with planning trees’ roles at the end of each planning iteration (Fig. 3.28

(c)). Our CoMPNetX-BiSMP quickly finds a path solution by exploiting the moving targets

from its own distribution which improves the stability of the generator to find connectable paths

as satisfying the two-point boundary value problem becomes easier when the two goal states

are iteratively sampled from a distribution encoded by the generator, rather than one defined

arbitrarily during the problem definition.

Note that the constraint function F is used only by an underlying SMP method. Further-

more like CoMPNet, CoMPNetX (batch and bidirectional) also extends the planning graph from

the nearest node of the newly generated next node since all underlying SMP algorithms rely on
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the nearest neighbor for their graph extension towards the given configuration sample [LaV06].

It is also in contrast to the MPNet algorithm [QSBY19, QMSY20] that greedily finds a path by

extending from qcurr to qnext in an overall planning method and repairs any non-connectable nodes

via stochastic re-planning. Although the MPNet approach works extremely fast in unconstrained

planning problems, re-planning becomes computationally expensive in CMP due to projections

performed by the constrained integrator. Moreover, the constraint manifolds are non-euclidean in

topography, and extension from nearest neighbors becomes convenient for geodesic interpola-

tion. This is evident from the experimentation in our previous work [QDCY20], showing that

leveraging MPNet’s greedy path-finding approach, without replanning, often fails in finding a

connectable path solution on the manifolds. However, in our extended analysis presented in this

work, we show that CoMPNetX, in addition to CMP, can still be used with the MPNet planning

algorithm for efficiently solving unconstrained planning problems with low computation times

and high success rates in high-dimensional planning problems.

3.3.5 Implementation details

This section describes the data generation pipeline from setting up scenarios to obtaining

expert demonstrations and observation data. We also describe training, and testing data splits for

all scenarios considered in this work.

Scene setup

We setup the following cluttered environments imposing various hard kinematic con-

straints on the robot motion:

Sphere Environment: This environment requires the motion planning of a point-mass

on the sphere with constraint F(q) = ‖q‖−1, forming a two-dimensional manifold on a three-

dimensional ambient space. In this setup, we create two scenarios:

• Scenario 1 - We generate 50 unique scenes by randomly placing 500 small obstacle blocks
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over the sphere (Fig. 3.23 (a)). For each scene, we randomly sample 2000 start and goal

pairs on the obstacle-free space of the sphere.

• Scenario 2 - This setup requires transversing multiple narrow passages between the ran-

domly selected start and goal configurations (Fig. 3.23 (b)). We randomly sample the

unique 500 start and goal pairs from the obstacle-free space, each of which constitutes a

CMP problem. This setup is only used to test our model’s generalization capacity, trained

on sphere - scenario 1, to an entirely different environment.

Bartender Environment: A dataset, named Bartender environment, containing three

different scenarios was created to fully capture the complexities of the real-world task and

constrained motion planning problems. The environment includes two tables placed perpendicular

to each other. The table contains seven objects placed at random, and only five are movable

under pre-specified motion constraints. The five movable/manipulatable items include a juice

can (green), fuze bottle (purple), soda can (red), kettle, and red mug. The two stationary objects

include a tray and a recycling bin that form the movable objects’ goal locations. The juice can,

soda can, and fuze bottle are to be placed into the recycling bin with only collision-avoidance

constraints. The kettle and the red mug are to be placed on the tray with both stability and

collision-avoidance constraints, i.e., no tilting is allowed during the robot motion. The three

different scenarios are described as follow.

• Scenario 1 - In this scenario, the objects can be moved to their targets in any order. In other

words, in most cases, all objects start, and goal configurations are reachable. We generate

about 2000 unique scenes through the random placement of the movable and non-movable

objects on the tables at the robot’s right arm’s reachable locations. Each scene contains a

total of ten (five unconstrained and five constrained) planning problems.

• Scenario 2 - In this scenario, the goal location of either the red mug or the kettle contains

an obstacle. The obstacles are formed by placing either juice bottle, fuze bottle, or soda
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can, at the goal location of the kettle or the red mug. For example, if the red mug’s goal

location contains the juice bottle, the task planner needs to account for this information

during the planning process. That is, the juice bottle needs to be moved into the recycling

bin before the red mug is attempted to be moved onto the tray. This enforces a constraint

on the task planner to account for obstacles. We created 700 scenes in this setup, each with

at least two constrained and two unconstrained planning problems.

• Scenario 3 - In this setup, the kettle and red mug are placed on the tray, and the task is to

swap their start locations. In other words, the goal locations of both the kettle and the red

mug are occupied by the red mug and the kettle, respectively. Therefore, there is a need for

a sub-goal generation for one of the objects. For example, the tea kettle should be moved to

a temporary location on the table. This is followed by the pick-place of the plastic mug to

its goal location. Finally, the goal location of the tea kettle is now free for its pick-place

operation. For this problem, we created 300 unique cases by random placement of the tray,

and each case contained atleast six planning problems, i.e., three constrained and three

unconstrained.

Kitchen Environment: In this scenario we have seven manipulatable objects: soda can,

juice can, fuze bottle, cabinet door, black mug, red mug, and pitcher. The objective is to move

the cans and bottle to the trash bin, open the cabinet door from any starting angle to a fixed final

angle (π/2.7), transfer (without tilting) the black and red mugs from the cabinet to the tray, and

move the pitcher from the table into the cabinet. We construct 2000 unique scenarios by the

random placement of the trash bin, tray, and manipulatable objects (excluding door) on the table

and by randomly selecting the cabinet’s door starting angle between 0 to π/4. Each scenario

contains a total of 14 planning problems, i.e., seven unconstrained (reach) and seven constrained

(manipulation) problems.
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Training & testing data splits

In the sphere (scenario 1), we use 40 environments for training and 10 for testing. The

sphere (scenario 2) is used for testing only. In the bartender (scenario 1), and kitchen environments,

we use 10% data for testing, and the remainder is used for training. All training paths were

generated by an oracle planner, i.e., Atlas-RRTConnect. To train neural task programmer on all

bartender (scenarios 1, 2 & 3) and kitchen environments, we use the same data split ratio, i.e.,

10% is kept for testing. Note that the CoMPNetX is never trained on the sphere (scenario 2) and

Bartender scenarios 2 and 3. We use them to evaluate CoMPNetX generalization capacity across

different environment structures and planning problems.

Observation data

In the sphere environment, the observation data is a point-cloud converted into a voxel

map of size 40×40×40. However, for the other high-dimensional robot environments (Bartender

and Kitchen), there exist workspace and entire scene observations at any time instant t. The

workspace observation includes the current xt ∈ X and the target xT ∈ X . The current workspace

observation xt at a given time is represented by each objects’ poses and the robot end-effector

pose. The target xT is represented by the objects’ target poses at the completion of the entire

task. The scene observation is also a function of time represented as a voxel map vt at instant t.

We obtain raw point-cloud data from multiple Kinect sensors and process into voxel maps. The

Kinect sensors are placed in the bartender and kitchen environments leading to voxel maps of

dimensions 33×33×33 and 32×32×32, respectively.

NTP2: Programs and API Arguments Set

In our NTP2 setup, the list of initial programs includes arrange table and swap tray objs.

The Bartender (setup 1 and 2) and Kitchen tasks begin with the former, whereas the Bartender

setup 3 begins with the latter program. The initial program can call either pick place, subgoal gen,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.29: Sphere Environment (Scenario 1): The paths found by CoMPNetX-FMT* (red),
FMT* (yellow) and RRTConnect (blue) with atlas operator in three example scenes.

return arm, or no op programs followed by their underlying API-programs named pick and place.

The API-programs pick and place represent an unconstrained planning problem, requiring a robot

to reach a given target/object, and a constrained planning problem, demanding manipulation

under manifold constraints, respectively. An API-program also gets an argument, predicted by the

API-decoder, which in our cases, is one of the objects (e.g., juice can, fuze bottle, soda can, etc.)

to be picked or placed in the given scenario. Furthermore, the program return arm requires a robot

to return to its initial default configuration from any starting state, and the program no op means

no operation needed. Finally, the subgoal gen is executed to move objects acting as obstacles out

of the way through pick-place procedures to achieve the desired sub-task.

3.3.6 Results

In this section, we present the results and analysis of the following evaluation studies:

(i) A comparison study evaluating CoMPNetX and state-of-the-art classical SMP planning

methods with an underlying constraint-adherence approach (projection, atlas, or tangent bundle)

on unseen challenging problems in environments named Sphere, Bartender, and Kitchen. (ii)

An ablation study comparing CoMPNetX with its ablated models and our previous method
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(a) Planning Problem (b) CoMPNetX Sampling (c) Uniform Sampling

Figure 3.30: Sphere Environment: CoMPNetX stochastically generates samples in the subset
that potentially contains a path solution. It contrasts with traditional approaches that randomly
explore the entire space.

CoMPNet [QDCY20]. (iii) An extended evaluation to highlight the mutualistic relationship of

learning-based task programmers and CoMPNetX and their capacity to generalize across different

planning domains.

Comparative analysis

This section compares SMP methods augmented with batch and bidirectional CoMPNetX

against their classical setups in solving CMP problems. In the batch method, we select FMT*

[JSCP15], a state-of-the-art classical SMP algorithm, and it is proven to perform better than

standard approaches like RRT* and PRM* [KF11]. FMT* begins with an initial batch of Ninit

uniform samples, including a goal configuration. In case, the initial set of samples does not

yield a path solution, FMT* continues to expand the tree by generating a new random sample

in every planning iteration. We choose FMT* to highlight the flexibility offered by CoMPNetX

in generating sample batches with different K ≥ 1 according to the given SMP method. In

CoMPNetX-FMT*, we generate an initial batch of Ninit samples with K << Ninit . The initial

K configurations are randomly sampled from an obstacle-free space, to form Kqcurr , which are

passed to CoMPNetX to obtain the next set of configurations Kqnext . In the next step, the Kqnext
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(a) Move juice can to the trash bin.

(b) Move soda can to the trash bin.

(c) Carefully place the kettle, i.e., without tilting, onto the tray.

Figure 3.31: Bartender setup (SC1): Figs. (a-c) show CoMPNetX motion sequences of moving
juice can, soda can, and kettle to their targets in three different test cases.

becomes Kqcurr , and the process of sample generation with CoMPNetX is repeated until it gathers

an initial batch of size Ninit , which also includes a goal state. Furthermore, in case, the initial

batch does not yield a path solution, in every subsequent planning step, we randomly select a

node in the FMT* tree as an input to CoMPNetX to generate a new informed sample towards

the given target (see Algorithm 16). In the bidirectional CoMPNetX, we merge CoMPNetX into

RRTConnect, as reported in Algorithm 17.

In the sphere environment, we evaluate both batch and bidirectional CoMPNetX. In the

first scenario (Fig. 3.29), CoMPNetX-FMT* with atlas, tangent-bundle, and projection exhibit

similar performances with over 99% success rates, computation times of about 0.89± 0.13

seconds, and the path lengths of about 2.18±0.014 units. In contrast, FMT* with atlas, tangent-

bundle, and projection appeared to have 1.22±0.034, 1.34±0.061, and 1.14±0.027 seconds

computation times, around 95%, 89% and 98% success rates, respectively, and somewhat similar
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(a) Move the juice can to the trash.

(b) Carefully place, without tilting, the red mug from cabinet onto the tray.

(c) Carefully move pitcher into the cabinet.

Figure 3.32: Kitchen setup: Figs. (a-c) show instances of CoMPNetX planned motions for the
juice can, red mug, and pitcher under constraints in three different test scenarios.

path lengths as CoMPNetX. Overall, COMPNetX-FMT* finds near-optimal paths with lower

computation times and higher success rates than classical FMT*. On the other hand, CoMPNetX-

RRTConnect and RRTConnect exhibits similar computation times of about 0.01-0.02 seconds.

However, the former’s path lengths appeared to be significantly better than the latter approach, as

shown in Fig. 3.29.

The second sphere scenario, is entirely an unseen environment for CoMPNetX as it was

only trained on scenario 1. In this case, CoMPNetX-FMT* with all types of constraint-adherence

operators demonstrate performances with around 96% success rates, computation times of about
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Figure 3.33: The boxplots show the total computation times of CoMPNetX-RRTConnect
and RRTConnect with atlas, tangent-bundle, and projection-based constraint operators in the
bartender and kitchen environments.

0.55±0.11 seconds, and the path lengths of about 3.13±1.8 units. The classical FMT* with

atlas, tangent-bundle, and projection takes 1.93± 1.34, 2.05± 1.44, and 0.95± 0.34 seconds

computation times with success rate of around 89%, 87% and 100%, respectively. Generally,

COMPNetX-FMT* found better quality paths, in terms of path lengths, with lower computation

times and generalized to this new environment with high success rates comparable to classical

FMT*. CoMPNetX-RRTConnect and RRTConnect performed similarly in terms of computation

times but the latter provides poor quality path solutions. Fig. 3.30 depicts the exploration by

CoMPNetX and uniform sampling for a given problem. It can be seen that our method explores

the space that potentially contains a path solution, thus leading to better performance, and this

becomes even more significant in high-dimensional problems, as presented in the remainder of

this section.

In the Bartender (scenario 1) and Kitchen environments, to solve constrained manipu-

lation tasks, we focus on bidirectional SMP methods only since they have become a standard

tool for solving high-dimensional CMP problems, and other methods such as unidirectional

SMP algorithms struggle in such cases and exhibit high computational times with low success

rates [JP17, KUSP16, BSK11]. We evaluate CoMPNetX-RRTConnect and traditional RRTCon-
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nect with Atlas, Tangent Bundle, and Projection-based constrained-adherence methods, resulting

in Atlas-RRT [JP17], TB-RRT [KUSP16], and CBiRRT [BSK11] algorithms. Figs. 3.31 (a-c)

show instances of CoMPNetX-RRTConnect generating motions in the Bartender (Scenario 1)

for manipulating juice can (Fig. (a)), soda can (Fig. (b)), and kettle (Fig. (c)) in three different

test scenarios. Likewise, Figs. 3.32 (a-c) shows CoMPNetX-RRTConnect motion sequences for

moving juice can, red mug, and pitcher in three different kitchen scenarios. Furthermore, Fig.

3.26 displayed waypoints generated by our approach for the cabinet’s door opening task.

In these high-dimensional CMP scenarios, Fig. 3.33 provides the box plots of the total

computational time to solve all the manipulation tasks. Table 3.7 presents the mean success

rates with their standard deviations of all methods. Furthermore, Table 3.8 compares the mean

computation times with standard deviations for the individual objects, grouped by their constraint

types, in each of the scenarios.

It can be seen that our method exhibits significantly lower inter-quartile computational time

ranges with a narrow spread than other methods while retaining similar success rates. Moreover,

the results also show that with the increasing complexity of the planning problems from sphere to

kitchen environment, the computation times of traditional methods increase significantly with

large standard deviations compared to our approach. For instance, between bartender and kitchen

task (Table 3.8), the planning times of manipulation under collision-avoidance and stability

constraints increase from ∼ 1 to ∼ 7 seconds for CoMPNetX-RRTConnect and from ∼ 1 to ∼ 40

seconds for traditional RRTConnect. blue Furthermore, in these experiments, we randomize

the positioning of objects in the environments, so the models are shown to generalize to new,

unseen objects’ positioning. However, these models can also generalize to new objects if trained

accordingly with a variety of different items.
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Table 3.7: The total mean success rates with standard deviations, over five trials, of CoMPNetX-
RRTConnect and traditional RRTConnect for solving all manipulation problems in the bartender
and kitchen environments.

Algorithms Type of Bartender Kitchen
Constraint-Adherence (%) (%)

RRTConnect
Projection 98.3±1.1 87.7±4.8

Atlas 99.2±0.6 95.4±3.8
Tangent-bundle 97.8±2.4 90.1±5.7

CoMPNetX- Projection 98.3±0.6 88.4±1.8
Atlas 99.8±0.1 95.3±1.3

RRTConnect Tangent-bundle 97.8±2.3 90.4±2.7

Table 3.8: The computation time comparison of CoMPNetX-RRTConnect and RRTConnect
in solving manipulation problems for individual objects. The objects are denoted by their first
letter and grouped by their constraints.

Algorithms Type of Bartender Kitchen

Constraint-Adherence J/F/S R/K J/F/S C R/B/P

Traditional
Projection 12.64±8.21 1.06±0.87 32.64±22.40 0.05±0.04 49.79±22.96

Atlas 10.86±11.08 0.93±0.82 24.87±19.81 0.04±0.03 41.28±24.02
Tangent-bundle 16.23±14.78 1.68±0.82 27.54±21.47 0.05±0.03 46.61±26.06

CoMPNetX
Projection 4.59±2.75 1.17±1.21 8.02±3.34 0.04±0.01 7.70±3.63

Atlas 4.51±2.24 0.77±0.38 6.26±3.44 0.02±0.01 5.84±2.78
Tangent-bundle 6.32±3.14 1.21±1.09 8.68±3.34 0.04±0.02 9.62±3.37

Ablative analysis

In this analysis, we ablate various components of CoMPNetX to highlight their signif-

icance in solving complex CMP problems. Table 3.9 summarizes the results with mean total

computation time and their standard deviation, and mean success rates for solving all manipulation

problems in the Bartender (scenario 1) and Kitchen environments.

The first alteration is to remove the NProj, i.e., the neural discriminator’s gradient-based

Table 3.9: The total mean computation times with standard deviations and mean success rates
are presented for various sampling approaches with an underlying RRTConnect and atlas-based
integrator.

Tasks Algorithms with Atlas Integrator and an underlying RRTConnect

CoMPNetX CoMPNetX (w/o NProj) CoMPNet Continuation-based Sampling

Bartender 15.05±06.86 (99.8%) 17.31±09.10 (98.1%) 19.77±10.84 (94.3%) 33.34±33.16 (99.2%)
Kitchen 36.47±14.16 (95.4%) 42.57±14.94 (93.0%) 46.93±15.79 (90.8%) 194.17±96.39 (95.4%)
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projections (Eqn. 3.28), from CoMPNetX. Note that in Algorithm 15, we use NProj only when

the distance of generated configurations from the manifold is greater than ν. The value of ν is

selected to be a positive scalar multiple of the tolerance ε so that to fix those configurations that

are an order of magnitude distance away from the manifold than the allowed tolerance. It can be

seen that there are only a fraction of cases (2-3 %) where generated configurations by the Neural

Generator were not close to the manifold in constrained planning problems and fixing them with

NProj led to performance gains.

The second ablation is to evaluate the impact of neural task representations on CoMPNetX.

In our previous work [QDCY20], we show that task-representations are crucial for CoMPNet. In

that setting, text-based task representations led to significant improvements in performance than

CoMPNet without any task-representations. Moreover, the results also highlighted that text-based

representations become better than simple one-hot encoding when the number of tasks increases,

e.g., from bartender to kitchen environments. It is because one-hot representations become very

limited in practice with a growing set of multi-task and multimodal constraints. In this study, we

now compare the neural task and text-based task representations for constrained neural motion

planning. Table 3.9 presents the comparison of CoMPNetX (with neural task representations

and without NProj) and CoMPNet [QDCY20] (with text-based task representation and without

NProj) in solving all the manipulation problems in the bartender and kitchen environments. The

results indicate that the former, i.e., neural task representations, leads to better performance

than the latter in computation times and success rates. Moreover, the statistical paired testing of

these two methods resulted in p-values of 1.13×10−06 and 4.84×10−07 in the bartender and

kitchen environments, which validates that CoMPNetX outperforms CoMPNet [QDCY20] by

a significant margin. The reason is that the neural task representations consider the workspace

observation and the overall program hierarchy, whereas the text-representations are agnostic of

underlying task semantics. Furthermore, the learning-based task programmer not just provide

task representations but also generate a task plan that saves lot of effort in hand-engineering
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sub-task sequences. Nevertheless, despite all ablations of CoMPNetX, it can be seen that our

method performs significantly better than classical sampling techniques.

Extended Analysis: Mutual Symbiotic Relationship

In our comparative analysis, we show that CoMPNetX generalizes to new locations of the

objects (i.e., not seen during training) and solves those practical problems in few seconds where

gold standard SMP methods take up to several minutes to obtain comparable success rates. In this

extended analysis, we show the joint operation of learning-based task programmer and CoMPNetX

and evaluate our models, trained on bartender (scenario 1), for further generalization to new

problems, such as in bartender scenarios 2 and 3, to simultaneously solve both unconstrained and

constrained planning problems. Note that our trained model on bartender scenario 1 never had

cases where either start, goal, or both states of the given sub-task object were occupied by other

objects, acting as obstacles. Therefore, the planner needs to move them out of the way before

accomplishing the desired sub-task.

Table 3.10 presents the total mean computation times with mean success rates of CoMP-

NetX for solving all unconstrained (pick) and constrained (place) tasks in the bartender scenarios

2 and 3. In these scenarios, the NTP2 success rate was about 95% and 89%, and from those

successful cases, CoMPNetX achieves around 90% and 80% success rate, respectively, in solving

given motion planning problems. In unconstrained planning problems, CoMPNetX calls an

underlying MPNet algorithm [QMSY20], solving problems in 2-3 seconds computation time, i.e.,

the computational gains over gold-standard SMPs are retained for unconstrained problems as

well. In constrained planning problems, CoMPNetX uses RRTConnect, and their computation

times for individual tasks were similar to reported for Bartender scenario 1.

Fig. 3.34 and Fig.3.35 show the joint execution of NTP2 and CoMPNetX in one of the

cases in bartender scenarios 2 and 3, respectively. In this particular case of scenario 2, the task

is to move the soda can out of the red mug’s target location and then move the red mug to its
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Figure 3.34: A mutual symbiotic operation of a learning-based task programmer and CoMPNetX
in the Bartender scenario 2. The numbers in small boxes indicate the order in which the
procedures are executed.

Table 3.10: The total computation times and mean success rates for CoMPNetX, solving both
unconstrained and constrained problems with underlying MPNet and RRTConnect algorithms,
respectively, in the Bartender scenarios 2 and 3.

Datasets Planning times and success rates

Pick (Unconstrained) Place (Constrained)

Bartender-SC2 8.57±5.18 (88.7%) 17.47±10.07 (93.1%)
Bartender-SC3 6.42±3.21 (79.3%) 10.23±3.17 (81.2%)

desired place. Likewise, in this scenario 3 example, the robot has to swap both red mug and

kettle locations, which represents a situation where both start and goal locations of the objects are

occupied. It can be seen that cross-fertilization of neural task programmers and neural motion

planners are crucial for solving challenging practical problems, and CoMPNetX with neural task

representation exhibits generalization to problems outside the domain of its training set.

3.3.7 Discussion

In this section, we briefly discuss the CoMPNetX stochastic behavior and its benefits in

learning-based motion planning and the way our approach retains the completeness and optimality

guarantees of an underlying SMP planner.

CoMPNetX, like its predecessors, uses Dropout [SHK+14], with fifty percent probability,
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Figure 3.35: CoMPNetX generating motion sequences to swap red mug and kettle in the
Bartender scenario 3. The task programmer follows the indicated program hierarchy.

to skip some neurons in the generator network Gφ during a forward pass for planning. This

process induces a stochastic behavior as in each forward pass, the underlying SMP planner gets a

randomly sliced version of CoMPNetX’s neural generator. In [GG16], it is shown that Dropout-

based slicing of neural networks can model uncertainty in the estimation of their parameters. And

our studies show that Dropout can help generate a variety of samples in the subspace of a given

configuration space that potentially contains a path solution (Fig. 3.30). Thus, our framework

exploits CoMPNetX stochastic behavior to generate informed trees for any underlying SMP

planner in the region that potentially contains a path solution for a given problem through our

bidirectional and batch planning methods.

An SMP algorithm AL is probabilistically complete if the probability of finding a path

solution, if one exists, approaches to 1 as the number of samples n in their graph Tn approaches

to ∞. The primary reason for SMP methods to exhibit such completeness is based on their
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configuration-space sampling strategies that explore the entire space as the number samples n

in their graph grows to a large value. There exist a wide range of SMP algorithms that exhibit

probabilistic completeness and can be merged with projection and continuation-based constraint-

adherence approaches for CMP. In conjecture 3.1, we propose that any SMP method that has

probabilistic completeness guarantees with their traditional sampling techniques will still retain

them with our CoMPNetX sampling strategies, i.e.,

Conjecture 3.1 (Probabilistic Completeness) Given a planning problem {qinit ,Qgoal,Xobs,F},

and a collision-checker, CoMPNetX will generate samples for an underlying SMP method AL,

leading to a tree T AL
n originating at qinit with number of nodes n, such that the probability

of finding a path solution σ : [0,1] 7→M f ree, if one exists, approaches to one as n→ ∞, i.e.,

Pn→∞(T AL∩Qgoal 6=∅) = 1.

In addition to probabilistic completeness, some SMP algorithms also demonstrate asymptotic

optimality, i.e., as the number of nodes n in the tree Tn approaches a large value/infinity, the

algorithm will find an optimal path with respect to a given cost function J(·), if one exists, with a

probability of 1. In the following proposition 2, we claim that with CoMPNetX, the underlying

SMP planner will continue to have their asymptotic optimality guarantees, i.e.,

Conjecture 3.2 (Asymptotic Optimality) Given a planning problem {qinit ,Qgoal,Xobs,F,J},

and a collision-checker, CoMPNetX adaptively generates configuration samples for an asymp-

totic optimal SMP algorithm such that the solution, if one exists, asymptotically converges to

an optimal path solution, σ∗ : [0,1] 7→M f ree, w.r.t J(·), as the number of generated samples n

approaches to infinity.

Justifications for Conjectures 3.1 & 3.2 In algorithms 16 and 17, our procedures to merge
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CoMPNetX into any SMP planner consist of exploitation and exploration stages. In the former

stage, the procedure uses CoMPNetX to adaptively sample the subspace of an implicit manifold

configuration space that potentially contains a path solution. And in the latter, it leverages classical

sampling techniques that guarantee uniform coverage of the underlying manifolds. These two

stages are balanced through a hyperparameter Nismp, which defines the number iterations for

which our process relies on exploitation before switching to the exploration stage. Therefore,

CoMPNetX with underlying SMP methods do explore the entire configuration spaces as n→ ∞,

i.e., n >> Nismp. Since CoMPNetX does not alter the internal mechanism of an underlying SMP

algorithm and explore the entire state-space over time, it inherits the characteristics of that SMP

method, including their probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality and the proofs for

our claims remain almost the same as derived in [KMK19].
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Chapter 4

Policy Ensemble Composition

In this work, we propose a novel policy ensemble composition method1 [QJQ+20] that

takes the basic, task-agnostic robot policies, transfers them to new complex problems, and ef-

ficiently learns a composite model through standard- or hierarchical-RL [SLA+15, SWD+17,

HZAL18, VOS+17, FDA17, NGLL18]. This composition model has an encoder-decoder archi-

tecture. The encoder is a bidirectional recurrent neural network that embeds the given skill set into

latent states. The decoder is a feed-forward neural network that takes the given task information

and latent encodings of the skills to output the mixture weights for skill set composition. This

dissertation shows that the proposed composition framework can combine the given skills both

concurrently (and -operation) and sequentially (or -operation) as per the need of the given task.

The proposed model is evaluated in challenging scenarios including problems with sparse rewards

and benchmark it against the state-of-the-art standard- and hierarchical- RL methods. The results

show that the proposed composition framework is able to solve extremely hard RL-problems

where standard- and hierarchical-RL methods are sample inefficient and either fail or yield

unsatisfactory results.

1Supplementary material and videos are available at https://sites.google.com/view/compositional-rl
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4.1 Related Work

In the past, robotics research has been primarily focused on acquiring new skills such as

Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) [SPNI05] or standard reinforcement learning policies.

A lot of research in DMPs revolves around learning compact, parameterized, and modular

representations of robot skills [SPNI05, INH+13, PDPN13, MHM11]. However, there have been

quite a few approaches that address the challenge of composing DMPs in an efficient, scalable

manner. To date, DMPs are usually combined through human-defined heuristics, imitation

learning or planning [KKGB12, MKP10, AAST12, VV08]. Likewise, RL [SB18] research

is also centralized around learning new policies [LHP+15, SLA+15, SWD+17, HZAL18] for

complex decision-making tasks by maximizing human-defined rewards or intrinsic motivations

[SHM+16, QNYI17, QNYI18, LFDA16].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there hardly exists approaches that simultaneously

combine and transfer past skills into new skills for solving new complicated problems. For

instance, [Tod09], [HPZ+18] and [SKTI17] require humans to decompose high-level tasks into

intermediate objectives for which either Q-functions or policies are obtained via learning. The

high-level task is then solved by merely maximizing the average intermediate Q-functions or

combining intermediate policies through temporal-logic. Note that these approaches do not

combine task-agnostic skills thus lack generalizability and the ability to transfer skills to the

new domains. A recent and similar work to the proposed method is a multiplicative composition

policies (MCP) framework [PCZ+19]. MCP comprises i) a set of trainable Gaussian primitive

policies that take the given state and proposes the corresponding set of action distributions and

ii) a gating function that takes the extra goal information together with the state and outputs the

mixture weights for composition. The primitive policies and a gating function trained concurrently

using reinforcement learning. In their transfer learning tasks [PCZ+19], the primitive polices

parameters are kept fixed, and the gating function is trained to output the mixture weights
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according to the new goal information. In the ablation studies, we show that training an MCP

like-gating function that directly outputs the mixture weights without conditioning on the latent

encoding of primitive actions gives inferior performance compared to the proposed method. The

proposed method utilizes all information (states, goals, and primitive skills) in a structured way

through attention framework, and therefore, leads to better performance.

Recent advancements lead to Hierarchical RL (HRL) that automatically decomposes

the complex tasks into subtasks and sequentially solves them by optimizing the given objective

function [VOS+17, NGLL18]. In a similar vein, the options framework [SPS99, Pre00] is

proposed that solves the given task through temporal abstraction. Recent methods such as

option-critic algorithm [BHP17] simultaneously learns a set of sub-level policies (options), their

termination functions, and a high-level policy over options to solve the given problem. Despite

being an exciting step, the option-critic algorithm is hard to train and requires regularization

[VMO+16, HBKP18], or else it ends up discovering options for every time step or a single option

for the entire task. In practice, the sub-level options or objectives obtained via HRL are inherently

task-specific and therefore cannot be transferred to new domains.

4.2 Background

We consider a standard RL formulation based on Markov Decision Process (MDP)

defined by a tuple {S ,A ,P ,R }, where S and A represent the state and action space, P is the set

of transition probabilities, and R denotes the reward function. At time t ≥ 0, the agent observes

a state st ∈ S and performs an action at ∈ A . The agent’s action at transitions the environment

state from st ∈ S to st+1 ∈ S with respect to the transition probability P (st+1|st ,at) and leads to a

reward rt ∈ R .

For compositionality, we extend the standard RL framework by assuming that the agent

has access to the finite set of primitive policies Π = {πi}N
i=0 that could correspond to agent’s skills,
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controller, or motor-primitives. The presented composition model is agnostic to the structure

of primitive policy functions, but for the sake of this work, we assume that each of the sub-

policies {πi}N
i=0 solves the MDP defined by a tuple {Ŝ ,A , P̂ , R̂ i}. Therefore, Ŝ , P̂ and R̂ i are

the state-space, transition probabilities and rewards of the primitive policy πi, respectively. Each

of the primitive policies πi : Ŝ×A → [0,1], ∀i ∈ [0,1, · · · ,N], takes a state ŝ ∈ Ŝ and outputs a

distribution over the agent’s action space A . The presented composition model is defined as a

composite policy πc
θ

: S ×AN+1×A → [0,1], parameterize by θ, that outputs a distribution over

the action space conditioned on the environment’s current state s ∈ S and the primitive policies

{âi ∈ A}N
i=0 ∼ Π. The state space of the composite model is S = [Ŝ ,G ]. The space G could

include any task specific information such as target locations. Hence, the state inputs to the

primitive policies Π and composite policy πc
θ

need not to be the same.

In remainder of this section, the experiments show that the composition model solves an

MDP problem. To avoid clutter, it is assumed that both primitive policy ensemble and composite

policy have the same state space S , i.e., G = /0. The composition model samples an action

from a distribution parameterized by the actions of sub-level policies and the state s ∈ S of

the environment. Therefore, we can augment the given state space S as S c : AN+1×S , where

AN+1 : {A i}N
i=0 are the outputs of sub-level policies. Hence, compositional MDP is defined

as {S c,A ,P c,R } where S c = AN×S is the new composite state-space, A is the action-space,

P c : S c×S c×A → [0,1] is the transition probability function, and R is the reward function for

the given task.

4.3 Policy Ensemble Composition

This section presents the policy ensemble composition framework, shown in Fig. 4.1. The

composition model consists of i) the encoder network that takes the outputs of primitive policies

and embeds them into latent spaces; ii) the decoder network that takes current state st of the
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Figure 4.1: Policy ensemble composition model that takes the state information st and a set of
primitive policies’ output {âi}N

i=0 to compute a composite action at .

environment and the latent embeddings from the encoder network to parameterize the attention

network; iii) the attention network that outputs the probability distribution over the primitive

low-level policies representing their mixture weights. The remainder of the section explains the

individual models of the composition framework and the overall training procedure.

Encoder Network

The encoder is a bidirectional recurrent neural network (BRNN) that consists of Long

Short-Term Memory units [HS97]. The encoder takes the outputs of the policy ensemble {âi}N
i=0

and transform them into latent states of forward and backward RNN, denoted as {h f
i }

N+1
i=0 and

{hb
i }

N+1
i=0 , respectively, where h f

i ,h
b
i ∈ Rd;∀i ∈ [0,1, · · · ,N +1]. The N +1 states of forward and

backward RNN corresponds to their last hidden states denoted as h f and hb, respectively, in Fig.

4.1.

Decoder Network

The decoder is a simple feed-forward neural network that takes the last hidden states of

the forward and backward encoder network, i.e., {h f ,hb}, and the current state of the environment

s to map them into a latent space h ∈ Rd . The state input to the decoder network is defined as
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s : [ŝ,g], where ŝ ∈ Ŝ is the state input to the low-level policy ensemble and g ∈ G could be any

additional information related to the given task, e.g., goal position of the target to be reached by

the agent.

Attention Network

The composition weights (see Fig. 4.1) {wi ∈ [0,1]}N
i=0 are determined by the attention

network as follows:

qi =W T · tanh(Wf ·h f
i +Wb ·hb

i +Wd ·h);∀i ∈ [0,N] (4.1)

where Wf ,Wb,Wd ∈ Rd×d and W ∈ Rd . The weights {wi}N
i=0 for the composite policy are

computed using gumbel-softmax denoted as softmax(q/T), where T is the temperature term

[JGP16].

Composite policy

Given the primitive policy ensemble Π = {πi}N
i=0, the composite action is the weighted

sum of all primitive policies outputs, i.e., πc
θ
= ∑

N
i wiπi. Since, we consider the primitive policies

to be Gaussian distributions, the output of each primitive policy is parameterized by mean µ and

variance σ, i.e., {âi ∼N (µi,σi)}N
i=0←{πi}N

i=0. Hence, the composite policy can be represented

as πc
θ
= ∑

N
i wiN (µi,σi), where N (·) denotes Gaussian distribution, and ∑i wi = 1. Given the

mixture weights, other types of primitive policies, such as DMPs [SPNI05], can also be composed

together by the weighted combination of their normalized outputs.

Composite model training objective

The general objective of RL methods is to maximize the cumulative expected reward,

i.e., J(πc
θ
) = Eπc

θ
[∑∞

t=0 γtrt ], where γ : (0,1] is a discount factor. The policy gradient methods is
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used to update the parameters θ of the composite model, i.e., θ← θ+η5θ J(πc
θ
), where η is

the learning rate. The composite policy can be trained through standard RL and HRL methods,

described as follow.

Standard Reinforcement learning

In standard RL, the policy gradients are determined by either on-policy or off-policy up-

dates [LHP+15, SLA+15, SWD+17, HZAL18] and any of them could be used to train composite

model. However, in this work, the off-policy soft-actor critic (SAC) method [HZAL18] is used

for the training of the policy function. SAC maximizes the expected entropy H (·) in addition to

the expected reward, i.e.,

J(πc
θ) =

T

∑
t=0

Eπc
θ
[r(st ,at)+λH (πc

θ(·|st))] (4.2)

where λ is a hyperparameter. We use SAC as it motivates exploration and has been shown to

capture the underlying multiple modes of an optimal behavior. Since there is no direct method to

estimate a low-variance gradient of Eqn (4.2), we use off-policy value function-based optimization

algorithm. Since, the composite policy is a tractable function πc
θ
(at |st ,{πi}N

i=0) parameterized

by θ. The composite policy update through SAC requires the approximation of Q- and value-

functions. The parametrized value- and Q-function are denoted as Vφ(st) with parameters φ,

and Qξ(st ,at) with parameters ξ, respectively. Since, SAC algorithm build on the soft-policy

iteration, the soft value-function Vφ(st) and soft Q-function Qξ(st ,at) are learned by minimizing

the squared residual error JV (φ) and squared Bellman error JQ(ξ), respectively, i.e.,

JV (φ) = Est∼M [
1

2
(Vφ(st)−V̂ (st))

2] (4.3)
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JQ(ξ) = E(st ,at)∼M [
1

2
(Qξ(st ,at)− Q̂(st ,at))

2] (4.4)

where M is a replay buffer, V̂ (st) = Eat∼πc
θ
[Qξ(st ,at)− logπc

θ
(at |st)] and Q̂ is the Bellman target

computed as follows:

Q̂(st ,at) = r(st ,at)+ γEst+1∼p[Vφ′(st +1)] (4.5)

The function Vφ′(st) is the target value function with parameters φ′. The parameters φ′ are

the moving average of the parameters φ computed as τφ+(1− τ)φ′, where τ is the smoothing

coefficient. Finally the policy parameters are updated by minimizing the following expected

KL-divergence.

Jπc(θ) = Est∼M

[
DKL

(
π

c
θ(·|st)

∣∣∣∣ exp(Qξ(st , ·))
Zξ(st)

)]
(4.6)

where Zξ is a partition function that normalizes the distribution. Since, just-like SAC, the

Q-function is differentiable, the above cost function can be determined through a simple reparam-

etization trick, see [HZAL18] for details. Like SAC, we also maintain two Q-functions that are

trained independently, and we use the minimum of two Q-functions to compute Eqn. 4.3 and Eqn.

4.6. This way of using two Q-function has been shown to alleviate the positive biasness problem

in the policy improvement step. The overall training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning

In HRL, there are currently two streams - task decomposition through sub-goals [NGLL18]

and option framework [BHP17] that learns temporal abstractions. In the options framework, the

options can be composite policies that are acquired with their termination functions. In task

decomposition methods that generate sub-goal through high-level policy, the low-level policy can

be replaced with composite policy. In this work, the latter approach [NGLL18], known as HIRO
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Algorithm 18: Composition model training using SAC
Initialize parameter vectors φ, φ′, θ, ξ

Input: Primitive policies Π = {πi}N
i=0

for each iteration do
for each environment step do

Compute primitive policies state ŝt ← st\gt

Sample primitive actions {âi,t}N
i=0 ∼Π(ŝt)

Sample composite action at ∼ πc
θ
(at |st ,{âi,t}N

i=0)
Sample next state st+1 ∼ p(st+1|st ,at)

M ←M ∪{(st ,at ,{âi,t}N
i=0,rt ,st+1)}

for each gradient step do
Update value function φ← φ−η5φ JV (φ)
Update Q-function ξ← ξ−η5ξ JQ(ξ)

Update policy θ← θ−η5θ Jπc(θ)
φ′← τφ+(1− τ)φ′

algorithm, is used to train our policy function.

Like, standard HIRO, we use two level policy structure. At each time step t, the high-level

policy πhi
θ′ , with parameters θ′, observes a state st and takes an action by generating a goal gt ∈ S

in the state-space S for the composite low-level policy πc:low
θ

to achieve. The πc:low
θ

takes the

state st , the goal gt , and the primitive actions {âi}N
0 to predict a composite action at through

which an agent interacts with the environment. The high-level policy is trained to maximize the

expected task rewards given by the environment whereas the composite low-level policy is trained

to maximize the expected intrinsic reward defined as the negative of distance between current

and goal states, i.e., ‖st +gt − st+1‖2. To conform with HIRO settings, we perform off-policy

correction of the high-level policy experiences and we train both high- and low-level policies via

TD3 algorithm [FvHM18]. The algorithm to train composite policy through HIRO that employs

the two level policy structure is outlined as follows.

The high-level policy generates the sub-goals for the low-level composite policy to

achieve. The low-level composite policy also have access to the primitive policy actions. Like

HIRO, we use TD3 algorithm [FvHM18] to train both high-level and low-level policies with their
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corresponding Q-functions, Qhi and Qlo, respectively. The low-level policy πc:low
θ

, with parameters

θ, is trained to maximize the Q-values from the low-level Q-function Qlo for the given state-goal

pairs. The Q-function (Qlo) parameters ξ are optimized by minimizing temporal-difference error

for the given transitions, i.e.,

Jlo
Q (ξ) =

(
rlo(st ,gt ,st+1)+ γQlo

ξ
(st+1,gt+1,π

c:lo
θ (st+1,gt+1,{â}N

0 ))−Qlo
ξ
(st ,gt ,at)

)2 (4.7)

where rlo(st ,gt ,st+1) =−‖st +gt− st+1‖ and gt+1 ∼ πhi
θ′(st+1).

The high-level policy πhi
θ′ , with parameters θ′, is trained to maximize the values of Qhi.

The Q-function (Qhi) parameters ξ′ are trained through minimizing the following loss for the

given transitions.

Jhi
Q (ξ′) =

( c−1

∑
t=0

Rt(st ,at ,st+1)+ γQhi
ξ′(st+c,π

hi
θ′(st+c))−Qhi

ξ
(st , ĝt)

)2 (4.8)

During training, the continuous adaptation of low-level policy poses a non-stationery problem

for the high-level policy. To mitigate the changing behavior of low-level policy, [NGLL18]

introduced off-policy correction of the high-level actions. During correction, the high-level policy

action g is usually re-labeled with ĝ that would induce the same low-level policy behavior as was

previously induced by the original high-level action g (for details, refer to [NGLL18]). Algorithm

2 presents the procedure to train the composite policy with HIRO.

4.4 Results

The proposed method is evaluated and compared against standard RL, and HRL ap-

proaches in challenging environments (shown in Fig. 4.2) that requires complex task planning and

motion control. The implementation details of all presented methods and environment settings are

provided in Appendix C of supplementary material. We also do an ablative study in which we take
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Algorithm 19: Composition model training using HIRO
Initialize parameter vectors φ, φ′, θ, ξ

Input: Primitive policies Π = {πi}N
i=0

for each iteration do
for each environment step do

Compute primitive policies state ŝt ← st\gt

Sample primitive actions {âi,t}N
i=0 ∼Π(ŝt)

Sample high-level action gt ∼ πhi(ŝt)

Sample composite action at ∼ πc
θ
(at |st ,gt ,{âi,t}N

i=0)
Sample next state st+1 ∼ p(st+1|st ,at)

M ←M ∪{(st ,gt ,at ,{âi,t}N
i=0,rt ,st+1)}

for each gradient step do
Sample mini-batch with c-step transitions
{(gk,sk

t:t+c,a
k
t:t+c−1,{âk

j,t:t+c−1}N
j=0,r

k
t:t+c−1)}B

k=1 ∼M
Compute rewards for low-level policy {rlo

i }B
i=0←{rlo(si,gi,si+1)}B

i=0
Update πc:lo w.r.t Qlo using {(sk,gk,ak,{âi,k}N

i=0,r
lo
k ,sk+1)}B−1

k=0 [NGLL18]
Update πhi w.r.t Qhi using {(sk, ĝk,∑

c−1
i=k rk,sk+c)}B−1

k=0 [NGLL18]

away different components of our composite model to highlight their importance. Furthermore,

we depict attention weights of our model in a navigation task to highlight its ability of concurrent

and sequential composition.

We consider the following seven environments for our analysis: (1) Pusher: A simple

manipulator has to push an object to a given target location. (2) Ant Random Goal: In this

environment, a quadruped-Ant is trained to reach the randomly sampled goal location in the

confined circular region. (3) Ant Cross Maze: The cross-maze contains three target locations.

The task for a quadruped Ant is to reach any of the three given targets by navigating through a 3D

maze without collision. (4) HalfCheetah Hurdle: In this problem, the task for a halfcheetah is to

run and jump over the three barriers to reach the given target location. (5) Ant Maze: A⊃-shaped

maze poses a challenging navigation task for a quadruped-Ant. In this task, the agent is given

random targets all along the maze to reach while training. However, during the evaluation, we test

the agent for reaching the farthest end of the maze. (6) Ant Push: A challenging environment
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(a) Ant Random Goal (b) Ant Cross Maze (c) Pusher (d) HalfCheetah Hurdle

(e) Ant Maze (f) Ant Push (g) Ant Fall

Figure 4.2: Benchmark control and manipulation tasks requiring an agent to reach or move the
object to the given targets (shown in red for pusher and green for rest).

that requires both task and motion planning. The environment contains a movable block, and

the goal region is located behind that block. The task for an agent is to reach the target by first

moving to the left of the maze so that it can move up and right to push the block out of the way

for reaching the target. (7) Ant Fall: A navigation task where the target is located across the rift

in front of the agent’s initial position. There also happen to be a moveable block, so the agent

has to move to the right, push the block forward, fill the gap, walk across, and move to the left to

reach the target location. (8) Multi-goal Point Mass: In this scenario, the task is to navigate a

point-mass to one of the four goals located diagonally to agent initial position.

In all tasks, the primitive skills of the agent are obtained for the composite policy. For Ant,

the four basic policies for moving left, right, up, and down. The pusher uses two primitive policies

that are to push an object to the left and down. In HalfCheetah hurdle environment, the low-level

policies include jumping and running forward. Finally for the point-mass robot, the composition

model takes four policies for moving in the up, down, left and right directions. Furthermore, in

all environments, except pusher, the primitive policies were agnostic of high-level tasks ( such

as target locations) that were therefore provided separately to the composite model via decoder

network. This highlights the ability of this model to transfer basic robot skills to novel problems.
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison of presented composition model against SAC [HZAL18],
TRPO [SLA+15], and PPO [SWD+17] on benchmark control tasks in terms of normalized
distance (lower the better) of an agent from the given target.

Methods Environments

Ant Random Goal Ant Cross Maze Pusher HalfCheetah Hurdle

SAC 0.21±0.08 0.78±0.06 0.17±0.02 0.79±0.01
TRPO 1.09±0.15 0.85±0.15 0.64±0.09 0.87±0.05
PPO 1.06±0.11 0.95±0.07 0.71±0.06 0.88±0.04

Our Method 0.11±0.05 0.11±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.27±0.22

Comparative study

In the comparative studies, the test environments are divided into two groups. The

first group includes Pusher, Random Goal Ant, Ant Cross Maze, and HalfCheetah-Hurdle

environments, whereas the second group comprises the remaining environments that require task

and motion planning under weak reward signals.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison results of our composition method against standard RL methods
averaged over ten trials. The axes represents the distance of the agent/object from the target and
environment steps in millions.

In the first group of settings, the composite model trained with SAC [HZAL18] against

the standard Gaussian policies obtained using SAC [HZAL18], PPO [SWD+17], and TRPO

[SLA+15]. The HRL methods are excluded in these cases as the environment rewards sufficiently

represent the underlying task, whereas HRL approaches are applicable in cases that have a weak

reward signal or require task and motion planning. Table 4.1 presents the mean and standard

deviation of the agent’s final distance from the given targets after the end of an evaluation rollout

over the ten trials. Fig. 4.3 shows the mean learning performance over all trials during the three

million training steps. In these set of problems, TRPO and PPO entirely fail to reach the goal, and
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SAC performs reasonably well but only in simple Ant Random Goal and Pusher environments as

it fails in other cases. The composite policy obtained using SAC successfully solves all tasks and

exhibit high data-efficiency by learning in merely a few thousand training steps.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of composition model trained with HIRO and three variants of standard
HIRO. The pretrained HIRO undergoes extra 4 million training steps. The standard- and
low-torque-Ant has 150 and 30 units torque limit.

In the second group of environments, the distance-based rewards are used that are weak

signals as greedily following them does not lead to solving the problem. Furthermore, in these

environments, policies trained with standard RL, including the composite policy, failed to solve the

problem even after 20 million training steps. Therefore, the composite policy trained with HIRO

[NGLL18] and compared its performance against standard HIRO formulation [NGLL18]. We

also tried to include option-critic framework [BHP17], but we were unable to get any considerable

results with their online implementation despite several attempts with the parameter tuning. One

of the reasons option-critic fails is because it relies purely on task rewards to learn, which makes

them inapplicable for cases with weak reward signals [NGLL18].

[NGLL18] use a modified Ant in their paper that has 30 units joint torque limit (low-

torque-Ant). For our composition method, we use Mujoco standard Ant that has a torque limit of

150 units which makes the learning even harder as the Ant is now more prone to instability than a

low-torque-Ant. For standard HIRO formulation, we trained three variants i) HIRO trained on

standard Mujoco Ant, ii) HIRO trained on low-torque Ant (as in [NGLL18]); iii) HIRO pretrained

for the equal number of training steps as used to train the primitive policies of our composition

method on a low-torque-Ant (For more details, refer to Appendix C.1).

Fig. 4.4 shows the learning performance, averaged over ten trials, during 10 million steps.
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Figure 4.5: Ablative Study: Performance comparison, averaged over ten trials, of our composite
model and its ablated variations that lack attention model, bidirectional-RNN (BRNN) or both
attention and BRNN (AttBRNN).

Figure 4.6: The attention weights: The blue and yellow colors show low and high values,
respectively

It can be seen that the composite policy with HIRO outperforms standard HIRO [NGLL18] by a

significant margin. It also certifies the utility of solving RL tasks using composition by leveraging

basic pre-acquired skills. Furthermore, HIRO performs poorly with standard Ant, even pretraining

did not improve the performance, as it imposes a harder control problem.

Figure 4.7: Each path corresponds to its adjacent attention weight mapping. The weighting
“strength” of each primitive policy is depicted for each step (i.e. up (U), down (D), left (L), and
right (R)).
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Figure 4.8: The depiction of attention weights for the halfcheetah-hurdle environment. The
weighting “strength” of each primitive policy (i.e., run and jump) for each step is shown.

Ablative study

We remove bidirectional RNN (BRNN) (similar to [PCZ+19]), attention-network, and

both attention-network and BRNN (AttBRNN) from our composition model to highlight their

importance in the proposed architecture in solving complex problems. We train all models with

SAC [HZAL18]. The first model is our composite policy without attention in which the decoder

network takes the state information and last hidden states of the encoder (BRNN) to directly

output actions rather than mixture weights. The second model is without attention network and

BRNN, it is a feed-forward neural network that takes the state information and the primitive

actions and predicts the action to interact with the environment. The third model is without

BRNN, it is a feed-forward neural network that takes the state and goal information, and output

the mixture weights. The mixture weights are then used to combine the actions from primitive

policies. This setting is same as [PCZ+19] for their transfer learning problems. Fig. 4.5 shows the

mean performance comparison, over ten trials, of our composite model against its ablated versions

on a Ant Random Goal, Cross Maze Ant, and Pusher environment. We exclude remaining test

environments in this study as ablated models completely failed to perform or show any progress.

Note that the better performance of our method compared to ablated versions highlight

the merits of our architecture design. Intuitively, BRNN allows the dynamic encoding of a skill
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set that could be of variable lengths2. And our decoder network uses the encoded skills together

with given state and goal information (states, goals, and primitive skills) in a structured way using

attention framework and provides significantly better performance than other ablated models,

including [PCZ+19].Furthermore, another merit of using the attention network is that it bypasses

the complex transformation of action embeddings (composition-without-attention) or actions

and state-information (composition-without-AttBRNN) directly to action space. Hence, the

proposed architecture is crucial for the composition of task-agnostic sub-level policies to solve

new problems.

Depiction of attention weights

Figure 4.9: The depiction of attention weights for the pusher environment. The weighting
“strength” of each primitive policy (i.e., Bottom and Left) for each step is shown.

In order to further assess the merit of utilizing an attention network, we apply our model

to a simple 2D multi-goal point-mass environment as shown in Fig. 4.7. The point-mass is

initialized around the origin (with variance σ2 = 0.1) and must randomly choose one of four goals

to reach. For this experiment we use dense rewards with both a positional and actuation cost.

Primitive policies of up (+y), down (−y), left (−x), and right (+x) were trained and composed to

reach goals, represented here as red dots, in the “diagonal” directions where a combination of

two or more primitive policies are required to reach each goal.

The four mappings in the figure give us insight into how the attention network is utilizing

the given primitives to achieve the desired task. At each step in a given path, the weights {wi}N
i=0

2However, in this work, we only consider a primitive skill set of fixed size
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for each low-level policy are assigned and composed together to move the point-mass in the

desired direction. We see here that even with some noise and short-term error, the attention

weights are strongest for primitive policies that move the point-mass to its chosen goal. We also

see that multiple policies are activated at once to achieve more direct movements toward the

goal, as opposed to “stair-stepping” where only one primitive is activated at a time. Both of these

observations point to the concurrent and sequential nature of this composition model.

We further illustrate the attention weights of our composite policy in halfcheetah-hurdle

(Fig. 4.8), pusher (Fig. 4.9), and cross-maze-ant (Fig. 4.10) environments. Our results highlight

the ability of our model to compose a given set of primitive polices, both sequentially and

concurrently, to solve the given problem. Fig. 4.6 shows the color-coding for the scale of attention

weight value given by the composite policy.

Figure 4.10: The depiction of attention weights for the cross-maze environment. The weighting
“strength” of each primitive policy (i.e., up (U), down (D), left (L), and right (R)) for each step is
shown.

Apart from compositionality, another research problem in the way of building intelligent

machines is the autonomous acquisition of new skills that were lacking in the system and therefore,

hindered it from the solving the given task [LUTG17]. In this section, we demonstrate that our

composition model holds the potential for building such a system that can simultaneously learn
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Figure 4.11: Missing skill. The composite model with a primitive policy for moving right and a
trainable policy function. The composition framework trained the new function to move in the
upward direction to reach the given goal.

new missing skills and compose them together with the existing skill set to solve the given

problem.

Fig. 4.11 shows a simple ant-maze environment in which the 3D quadruped-Ant has to

reach the target, indicated as a green region. In this problem, we equip our composition model

with a single primitive policy for walking in the right direction and a trainable, parametric policy

function. The trainable policy function takes the state without goal information and outputs the

parameters for Gaussian distribution to model the robot’s action space. Note that the composite

model requires a skill of walking upward in addition to moving in the right direction to reach

the given goal. To determine if our composition model can teach the new parametric policy

function to move upward, we trained our composition model along with the new policy using the

shared Q- and value-functions. Once trained, we observed that our composition model learned the

parametric policy function for walking in an upward direction with slight right-turning behavior.

The plot in Fig. 4.11 shows the performance of our composition model and standard RL

policy obtained with SAC in this environment. The vertical axis indicates the distance from the

target location averaged over five randomly seeded trials. The horizontal axis shows the number of

environment steps in millions. It can be observed that our method converged faster than standard

RL policy. It shows that our approach is also utilizing the existing skills and therefore learns

faster than a standard policy function that solves the entire task from scratch. Furthermore, in

current settings, we do not impose any constraint on the new policy function that would make
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it learn only the missing skills rather than replicating existing skills or solving the given task

entirely by itself. We leave the formulation of such constraint for autonomous acquisition of new,

missing skills to our future works.

4.5 Implementation details

Pretraining Benchmark Method

In our results, we also consider the pretraining of benchmark methods for an equivalent

amount of time as used to train the primitive policies for our composition model for a better

analysis. The total number of steps needed to train primitive skills of Ant (up, down, left, and

right), halfcheetah (run and jump), and pusher (down and left) were 1, 0.5, and 0.1 million,

respectively. In Fig. 4.4, HIRO was pretrained for both standard (30 units) and low-torque-ant

(150 units). The results of HIRO standard-ant are excluded in Fig.4.4 to avoid clutter as they led

to no improvement in the performance. For the non-hierarchical tasks presented in Fig. 4.3, the

benchmark methods are not pretrained. However, to account for pretraining, the performance

of other methods (TRPO, PPO, SAC) can be accessed after 1, 0.5, and 0.1 million for the ant,

halfcheetah, and pusher environments, respectively. Also, notice that in Fig. 4.3, the pretraining

will have no significant effect on the performance of TRPO and PPO in all environments and SAC

in half-cheetah hurdle and cross-maze-ant environments. Furthermore, since pusher and random-

goal-ant are relatively simple environments (due to no obstacles or maze around), pretrained SAC

can perform similar to our composition method.

Environment Details

In this section, we present the environment details including reward functions, primitive

policies, and state space information. The reward functions are presented in the Table 4.3 together

with the overall reward scaling values. For Ant and halfcheetah-hurdle environments, the primitive
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policies were trained in a free-space that had no mazes, hurdle or fixed targets in the surrounding.

Ant environments: In these environments, we use 8 DOF four-legged Ant with 150 units

torque limit. The primitive policies of moving left, right, down and up were shared across all

these tasks. These sub-level-policies were obtained using SAC and each policy was trained for

about 0.25 million steps. In these environments, the information g in the state s : [ŝ,g] corresponds

to the target location. Let us introduce the notation to defined reward function. Let rxy, gxy,

u, and fc denote xy-position of the robot’s torso, xy-position of the goal, joint torques, and

contact-cost, respectively. The scaling factors are defined as λ. The reward function for the

following environments is defined as with reward scaling of 5 units:

−λg||rxy−gxy||2 +λvvxy +λsI(IsAlive)−λct ||u||2−λc fc (4.9)

Ant Random Goal: In this environment, the ant has to navigate to any randomly sampled

target within the confined circular region of radius 5 units. The goal radius is defined to be 0.25

units. The reward function coefficients λg, λv, λs, λct , and λc are 0.3, 0.0, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001,

respectively.

Ant Cross Maze: In this environment, the ant has to navigate through the 3D maze to

reach any of the target sampled from the three targets. The goal radius is defined to be 1.0 units.

The reward function parameters are same as for the random-goal ant environment.

For the remaining environment (Ant Maze, Ant Push and Ant Fall), we use the following

reward function with no reward scaling:

λg||rxyz−gxyz||2−λct ||u||2−λc fc (4.10)

where coefficients λg, λct , and λc are set to be 1.0, 0.05, and 0.5×10−4.

Ant Maze: In this environment, we place the Ant in a ⊃-shaped maze for a navigation

task between given start and goal configurations. The goal radius is defined to be 5 units. During
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training, the goal is uniformly sampled from [−4,20]× [−4,20] space, and the Ant initial location

is always fixed at (0,0). During testing, the agent is evaluated to reach the farthest end of the

maze located at (0,19) within L2 distance of 5.

Ant Push: In this environment, the Ant is initially located at (0,0) coordinate, the

moveable block is at (0,8), and the goal is at (0,19). The agent is trained to reach randomly

sampled targets whereas during testing, we evaluate the agent to reach the goal at (0,19) within

L2 distance of 5.

Ant Fall: In this environment, the Ant has to navigate in a 3D maze. The initial agent

location is (0,0), and a movable block is at (8,8) at the same elevation as Ant. Their is a rift in

the region [−4,12]× [12,20]. To reach the target on the other side of the rift, the Ant must push

the block down into the rift, and then step on it to get to the goal position.

Table 4.2: Hyperparameters

Parameters SAC HIRO TRPO PPO

Learning rate (η) 3×10−4 1×10−4 - -
Discount factor (γ) 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Nonlinearity in feedforward networks ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU
Minibatch samples size 256 128 - -
Replay buffer size 106 2×105 - -
Batch-size - - 1000 1000
Target parameters smoothing coefficient (τ) 0.005 0.005 - -
Target parameters update interval 1 2 - -
Gradient steps 1 1 0.01 0.01
Gumbel-softmax temperature (T ) 0.5 0.5 - -

Pusher: In pusher environment, a simple manipulator has to move an object to the

target location. The primitive policies were to push the object to the bottom and left. These

low-level policies were obtained via SAC after 0.1 million training steps. In this environment, the

state information for both primitive policies and the composite policy include the goal location.

Therefore, G , in this case, is null. The reward function is given as:

−λg||oxy−gxy||2−λo||rxy−oxy||2−λct ||u||2 (4.11)

where oxy, gxy, rxy, and u are xy-position of object, xy-position of goal, xy-position of arm, and
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Table 4.3: Network Architectures.The right most column shows the hidden units per layer.

Model Architectures Hidden units

Composition-HIRO

High-level Policy: Three layer feed forward network 300

Encoder Network: Bidirectional RNN with LSTMs 128

Decoder Network (Single layer feed forward network) 128

Attention Network: Wf ,Wb,Wd ∈ Rd×d ;W ∈ Rd 128

Composition-SAC

Encoder Network: Bidirectional RNN with LSTMs 128

Decoder Network (Single layer feed forward network) 128

Attention Network: Wf ,Wb,Wd ∈ Rd×d ;W ∈ Rd 128

HIRO
High-level Policy: Three layer feed forward network 300

Low-level Policy: Three layer feed forward network 300

Standard RL policy Two layer feed forward network 256

joint-torques. The coefficients λg, λo, and λct are 1.0, 0.1, and 0.1, respectively.

Halfcheetah-hurdle: In halfcheetah-hurdle environment, a 2D cheetah has to jump over

the three hurdles to reach the target. The primitive policies include run forward and jump where

each poilcy was trained with SAC for 0.25 million steps. Furthermore, in this environment, the

information g in the state s : [ŝ,g] corresponds to the x-position of the next nearest hurdle in front

of the agent as well as the distance from that hurdle. The reward function is defined as:

−λg||rxy−gxy||2−λhchc(·)+λrgI(goal)+λz|vz|+λvvx−λccc(·) (4.12)

where rxy, gxy, vz, and vx are xy-position of robot torso, xy-position of goal, velocity along z-axis,

and velocity along x-axis, respectively. The function hc(·) returns a count indicating the number

of hurdles in front of the robot. The indicator function I(goal) returns 1 if the agent has reached

the target otherwise 0. The function cc(·) is a collision checker which returns 1 if the agent

collides with the hurdle otherwise 0. The reward function coefficients λg, λhc, λrg, λz, λv, and λc

are 0.1, 1.0, 1000, 0.3, 1.0 and 2, respectively.
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Hyperparameters and Network Architectures

Table 4.2 summarizes the hyperparameters used to train policies with SAC [HZAL18],

TRPO [SLA+15], PPO [SWD+17], and HIRO [NGLL18]. Table 4.3 summarizes the network

architectures.
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Chapter 5

Task Planning

Many solutions exist that can solve rearrangement planning problems, particularly through-

out the sub-field of task-and-motion planning (TAMP) [GCH+20], these often come with a wide

range of significant limitations that restrict their utility in the real world. In particular, these

approaches often rely on having known object models.

However, recent advances in deep learning have provided ways for us to weaken these

assumptions. Work on deep learning for grasping gives us the ability to grasp unknown ob-

jects [MML+17, MEF19], including in cluttered scenes [MME+20, SMTF21]. A growing

body of work also looks at using learned representations for robotic task or motion plan-

ning [SJA+18, HLF+19, PBK+19, ISL20]. Others have learned samplers for integration into

traditional motion planners, e.g. [QMSY20, QDCY20]. We can also more accurately segment

unknown objects from the world, giving us ways to identify and pick up objects that we have

never seen before [XXMF20a, XXMF20b]. Recently, graph neural networks have also been used

to represent 3D scenes [BFM+20].

One question that remains, though, is how we can plan to execute sequences of actions in-

cluding grasps and placements, in order to perform long-horizon rearrangement tasks in unknown

environments. Multiple objects might block one another or prevent things from being moved into
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new positions. In particular, we need to make decisions about which objects to grasp or move

when there are multiple options that are viable at any given time.

In this work, we describe Neural Rearrangement Planning (NeRP) [AQF21], an approach

for rearranging unknown objects from perceptual data in the real world, as shown in Fig. 5.2.

NeRP represents a scene as a graph over segmented objects. Given a current and the goal scene

and object segmentation, it finds an alignment between the two sets of unknown objects in the

goal and current image using pre-trained ResNet50 [HZRS15] features, and use them to output

multi-step rearrangement actions. NeRP is trained using the synthetically generated data in

simulation for random object rearrangement.

It uses learned neural networks for choosing the object that needs to be picked and the

distribution of possible placements in terms of relative transforms from the current position of the

object in the point-cloud space. These operations can be sequenced over time via a sampling-

based planning algorithm, which allows us to choose sequences of manipulations in order to

perform rearrangement tasks with unknown objects. At execution time, we use model-free

grasping [SMTF21] to pick and use MPPI controller [DMEF21] to place objects and thereby

achieve the specified goal. After each placement action, NeRP observes the scene and re-plans

the best course of actions to account for inaccuracies in execution. Fig 5.1 shows execution of

object rearrangement on unseen objects with real robot using NeRP.

To our knowledge, this is the first system for end-to-end rearrangement planning for

unknown objects. Specifically our contributions are:

• a graph neural network approach for computing which objects to move and estimating

where they can be placed to complete a rearrangement task,

• an algorithm for planning and execution that will reactively select where to place these

unknown objects in order to complete the rearrangement task.

In addition, we show results both on a simulated object rearrangement task and via real-world
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Figure 5.1: NeRP finds a sequence of pick and place operations to rearrange unknown objects
to their target arrangement (shown in the top left), choosing both which object to manipulate
and where to place it.

robot execution.

5.1 Related Works

Perhaps the most relevant area of work to rearrangement planning is the field of task

and motion planning (TAMP). TAMP is a broad area of study that looks at integrating discrete

high-level planning (which objects to grab, which actions to execute) with continuous low level

planning (like which positions in which to place objects) [GCH+20]. This area generally relies

on model-based methods, using known objects and fully-observable domains, although work

has been done to weaken these assumptions, particularly in recent years. For example, recent

work has looked at task and motion planning with partial observability [GPLP+20], enabling

re-arrangement even if certain objects are not fully visible, and others have used learning to guide

task and motion planning [KWKLP19].

Rearrangement planning is a common subset of task and motion planning [CHES11,

KRS17, NLC+19, LZK+20, GCH+20]. It has recently been identified as an interesting challenge

area for robotics research [BCC+20]. It is interesting in part because it involves long-term

planning; recent methods often use Monte Carlo Tree Search or similar methods to explore
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multiple future possibilities, e.g. [KRS17, LZK+20]. Partial observability is a serious issue,

as in many cases objects are partly or wholly occluded [NLC+19], which necessitates special

considerations [GPLP+20].

One possible route to building on these is via Motion Planning Networks (MPNet)

[QMSY20], which predict a set of waypoints that you can use for classical planning based on

sensor data. Neural Task Graphs [HNX+19] propose a way to perform multi-step planning with

known objects, but require a demonstration of the correct action sequence. Another approach

is via Deep Affordance Foresight [XMMM+20], which learns predictive affordance models to

allow completion of longer horizon tasks.

Visual Robot Task Planning [PBK+19] learns an autoencoder style representation for

multi-step task planning, but does not generalize to different goals. Similarly, PlaNET works

via deep visual predictions, showing what the possible consequences are for near-horizon ac-

tions [HLF+19]. Universal Planning Networks use a learned latent space for motion planning

together with a simple gradient descent planner [SJA+18]. Other work like Q-MDP net for

planning under partial observability [KHL17], focusing on navigation instead of placement and

rearrangement.

Broadly Exploring Local Policy Trees break up task planning into many different learned

high level tasks [ISL20], and use an RRT-like approach to navigate between these via a latent

space. However, this approach is not applied to the real world in the same way as our approach

is, and as it uses a learned latent space it is most likely less general. Simeonov et al. [SDK+20]

propose a method that might be most similar to ours, which looks at a whole sequence of

manipulation skills to do task and motion planing with unseen rigid objects. However, they

assume a high level task skeleton is given.
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5.2 Problem Definition

Let X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn} ∈ X denote an unordered set of n points each of dimension d. Let

M ∈Rn be a point-wise selection operator, i.e., M ×X 7→X ′, over a given set, where X ′⊂X , and

∆∈Rd be a set action operator such that X ×∆ 7→X . Therefore, a set-based planner can be defined

as a new class of function Π : X 7→M ×∆ that determines a sequence of set operators in M ×∆

space to point-wise transform a given set to another desired set. In this work, we propose NeRP, a

set-based planner that outputs a sequence of actions {(M0,δ0),(M1,δ1), · · · ,(MH ,δH)} ∈M ×∆

for the initial X(t) and target X(T ) unordered sets such that X(t)×M×δ 7→ X(T ), where M ∈M

and δ ∈ ∆. We demonstrate the application of our method to rearrangement planning problems

for robotics.

Let Q and A be the robot configuration and action spaces, respectively. A low-level agent

can be defined as a function πL : Q 7→ A that achieves the given robot configurations q ∈ Q by

executing a sequence of actions a{m} = {a1,a2, · · · ,am} ∈A . In our case, we consider the general

robot interaction setting, where for a given current X(t) and target X(T ) sets, the high-level agent,

πH ∈Π, at time t, outputs a set action (M(t),δ(t)) ∈M ×∆, leading to an achievable sub-goal

set qδ ⊂ Q for the low-level agent. The low-level agent πL executes a sequence of actions a ∈ A

to achieve (M0,δ0) in the environment and return the control to task planner where it gets new set

of observation X(t +1) and replans accordingly.

5.3 Neural Rearrangement Planner (NeRP)

This section formally presents our approach for Neural Rearrangement Planning (NeRP),

which comprises four main components: the object alignment network, the object selection and

objects placement prediction networks, and the collision detection network. Fig. 5.2 shows an

overview of this model architecture. We use these networks to perform multi-step planning in

order to perform object rearrangement in unknown scenes.
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Figure 5.2: NeRP’s model architecture overview. It comprises scene graph generation and
encoding. The encoding is used to select objects and compute their relative translations for
rearrangement planning tasks.

Neural Networks

Objects Alignment and Graph Generation: The objects alignment module determines

the individual objects’ correspondence in the current X(t) and target X(T ) scene point-clouds

for the graph generation. We use Unknown Objects Instance Segmentation (UCN) [XXMF20a]

to extract specific object, i, RGB-information from the given scene and it’s corresponding

point clouds X i ⊂ X . The RGB information for each individual objects are passed through

pre-trained Resnet model [HZRS15] to extract their latent features w ∈W for computing L2 norm

based objects similarity scores s, an N×N matrix with N ∈ N denoting the number of instance

segmentations in the current and target scenes.

The graph generator takes the current and target scene point clouds with their segmentation

labels and the similarity matrix s as an input and generates an undirected graph G = (V,E) ∈ G .

Each vertex V i ∈V of the graph is computed as follows. Objects in the current observation and

target observation are assigned to each other by minimizing the assignment cost using Hungarian

method. For instance, in Fig 5.2, object at from the current scenario (at time t) is paired with

object aT from the target scenario (at time T ) using their feature-based similarity scores s(at ,aT ).

Once object assignment is computed, the center of observed object point cloud pt ∈ R3 and

pT ∈ R3 are concatenated to represent V i ∈ R6, the features for graph vertex.

Graph Encoder Network: Our graph encoder network is based on a Higher-order
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Algorithm 20: NeRP
(
X(t), X(T )

)
K← InstanceSegmentation(X(t),X(T ))
if at t = 0 then

h← 2×|K| //set planning horizon

else if h == 0 then
report out-of-planning-budget

s← ObjsAlignment(X(t),X(T ),K)
G = (V,E)← GraphGen(X(t),X(T ),K,s)
X(t),G← X(t),G //make a backup copy
rollouts← []
for 1 to n rollouts do

rollout← []

X(t)← X(t)
G← G
while h > 0 do

z{N}← fΘ(G) //graph encodings
ρ{N}← hΦ(z{N})
i∼Mult(ρ{N}) //graph node sampling
δ{B}← πΩ(zi

{B}) //set action generation

X̂ i
{B}(t) = X i

{B}(t)+δ{B}

N′ = N\i //unselected node indices
X̂N′
{B}(t) = XN′

{B}(t)

x{N′×B} ∼ {(X̂ i
{B},0)∪ (X̂

j
{B},1)} ∀ j ∈ N′

ids← uξ(x{N′×B})> ε

δ{B′} = δ{B}[ids] //collision-free actions
v{B′}← rΨ(zi

{B′},δ{B′}) //set-action scores
j← argmax v{B′} //best action
V i(t)←V i(t)+δ j //update graph vertex
X i(t)← X i(t)+δ j //update point-cloud
e← ComputeError(V )
rollout ∪ (i,δ{B′}, j,e)

rollouts∪ rollout

(i,δ{B′}, j)← BestRollout(rollouts)
h← h−1
X i

best ← X i(t)+δ j //best placement
pbest ← ComputeMean(X i

best)

X i
all ← X i

{B′}(t)+δ{B′} //all placement points
X i

B ← k-Neighbors(pbest ,X
i
all)

cmap← ComputeCost
(

pbest ,X
i
B
)

return X i
B ,cmap

Graph Neural Networks [MRF+19], known as k-GNNs, that takes the graph G = (V,E) and

hierarchically learns the objects’ latent embeddings, {zi; ∀i ∈ [0,N]}. We use local k-GNNs,
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more precisely 1-2-3-GNNs with max-pooling aggregation operator, where each graph layer

performs message-passing between individual vertices and local subgraph structures, denoted as

g⊂ G, along the hierarchy from k = 1 to k = 3, i.e.,

f t
k(g) = σ

(
f t−1
k (g) ·Θt

1 + max
g∈NL(s)

(
f t−1
k (g) ·Θt

2
))

(5.1)

where NL denotes the local-neighborhood of subgraph g (for more details, refer to [MRF+19]),

Θt
1 and Θt

2 are the learnable weight parameters, and σ is the component-wise non-linear function

ReLU. In our problem setting, k-GNNs with max-pooling operators outperformed vanilla GNNs

[WPC+20], as the former captures the fine to coarse level structure of the given current-target

aligned scene graph which is crucial to have scene-aware node embeddings. Note that our object

alignment network captures across the scene correspondence between objects, whereas our graph

encoder network captures the overall current and target placement structure (Fig. 5.2).

Object Selection Network: Our Object Selection Network, hΦ : G 7→M , is an object-

centric neural model, with parameters Φ, that takes the individual graph node embeddings z{N},

representing current-target scene graph, and predicts their selection scores ρ{N}, where ρi ∈ [0,1],

i.e.,

ρ{N}← h(z{N};Φ) (5.2)

We convert all selection scores ρ{N} into probabilities to parameterize a multinomial distribution.

A graph node index i is sampled from this distribution during planning which denotes a particular

object-pairs embedding in the scene graph. Note that the index i also maps to the instance

segmentation label, thus resulting into a subset selection operator Mi ∈M . The selected object

pair’s graph node embedding zi is then used to predict the next relative transformation for the

subset Mi×X(t) 7→ X i(t). Furthermore, we train this module using the binary-cross entropy loss
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as:

lΦ,Θ =−
1

N ∑
i

yi · log(hΦ(zi)+(1− yi) · log(1−hΦ(zi)) (5.3)

where yi is the binary label from demonstrations indicating a graph node to be selected.

δ-Proposal Network: The δ-Proposal Network πΩ : X 7→ ∆, with parameters Ω, is a

stochastic neural model that takes the selected node embeddings zi
{B} and outputs a variety of

candidate translations δi
{B} ∈ ∆ that would move the object to a potential new placement region,

i.e.,

δ
i
{B}← π(zi

{B};Ω) (5.4)

where δi
{B} contains a variety of δ actions of size B and zi

{B} contains B replicas of zi. These δi
{B}

actions are applied to B replicas of selected object’s current point-cloud X i
{B}(t) which leads to its

next placement in the point-cloud space, i.e.,

X i
{B}(t +1) =


X i

1(t)
...

X i
B(t)

+


δi
1
...

δi
B

 (5.5)

Furthermore, our generator model obtains its stochasticity from Dropout layers [SHK+14]

applied to the networks’ linear layers with probability p ∈ [0,1] during execution. For the given

Graph G = (V,E) and the true next step delta δ from demonstrations, this module is trained by

minimizing the following:

lΩ,Θ(M, fΘ(G),δ) =
∥∥ρΩ

(
M ◦ fΘ(G)

)
−δ
∥∥

2 (5.6)

where M is a mask operator which selects the graph node embedding that corresponds to the

given true delta δ label only.

Goal Satisfaction Network: Our goal satisfaction network is a value function that scores
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the given actions for their ability to accomplish the given target arrangements. It is a neural

function rΨ : G ×∆ 7→ [0,1], with parameters Ψ, that takes a selected graph node embedding and

the given action δ as an input and outputs goal satisfaction scores, i.e.,

ŷr← σ
(
rΨ(M ◦ fΘ(G),δ)

)
(5.7)

where ŷr ∈ [0,1], M is a mask operator that selects a graph node embedding corresponding to

the given action δ, and σ is a sigmoid function to squash predicted scores to [0,1]. The ŷr = 1

indicates that the given action δ can take the selected object to its target location, and ŷr = 0

indicates otherwise. Furthermore, this function is optimized through binary-cross entropy loss as

follows:

lΨ,Θ(M, fΘ(G),yr) =−yr · log(ŷr)− (1− yr) · log(1− ŷ) (5.8)

where yr denotes the true label.

Collision Network: Our collision detection network uξ : X 7→ [0,1], with parameters ξ,

uses a number of PointNet++ set-abstraction layers [QYSG17] to detect the intersection between

any two given sets X0,X1 ⊂ X . In our setting, X0 and X1 can be any arbitrarily selected object

point-clouds with their feature labeled as Y0 = 0 and Y1 = 1, respectively. Our collision network’s

input is a subset sampled from a joint-set of given point-clouds and their feature masks, i.e.,

x⊂ (X0,Y0)∪ (X1,Y1). The feature mask indicates element-wise point-cloud correspondence to

the given sets. The network predicts scores ρc ∈ [0,1] indicating degeree of sets’ intersections.

We train our collision-checker independently from other NeRP models using the BCE loss with

training samples containing both intersecting and disjoint point-cloud sets.

NeRP Training

We train our core models, i.e., graph encoder fΘ(·), node selector hΦ(·), δ-proposal net-

work πΩ(·), and goal satisfaction evaluator rΨ(·), jointly in an end-to-end manner by optimizing
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Figure 5.3: Examples of generated data. Objects are randomly placed on the table, and we
chose different random motions as well.

the following objective:

1

NM
∑

τ∼M
lΦ,Θ(z{N},y{N})+ lΩ,Θ(zi,δ

i
)+ lΨ,Θ(zi,δ

i
,yr), (5.9)

where τ = (G,y{N},δ
i
,M,yr) denotes a training sample from demonstration data M , comprising

a current-target paired scene graph G with its node embeddings z{N} = fΘ(G). It also includes

the node selection labels as y{N}, and a differentiable mask M operator to select a desired node

embedding zi = M ◦ z{N}. Furthermore, we also provide a desired next action δ
i

and its goal

satisfaction value yr for the selected node. The graph encoder is learned end-to-end with other

core models to capture scene embedding useful for the overall rearrangement planning process

whereas the collision network is trained independently.
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NeRP Planning Algorithm

Algorithm 20 describe our multi-step planning algorithm for efficiently solving tabletop

rearrangement tasks. For the given observations, X(t) and X(T ), our method begins by computing

their instance segmentation K using UCN [XXMF20a]. A current-target aligned scene graph G is

then instantiated using those segmented observations and the objects similarity scores s (Lines

6-7).

Given an observation graph G = (V,E), our multi-step predictive planning approach

imagines n action sequences out to horizon h, stores them into a buffer rollouts, and executes the

first action through a low-level controller of the best-selected planning sequence. In our approach,

we use a Model Predictive Path Integral (MPPI) controller based on learned collision avoidance

models [DMEF21] to perform the given placement actions leading to the next observation graph

for the planning. After each pick-and-place action is executed, the horizon h is decremented and

we replan. If controller fails to execute an action (e.g. it fails to grasp or drops the object early)

the plan horizon is incremented again to give another opportunity to the planner for re-planning.

In a planning sequence, the graph encoder, fΘ, outputs the graph nodes’ embeddings z{N}.

The function hΦ takes graph embeddings and predicts ρ{N} which parametrize a Multinomial

distribution for sampling an index i ∈ [0,N]. For a selected graph node’s embedding zi, multiple

replicas are fed to our stochastic δ-proposal network, πΩ, to determine the various next step

actions δ{B} for the placements of the object i (Line 15-18).

Each of the candidate placements of the selected object in X̂ i
{B}(t) forms a new scenario.

To determine the best next-step scene arrangement, we translate the object point cloud according

to the sampled δ and use our collision and goal-satisfaction networks. The collision-network,

uξ, takes all possible next step objects point-clouds and returns action indices, ids, leading to all

collision-free next-step arrangements (Line 22-24). The goal satisfaction network takes these

collision-free placement actions, δ{B′}, and provides the scores, v{B′}, to select the best move for

simulating the next-step using the graph G and current point-cloud X(t +1) (Line 25-28).
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Furthermore, for each planning step, we compute a L2 norms based error e between the

updated graph vertices V (t) and V (T ), indicating difference between current simulated scene

and the final arrangement. All this planning step information, including error e, is stored in the

rollout buffer. Once all sequences are unrolled, the first step of the best-unrolled sequence, based

on minimum error e, is selected to determine best object i and the placement points, X i
all , and a

placement cost map cmap for the object i. To select X i
all and compute their cost-map cmap, we

calculate the centroid, pbest , of the next best placement point-cloud X i
best , and select all points in

X i
all that are within a ball of radius of pbest .

The cost values are calculated based on the distance between pbest and all placement

locations X i
B (Line 38). These placement locations with cost map are given to the MPPI low-level

controller for robot execution. The controller generates grasps for object i using [SMTF21] and

executes the motions using [DMEF21]. Once the object is lifted, it chooses the placement with

minimum cmap for which there is a collision-free, kinematically feasible path.

2 3 4 51

6 7 8 9 10

Start

Target (Desired)

Target (Achieved)

Figure 5.4: An example plan rollout showing how NeRP chose to move objects around in order
to get between two goal states with very different arrangements of obstacles. In this case, it took
10 steps to get to the goal state.

Data Generation

To train the NeRP models, we generate random synthetic scene data rendered with variable

camera poses. All scenes contained randomly selected five objects, initially scattered all over

the tabletop of changing dimensions (as shown in Fig. 5.3). Each scenario’s target arrangement

was determined by randomly swapping the objects’ placements in the initial scene, so that

each object’s goal location is blocked by a random other object. Hence, transitioning from an
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initial to target scene requires some items to be moved to another empty location, which we call

storage, to vacate the occupied position. We generate the intermediate placement action using

a model-based expert rearrangement planner (as described in Section 5.4). The expert planner

generates intermediate scene sequences from which we determine the step-wise relative scene

transformations (M,δ) ∈M ×∆ for training our model-free, set-based rearrangement planner.

Following this procedure, we gathered a dataset comprising seven thousand re-arrangement task

problems with their intermediate planning sequences.

5.4 Results

We performed four sets of experiments. First, we tested our method on unseen synthetic

data against various classical baselines. Second, we show generalization of our method on object

rearrangement for unseen number of objects. Third, we do ablation study to evaluate effect of

each component of NeRP and finally we demonstrate our method’s sim-to-real generalization

performance on real-world object rearrangement tasks with different sets of unseen objects and

for unseen rearrangement tasks. We use the following metrics for quantitative comparison of

different methods:

• Success Rate indicates the percentage of successfully solved unseen arrangement problems;

an object arrangement is considered successful if the maximum displacement for each

object does not exceed 5mm.

• Planning Steps measures the number of steps required to rearrange the objects from source

configuration to target configuration.

• Final Error measures the average L2 distance between the desired target arrangement and

the actual arrangement achieved by a given planner.
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Note that success rate is computed over all the rearrangement scenarios whereas planning steps

and final error are computed only on successful rearrangements.

Table 5.1: Comparison between NeRP and several classical baselines. NeRP produces shorter,
more accurate plans than baseline methods.

Algorithms
Performance Metrics

Success rate (%) ↑ Planning steps ↓ Final error ↓

Expert 90.67±0.60 8.41±2.61 0.0±0.0
NeRP (Ours) 94.56±0.73 7.01±2.10 0.019±0.013

Classical (greedy, parallelized) 68.20±0.79 13.60±5.99 0.023±0.017
Classical (random, parallelized) 59.23±1.32 42.80±60.63 0.019±0.011

Algorithm Comparison

To validate our approach, we first tested on 500 simulated unseen object rearrangement

problems that were generated with 5 objects following the procedure in Section 5.3 (Data

Generation). Table 5.1 shows how our method compares to multiple baseline methods. These

baselines include:

Expert: The expert planner is a model-based planning approach that uses objects’ unique

ids, transformations, table mesh, object meshes, and FCL [PCM12] collision-checker for planning.

For this model, we set the same step length limit as NeRP, i.e., 2×|K|. It randomly selects an

object to move that is not at its goal position, and then checks to see if its target location is empty

or occupied. If the target location is occupied, it will move the occupying object to free space,

chosen by randomly sampling a feasible storage location on the table. If the target location is

free, it will instead move the object to the goal. This process is repeated until all the objects are at

their goal positions.

Classical (greedy, parallelized): This is a model-free version of the “Expert” planner. It

uses instance segmentation and our object alignment model to match objects between the current

and target scenes. Once objects pair are computed, it randomly selects an object, checks if its

target location is occupied or empty, and moves the occupying object to storage by sampling
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multiple placements in parallel and rejecting colliding placement positions using our collision-net

uξ instead of using FCL. Once the target location is free, it moves the selected object to its target,

and proceeds by randomly selecting another object and repeating the process.

Start

Target
(Desired)

Target
(Achieved)

1 2 3

4 5 6

Figure 5.5: Example of a planning sequence. The robot repeatedly selects which object to move
and either moves it to the appropriate goal position or to a storage position to enable future
execution.

Classical (random, parallelized): The random baseline plans along multiple sequences,

and executes the first action of the best selected sequence, following the algorithm given by

Alg. 20. The best sequence is selected based on minimum error, e, from the target arrangement.

However, unlike, NeRP, this baseline randomly chooses an object and performs a sequence

execution like a classical (greedy, parallelized) approach mentioned above.

Comparison to classical methods: Table 5.1 shows how NeRP out-performs all baseline

methods, including the model-based expert that uses all environment state information. This is for

several reasons. First, the random placements can often be in-collision, especially in cases with

a small tabletop area. Second, model-free baselines diverge in cases with noisy feature-based

objects’ pairing, which is inevitable with learning-based feature matching approaches. Third, in

the multi-step, multi-sequence classical planning cases, executing the first action and replanning

the sequences again instead of greedily utilizing each action step takes a longer time to converge.

Generalization to different numbers of objects: Table 5.2 shows NeRP performance

over 500 scenarios with a number of objects ranging from two to eight, whereas NeRP training
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Table 5.2: Generalization of NeRP to different number of objects. Note that NeRP is trained on
random rearrangements of 5 objects.

Number of Objects
Performance Metrics

Success rate (%) ↑ Planning steps ↓ Final error ↓

3 Objects 98.25±0.57 4.58±0.82 0.039±0.036
4 Objects 97.60±1.20 5.70±1.38 0.027±0.025
6 Objects 98.09±0.40 8.69±2.15 0.013±0.013
7 Objects 90.62±1.03 9.47±2.23 0.011±0.008
8 Objects 87.50±2.50 10.72±2.08 0.010±0.008

Table 5.3: Analysis of the effects of ablation of various components of the network. Removing
stochasticity, the object selection network or the goal selection network has a significant negative
effect on performance.

Algorithms
Performance Metrics

Success rate (%) ↑ Planning steps ↓ Final error ↓

NeRP 94.56±0.73 7.01±2.10 0.019±0.013
w/o Dropout 36.87±0.24 8.23±3.07 0.019±0.012
w/o OS hΦ 30.12±1.10 11.82±3.30 0.025±0.021
w/o GS rΨ 48.21±0.68 14.84±1.14 0.016±0.010

dataset contained scenes with only five objects. Fig. 5.4 shows the NeRP execution in a scene

arrangement task with eight objects. From these results, we can see that NeRP’s object-centric

planning is robust to scene clutter and can efficiently sample multiple storage locations along the

planning sequence for achieving a complex target arrangement setup.

Ablation Studies

We then performed a set of experiments ablating various components of our method. In

particular, we look at the importance of the stochastic Dropout added to our δ-proposal network

πΩ, the object selection network hΦ, and the goal satisfaction network rΨ.

The results are shown in Table 5.3. We can see that all of these components are quite

important. Without Dropout [SHK+14], the architecture cannot find storage positions to place an

object if the goal is blocked, making it challenging to swap two objects – a deterministic network
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Start

Target (Desired)

Target (Achieved)

1 2 3

4 5 6

Figure 5.6: Swapping an unseen mug and bowl using NeRP: For the given X(Start) and X(End)
arrangements, NeRP selects an object in the given scenarios (e.g., 1, 3 & 5) and predicts its next
placement with a cost map cmap ( e.g., 2, 4 & 6).

could potentially learn this behavior, but it would be a much more difficult and less generalizable

solution, and perhaps harder to learn from random imitation data. Without rΨ, we see much

longer plans as the model makes numerous small adjustments without terminating, as evidenced

by the lower final error. Without object selection, we select random objects that are not at their

final positions, also leading to more inefficiency.

Real Robot Experiments

Finally, we performed a set of real-world experiments using a Franka Panda robot arm

with an externally mounted Intel Realsense L515 camera. We set up the two types of testing

scenarios i) swapping objects to achieve a given target arrangement and ii) sorting objects into

different categories similar to the given target observation. Fig. 5.1 shows the robot sorting bowls

and mugs, Fig. 5.5 shows the swapping of two objects and Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the swapping

tasks based on NeRP’s predicted actions. However, the major limiting factors in real-robot tasks

were noisy scene segmentation and feature extractions, which often led to rearrangement failure

due to incorrect object correspondences, as also highlighted in the supplementary video.

We see in all these different planning setups that despite being trained on synthetic

data with only five object categories, NeRP generalizes to novel problem settings with high

performance. In sim-to-real transfer, it generates actions for the low-level controller to move the

object, while in other scenarios, the objects were directly teleported to their best placement.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Future Works

This dissertation presents deep learning-based methods inspired by the human devel-

opment process that learn constraint or cost functions and their motion policies from expert

demonstrations and compose them into new complex skills to solve new problems across different

domains. It also highlights that proposed methods form a mutualistic relationship with existing

learning-based task planning approaches. In addition, it presents a novel rearrangement task

planning approach that operates in unknown environments from raw sensory information.

In constraint learning, also known as cost or reward learning, this dissertation presents an

approach to adversarial reward and policy learning from expert demonstrations by regularizing the

maximum-entropy inverse reinforcement learning through empowerment. The proposed method

learns the empowerment through variational information maximization in parallel to learning

the reward and policy. The policy is trained to imitate the expert behavior as well to maximize

the empowerment of the agent over the environment. The proposed regularization prevents

premature convergence to local behavior and leads to a generalized policy that in turn guides

the reward-learning process to recover near-optimal reward. The results show that the proposed

method successfully learns near-optimal rewards, policies, and performs significantly better

than state-of-the-art IRL methods in both imitation learning and challenging transfer learning
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problems. The learned rewards are shown to be transferable to environments that are dynamically

or structurally different from training environments. A possible future extension to this approach

can be to learn rewards and policies from diverse human/expert demonstrations as the proposed

method assumes that a single expert generates the training data. Another exciting direction would

be to build an algorithm that learns from suboptimal demonstrations that contains both optimal

and non-optimal behaviors.

In learning robot motion skills for given task objectives, this thesis presents a learning-

based approach to motion planning using deep neural networks called Neural Motion Planning

(NMP). For a given planning problem, NMP is capable of i) finding collision-free near-optimal

paths under various kinodynamic, and manifold kinematic constraints; ii) they can also generate

samples for underlying sampling-based motion planners in a subset of a given configuration

space that potentially contains solutions including the optimal path. The dissertation also presents

an active continual learning strategy to train NMP models with a significant improvement in

training data-efficiency compared to naive training approaches. The experimentation shows that

the neural motion planners consistently find collision-free paths under given constraints much

faster than other planners. The modular structure of NMPs naturally allow their coupling with

learning-based task planners, forming a mutual symbiotic relationship to efficiently solve task and

motion planning problems. In our future works, one of the primary objectives can be to tackle the

environment encoding problem for motion planning. Environment encoding is one of the critical

challenges in real-world robotics problems. Current perception approaches consider encoding

of individual objects rather than the entire scene that retains the inter-object relational geometry

which is crucial for motion planning. Henceforth, a possible research avenue is learning motion

planning oriented environments’ encoding from raw point-cloud data. Another future objective

would be to fully harness NMPs potential, i.e., their fast computational speed, to address motion

planning problems in robot surgery under contact dynamics and safety constraints.

To reuse existing motion skills and transfer them to new domains, this dissertation presents
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a novel policy ensemble composition method that combines a set of independent and task-agnostic

primitive policies through reinforcement learning to solve the given new tasks. This method can

transfer the given skills to novel problems and can compose them both sequentially (or -operation)

and concurrently (and -operation) to find a solution for the task in hand. The experiments

highlight that composition is vital for solving problems requiring complex motion skills and

decision-making where standard reinforcement learning and hierarchical reinforcement learning

methods either fail or need a massive number of interactive experiences to achieve the desired

results. An exciting future work could be to extend this composition method to automatically

acquire the missing skills in the given skillset that are necessary to solve the specific problems.

It is also imperative to investigate deep hierarchies of these composition models by combining

primitive policies into complex policies that are further composed together for a combinatorial

outburst in the agent’s skillset.

Apart from learning robot objective functions, motion skills, and composite models,

another important area of research is task planning that decomposes a given task into a sequence

of achievable subtasks for underlying motion planners. Recently, rearrangement task planning has

been highlighted as an important research direction as real-world robots would have to re-arrange

things in unstructured environments. This dissertation presents a novel Neural Rearrangement

Planning (NeRP), a deep neural network-based rearrangement approach for unknown objects.

NeRP can rearrange unseen objects without models, and works in an end-to-end fashion, given

segmented point-clouds from an RGB-D camera. NeRP is evaluated on challenging problems

and results demonstrate its sim-to-real generalizations. NeRP relies on scene segmentation and

correspondence matching techniques to generate a scene graph between the current and target

observations. The scene graph is used to generate a sequence of intermediate object selection and

their placement actions for reaching the given target arrangement. However, in the sim-to-real

transfer experiments, it is observed that existing scene segmentation and feature-based object

correspondence techniques often fail in the real-setup. This results in an incorrect scene graph
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and, therefore, NeRP behavior. Hence, an important future direction would be to augment NeRP

with robust segmentation and feature matching algorithms to enhance its real-world settings’

performance. Another future objective would be to extend NeRP for model-free planning in SE-3

space to compute both relative translation and rotations for transforming point sets into complex

shapes and arrangements.
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